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CARLUnCover2or Foxon
Finder?A Comporisonof
Articlesond Journolsin CARL
ond FoxonFinder
UnCover2
JoniferHolt ond KorenA. Schmidl

ibrarians are {'acedwith a number of
choices of online searching systems and
electronic document delivery services
that have developed in the last f'ew years.
Two well-known systems currently available and competing fbr users are Faxon
Finder, developed by the Faxon Company, and UnCover2, fiom CARL Systems
in Colorado. On the surface, these two
systems appear to be more or less the
same: created {br the academic and corporate market, covering many thousands
of journals, and oll'ering author and title
citation in{brmation available through
easy keyword searching, aswell a^ssophisticated document delivery services. Li-

brarians might suppose that acquisition of
one or another of these two products
would yield approximately the same kind
of bibliographic citations fbr their users.
Discussions in the literature do not
addressthis assumption.There are a number of articles that describe the two
systems, including their capabilities,
weaknesses, and ease of use. Kroeger
(1990), fbr example,presents a thorough
overview of the Carl UnCover system and
makes recommendationsfbr reference librarians as they guide users through the
system. Faxon Finder is relatively new and
has not yet undergone the rigoro rs testing
that Unbover ha-sseen. Leach and Tribble

Holr is Assistant Commerce Librarian, and Klntl A. ScHuIor is Acquisitions/Binding
IANTFER
Librarian, university of Illinois at urbana-champaign. Manuscript received January 20, 1995;
accepted {br publication April 3, 1995.
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(1993) provide a succinct description of
not only the Faxon and Carl systems, but
other similar systems as well Their {bcus
is on the document delivery component of'
these svstems. not the contenis ol the
databas'es.They do call, however, for a
detailed examination of the contents of
these databases as an important component in considering these systemsas useful adjuncts to collection development
and access strategies. Kurosman and
Durniak's 1994 comparison of document
delivery systems, including traditional interlibrary loan, does not provide a comparison ofthe contents ofthese databases
as much as a quanti{ied description of the
delivery systems. Two other articles, by
]ackson (f993) and by Wessling (1992),
are usef'ul for their general insights into
issuesrelated to accessand document delivery and the roles that systems such a^s
Faxon Finder and UnCover2 play, but
again they do not ofl'er guidancebn'evaluating or choosing a specific system.
Tnr CournuNc

SYSTEMS

UNCovER2
UnCover is a multidisciplinary journal article accessdatabase developed by CARL
(Colorado Alliance of ResearchLibraries)
Svstems.Inc. The databasewas released
in December 1988 to members of CARL.
Since that time. UnCover2 has been acquired for additional libraries through
gateway connections. ]ournals are sent by
eight CARL libraries, both academic and
public, to CARL Systems.These journals
are checked-in and their tables of contents are entered into the UnCover2 database.As of 1990, nearly 10,000journal
titles, including selected goveinment
documents, and over 900,000 article titles
were entered. UnCover2 covers nearly
every subject, according to one review
(Kroeger 1990).
In October 199I, CARL Systems introduced CARL UnCover2. It provides
electronic document delivery a^san additional service to UnCover. In September
1992. CARL Svstems and Blackwell
signed a letter oi intent to develop and
market UnCover2 jointly.

FrxoN FrNpnn
In |anuary 1993, Faxon ResearchServices
(FRS) introduced a product similar to
UnCover2 called Faxon Finder. Faxon,
however, took a &fl'erent approach from
UnCover2 in building its database.Rather
than relying on serials received in member libraries to build a databa^se,Faxon
de{ined a core list of journals using multiple resources,inclu&ng the Faxon serial
database and consultants and experts in
various disciplines. Database coverage began with January 1, 1990. A preliminary
goal was to include I 1,000 joumal titlesa goal that has nearly been met. The target
audience fbr Faxon Finder is academic,
research, business, and institutional libraries; joumal distribution is {'airly even
among the disciplines.
Although both UnCover2 and Faxon
Finder have roughly the same number of
iournal titles, UnCover2 has been criticized {br not includin{ more research-oriented iournals. UnCover2 has the more
cnrreni coverage of the two databases,
with a reported 24-hour turn-around time
fbr input into the database. Faxon inputs
tables of contents for weekly journals
within 24 hours, but tables ofcontents fbr
journals other than weeklies reportedly
take three to six days. Both products take
data directly {rom the tables of contents
UnCover2 primarily indexes substantive
iournal articles, whereas Faxon Finder indexes a broader scope o{ items including,
fbr example, editorials, letters to the editor, news briefis, and obituaries. Both systems provide access to articles primarily
through keyword searching, although in
the Faxon Finder system multiple word
phrases are searched exactly as entered
without allowing {br intervening words,
while the UnCover2 system does not impose this restriction. Both systemsprovide
indexing oftitles, subtitles, and other descriptive matter. Although users must
learn search protocols unique to each
product, both systems generally provide
user-{hendly access. Given these apparent basic similarities and noting the di{I'erence in years covered and method used
fbr selectingjournals lbr coverage, librarians might well assume that these two
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TABLE 1
SUPRAMoLECULen
CHsrursrnv
Fuon

CARL UnCover2

No
Cites

Year

1993

27

NoUnique

19

No
Cites

Comparisons

No
Unique

No
Overlap

o/o
o/o
Total
Possible Covered Covered
No Cites by CARL by Fuon

7o
Overlap

25 8

T2

8

31

87.1

38.7

'l

26

73.r

38.5

115

7

85.7

57 r

42.9

1992

I9

16

IO

7

1991

6

3

4

I

1990

8

7

2

I

I

I

88.9

22.2

11.1

28

13

1D

73

822

38.4

20 5

Total

60

4D

J

TABLE 2
SUFFRAGE

No
Cites

No
Unique

Comparisons

Fuorr

CARL UnCover2

No
Cites

No
Unique

538

692

23-L

tl

8

22

500

964

36.4

12

l0

28

57r

786

35.7

7

10

ZJ

72.0

68.0

40

101

58.8

75.2

33.7

l8

t2

I992

lt

a

19

r99r

r6

o

22

1990

18

8

I7

Total

DV

ok
Overlap

26

8

34

/n

Vo
Covered
by Fuon

n

I4

1993

No
Overlap

Total
7o
Possible Covered
No Cites by CARL

TABLE 3
MATTEL
Fuon

CARL UnCover2

No
Cites

No
Unique

No
Cites

1993

2

0

o

1992

4

z

5

1991.

2

I

1990
Total

Comparisons

No
Unique

o/o
Total
Possible Covered
No Cites by CARL

7o
Covered
by Fuon

7o
Ovellap

2

6

33 3

100.0

33 3

z

7

50.0

62.5

28.6

D

0

6

40 0

80-0

0.0

7

I

8

625

87.5

50 0

27

48.r

85.2

29.6

13

J

15

products are essentially the same, and that
searchesin one or the other service would
yield very similar responses.
Srerpunwr

No
Overlap

oF THE PRoBLEM

Are librarians getting the same basic product, whether they buy Carl UnCover2 or
Faxon Finder services {br their users?

8

Two research questions were generated:
(f ) What is the proportion of oYverlapbetween Faxon Finder and CARL UnCover2 when iournal articles are comDared on an article by article basis?and (2)
Wh"t i, the proportion of overlap in journals covered? It was expected that each
svstemwould have a relativelv srnall numier (258o or less) ol journal'articles that
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TABLE 4
AFDC
CARL UnCover2

Year

No
Cites

Fuon

o/o

No
Cites

No
Unique

No
Overlap

I

10

15

93 3

73.3

667

0

q

23

100.0

39 I

39.1

I

10

r7

94 I

64.7

58.8

1

4

6

83.3

83 3

66.7
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54.L
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Covered
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7o
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4
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o

1991

I6

b

1I

1990

I
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Covered
by Fuon

No
Unique

I993

Total

Comparisons
Total
Vo
Possible Covered
No Cites by CARL

ZJ

36

3

JO

Overlap

TABLE 5
Wrlle CerHnR
CARL UnCover2

No
Cites

I993

0

1992
1991

1

1990
Total

II

No
Unique

Fuon

No
Cites

Comparisons

No
Unique

No
Overlap

Total
Vo
Possible Covered
No Cites byCARL

0

11

1l

0

It

00

1000

I

ZJ

2T

A

26

r92

962

I54
63

0.0

0

16

rD

I

16

6.3

100.0

0

JZ

27

D

32

15.6

100.0

156

I

84

74

85

129

98.8

II.8
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TABLE 6
Cer-vru& HOBBES
CARL UnCover2

t993
t992
t99t
1990
Total

Fuon

Comparisons

No
Cites

No
Unique

4

2

z

02

I

I

0

00

0

0

0

0

0

0

I

3

z

0
0
0

No
Cites

No
Unique

were unique. It was also expected that
there would be a small number of iournals
unique to each product and that. regardless of the way in which journals were
selected to be included fbr indexing (by
member libraries or by a researchteam),
the result would be roughly the same.
To a:rswerthese questions we looked
at subiects in vario-us disciplines, ap-

No
Overlap

0
0
2

o/o
Total
Vo
Possible Covered Covered
No Cites by CARL by Fuon

4
I
0
0
5

s00
1000
00
0.0
100.0

50.0
00
0.0
0.0
400

Vo
Overlap

50.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
40.0

proaching the two databases as student
users might approach them, and compared the systemsfrom the point ofview
ofjournal article overlap andjournal coverage overlap. Specifically, seven topics
that would be ofinterest to undergraduate
students were identilied, and using exactly the same search strategies on the
same dav. lists of the matches to these
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TABLE 7
MAMMoGRAMS
CARL UnCover2

No
Cites

1993

t4

1992

t4

1991

IO

1990

I

Total

43

No
Unique

Fuon

Comparisons

No
Unique

No
Cites

No
Ovetlap

Total
Vo
Possible Covered
No Cites by CARL

Vo
Covered
by Fuon

ok
Overlap

r3

7

b

2t

667

6 1I

286

2l
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11

14

58.3

87.5

45 I

z

t7

I

8

19

52 6

89 5

42.1

z

t7

I4

3

19

263

895

158

68

40

28

83

5r.8

81.9

33.7

8
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TABLE 8
Torer-sFoRALL SUBJECTS
ByARTTCLE
CouNr
SEARCHES,
CARL UnCover2

No
Cites

1993

No
Unique

Fuon

No
Cites

75

4I

7992

77

4l

89

1991

JI

18

74

1990

46

1A

80

119

316

Total

249

Comparisons

No
Unique

No
Overlap

Total
7o
Possible Covered
No Cites by CARL

t/o
o/o

Covered
by Fuon

Overlap

39

34

rL4

65.8

64 0

29 8

OJ

53

130

59.2

68.5

27.7

41

92

55.4

80.4

35 I

53

99

46.5

80.8

27.3

186

435

57 2

72.6

29.9

4l
53
LB6

searcheswere Droduced.These lists were
then compare-d to one another, both at
the journal level and the article level,
and the results were comrriled from
counts of the overlap Only articles published {rom 1990 onward were selected,
since Faxon Finder began its coverage in
that year.
The seven topics selected (with their
representative disciplines noted in parentheses) were Mammoqrams (medicine;
health sciences); Cather, Willa (literature); Aid to Families with Dependent
Children, searched as AFDC (social
sciences); Calvin & Hobbes (popular
culture);
Suprarnolecular Chemistry
(chemistry sciences); Mattel, the toy
manu{acturer (business,economics);and
Su{liage (political science,women'.sstudies). The searching was conducted and
completed in Januiry 1994. In both systems, keyrvord searching wa^sperlbrmed,
using the article field provided and the
terms listed above as topics.

FrNnrNcs
Anrrcle OvERLAP
For the seven disciplines under study, the
average overlap was only 29.9Vo, with a
low of 11.87ooverlao {br articles on Willa
Cather and a hish of 54.lEo for articles on
AFDC. The tot;l overlap and the overlap
by discipline are shown in tables I through
8. Also included in the tables are data on
the total number of possible citations
{bund by searching both systems and the
percentage covered by both Faxon Finder
and UnCover2 seDaratelv.The tables also
show the percent^of eac*r discipline covered by each .system.Overall, Faxon had
better subiecf coverage than did UnCover2 (72.67o compared to 57.2Vo).
Faxon did better in covering the subjects
of Mammograms, Willa Cather, Mattel,
and Suf1rage. UnCover2 yielded better
resultsfbr AFDC, SupramolecularChemistry and Calvin & Hobbes (although it
should be noted that the Calvin & Hobbes
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TABLE 9
Jounuel Trrr,ns Covnnep sy UNCovnRz AND FAXoN FrNoen:
Ove nlep eNp UNrqun TTTLES
Subjects

In Fuon

In UnCover2

No Overlap

Mammography

26

t.t

oo/

30

zb

19
32

448

Sufliage

34r

295

Willa Cather

36

/

II

706

328
36.4
2L.6

Sup. Chemistry

8

17

8

24.2

5 15

24.2

Calvin & Hobbes

0

3

2

00

60.0

400

AFDC

4

L7

18

10.3

43.6

462

Mattel

b

d

333

22.2

444

98

37.7

22.8

33.6

Total

110

^
84

category yielded relatively insignilicant
results {iom both systems,a problem undoubtedly associatedwith the topic rather
than the svstems).
It also might be expected that overlap
would grow with the years.If one assumes
that the systems are relatively similar and
are both growing, and that there are a
finite number of iournals, the overlap of
jourrrals covered might be expected to
grow larger and larger. In {act, the results
of this study reveal not only a lack of a
discernible pattern to the overlap, but
some anomalies that seem to defy explanation. For example, fbr the topic Willa
Cather, no 1993 articles were lbund in
UnCover2, out of 11 possible citations
found by searching these two databases
(see table 5). Similarly, {br the topic Supramolecular Chemistry UnCover2 included more than twice the number of
citations {bund in Faxon Finder {br 1993
(see table 1). Both ofthese topics represent aspects o{ core disciplines that one
might expect both products to handle
equally well Data entry error might account {br this discrepancy,but only a more
detailed study of both Chemistry and
American Literature on these systems
*.Ot the reason {br these dif{er::::1
JounNel Ovunr-e.p
The average overlap in journals fbr all
disciplines covered wa^sonly 33 67o. As

can be seen in table 9, the highest level of
overlap with journals co'uerellwas lbr the
topic AFDC, at slightly more than 467o.
Not surprisingly, the article overlap by
topic was roughly equal to the journal
overlap by topic in most instances.Journal
and article level overlaps did difi'er fbr the
topics Willa Cather and Mattel. This is
explained in part through indexing errors.
In the caseofWilla Cather, the UnCover2
system missed an entire 1990 issue of
Modem. Fiction Studies, a journal reguIarly covered by UnCover2.
In addition to looking at the overlap in
journals covered, the quality ol the journals indexed lbr these tonics was considered Subject specialists-whowork with
these tonics on a dailv basis-one fbr each
discipline-were askedtheir opinions about
the two lists of iournals that were generated fiom these searches. They were
questioned about their overerllopinion of
each vendor'.slists, about omission ol important journals, and about the research
level of the iournals. These consultants
agreed that both sets of titles lrom Faxon
Finder and UnCover2 were suitable {br
both undergraduate and graduate users,
but that important titles seemed to be
missinglrom both lists.There is, however,
one important caveatregarding this issue:
the lists the consultantsexamined do not
represent all ofthe journals that each system covers; rather they represent only
those journals generated by the seven
searches Still, useful points did emerge.
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Perhaps the most salient point fbr this
review came {iom the Mattel list consultant who noted that neither system covered businessreports that would produce
use{ul citations.
Overall, the responsesof the subject
specialistsindicated thatthe joumals {iom
both lists represented a reasonableoverview of the subject in question. Faxon
Finder was regarded as having a more
thorough and broad coverageofthe subject.s than UnCover2, which wa.s described in some casesashaving haphazard
coverage. This dif{'erence was not substantial, however, and most of the specialir-t.snoted that they would recommend
either databaseto their usersaslong a^s
the
users did not consider the searches in
these databasesto be comrrrehensivesubject searches.

Corucrustows
The results of this study mirror the di{Terent origins of these two systems. Both

UnCover2 re{lects the strengths, interests,and biasesol'the contributinglibraries. Quantitatively, hased on this iample,

not yet sa{'e to make assumptions about
the nature o{ journal databases.Users,
then, should be cautioned about the results of'searches drawn {rom these databases, {br this reason and {br the many
other reasonslibrarianshavealreadycited.
In t.onsitlerinq the use ol these two
systems, a numbir of items should be
noted. The lirst-that both svstems vield
entirely dif]'erent results when search
words are flipped or changed-should
come a.sno surpri.se. Searching the term
Mammogram, lbr instance, displayed 68

citations fiom Faxon Finder and 45 citations liom UnCover2. However, when the
term Mammograph was tested later,
Faxon Finder produced 628 hits, while
UnCover2 lbund 383. Women'.s Sullrage
was substituted lbr the term Sulliage and
vielded onlv 15 articles lrom Faxon
Finder and ig Irotn lJ nCover2,compared
to 76 and 69, respectively, {br Suflrage.
This suggeststhat it would be uselul {br
the user (especiallythe uninitiated) to be
aided with- prompt.s .suggesting other
terms. Another observation is that citations in Faxon Finder include the pagination as part o{'the basic citation. This is
very uselul infbrmation that i.s lacking in
UnCover2. The leneth of an article is
often important to thi user.
In our study, we also made a cursory
review ofthe availability ofthe articles and
the costs associatedwith document delivery. Two articles available through both
databaseswere selected. One article fiom
the field of supramolecular chemistry was
available fiom both systems, but Faxon
charged$5.50 more in document f'eesand
$1.25 more in copyright I'eesthan did UnCover2. Faxon also charsed an additional
mailing cost, using either U S. mail or a
courier service Overall, the Faxon article
wa^salmost twice as expensive as the UnCover2 article. The other article, about
mammograms, wa-sunavailable lrom UnCover2 (with a note that the publisher
lbrbids tlelivery ol the article]. Faxon
made this zuticle available lbr an $11.00
document I'ee,a $3.00 copyright f'ee,and
a l'ee for choice in mailing options. This
sample is obviously too small for general
use, but does raise questions about the
relative cost o{'material and the need fbr
further study in this area.
The two vendorsof these systemswere
polled {br their views on the results of this
study. Only Faxon responded, {bcusing on
accessand the easeofuse ol their svstem.
but gave no explanation {br the lack t-,1'
overlap between the two systems. Both
vendors .seem intent on continuing the
development ol these systems As 6ther
vendois enter the {ield ii will be interesting to see what eflect, if any, such newcomer.s will have on the UnCover2 and
Faxon Finder systems.
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Furunr

Rnsnencu

This research represents a relatively new
area of exploration and could provide Iibrarians with a great deal of infbrmation
as they choose e{I'ective journal database
sources. Research comparing these general services with subject-specific databases could help in{brm decisions about
databases that might prove most helpl'ul
to users How well do the general systems
stand-up to the in-depth systems? Do
smaller libraries miss out on a Iot of material when they choose Faxon Finder, UnCover2, or a similar system, and if so, in
what areas?
There are also a number of additional
general systemsthat will reach the library
market soon. and their databasesneed to
be subjected to the kind of scrutiny seen
here and in other studies. Other comrronents ol these kinds o1'testsinclude citation analysisofjournals indexed, correlation studies between articles ordered and
iournals held within individual libraries,
and error rate within databases.The cost
with document delivery
issuesa^ssociated
should be addressedas well.

User needs can be more readily satis{ied
without extensive .iournal holdings and
cumbersome interlibrary loan procedures. While di{I'erences among systems

basesneed to review the development of
them and closely monitor their growth.
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SubjectCotologing
of ChiconoLiterofure
RobertL.Mowery

authors is especially problemntic.

a\

lL,r hi"uno literature has won a place in
the curriculum of many American colleges and universities. Though once
largely limited to courses taught by specialistson a {'ewcampuses,Chicano literature is now included in courseso{I'eredon
many campuses. Many of these courses
are contemporary American literature
courses that emphasize the diverse cultural roots ofthe American exDerience.In
addition to literature writtei by Native
Americans, A{hcan-Americans, and AsianAmericans, such courses typically include
works written by Chicano and other Latino authors. Manv camouses also o{I'er at
ih^t {',rcrlsesexclusively
Ieast one
"orr.."
literature. The study of Chion Chicano
cano literature is also an integral part of
Chicano Studies programs, which have
been establishedon various campuses.
Various types of patrons need to be
able to identify Chicano literature holdings in an academic library. For instance,

a prolessor planning a course on Chic'ano
literature might neJd a detailed overwiew
of the library'.s holdings; similarly, a campus administratorpreparing lbr an outside
Lvaluation ol the institution'.s Chicano
Studiesprogram might need the samesort
of overview. A student trying to decide on

about the extent and location of the librarys collection. In each ol these instances,a swift and elI'ectiveway of identitying the library'.sholdings of Chicano
lit".ui'nre is needed.
To what extent is this need met by the

RSBERTL Mownny is Archivist and Special Collections Librarian, Illinois Wesleyan University,
Bloomington The author wishes to ihank Jenni{er Greenwald and Erica Whitten for their
assistancE Manuscript received August 8, 1bg4; revised fanuary 20, 1995; accepted lbr publication March 2, 1995
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Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), Bilindex xtbject headings, Library of Congress Classification (LCC) numbers, and
Deueq Decima.l Classification (DDC)
numbers in catalog records fbr the books
listed in a recently published bibliography
of Chicano literature (Schein 1993).
Although Schein lists 296 titles, 27 of
these titles are periodical articles, duplicate entries, or anthologies containing
comoarativelv few works of Chicano literatrlre Catiloe records {br 268 of the
other 269 titlei were available in the
OCLC Online Computer Library Center's
Online Union Catalog (OLUC) during July
1994. The Library of Congress (LC) created and input the catalog records lbr 212
of these titles (79.17o).Records {br the
other 56 titles were created or innut bv
other libraries, many o1'whichare located
in the Southwestor Califbrnia. A number
oI'these records have alsobeen modified
by one or more additional libraries
One catalog record fbr each title was
selected {br inclusion in this study. When
two or more OLUC records were available lbr a given title, the record that wa-s
created and input by LC was chosen (because this is the record that is prelerred
by many cataloging departments in academic libraries). When none of the available records fbr a qiven title was created
and input by LC, tle record oflering the
most extensivesubiect accesswas chosen.
Schein's list contains two groups of
books. Fi{iy-five books are collections of
works by two or more authors or secondary works that {bcus on the works of two
or more authors. I first surveyed the
LCSH, Bilindex subject headings, LCC
numbers, and DDC numbers in the
OLUC records lbr these 55 books. The
other 213 titles are works of individual
authors and include fiction, poetry
drama, prose, and juvenile literature. I
reviewed the subject headingsand classilication numbers in the catalog records fbr
these 213 works second.
Col,I,ncttoNs lup SncoNoeny
WoRI(s
I will begin by fbcusing on the subject
headinssand classi{icationnumbers in the

catalog records lbr the 55 collections and
secondary works in Schein'.s list. These
works include 45 collections and 10 secondary works
Library of Congress subject headings
that contain the words MEXICAN
AMERICAN(S) appear in 32 of the 55
records fbr these books. These words appear in two or more headings in 28 of
these 32 records. The words MEXICAN
AMERICAN(S) are the entry words in
one or more subject headings in 30 of
these records Severalexamples of these
headings are listed below:
MEXICAN AMERICAN FICTION
(SPANISH)-2OTH CENTURY
M EXICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
(SPANISH)-HISTORY AND
CRITICISM
MEXICAN AMERICAN WOMENLITERARY COLLECTIONS
MEXICAN AMERICANS-DRAMA
MEXICAN AMERICANS-FICTION
M EXICAN AM ERICANS-LITERARY
COLLECTIONS
M EXICAN AMERICANS-POETRY
While headings such as MEXICAN
AMERICAN FICTION (SPANISH) ANd
MEXICAN AMERICAN LITERATURE
(SPANISH) clearly re{'er to MexicanAmerican literature, headings such as
and
MEXICAN AMERICANS-DRAMA
MEXICAN
AMERICANS-FICTION
can be assigned to works written about
Mexican-Americans by other authors. To
clarify the question of authorship, the records with headings of the latter type $r;rically alsohave headingslike AMERICAN
LITERATURE-MEXICAN
AMERICAN AUTHORS or SHORT STORIES,
AMERICAN
AMERICAN-MEXICAN
AUTHORS that contain the subdivision
MEXICAN AMERICAN
AUTHORS.
This subdivision appears in one or more
subject headings in 27 of the records {br
works. Manv
collections and secondarv
'both
a subiect
records therelbre have
heading containing the subdivision
MEXICAN AMERICAN AUTHORS and
a subject heading whose entry words are
MEXICAN AMERICAN(S).
Althouqh 32 records {br collections
and secondary works have LC subject
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headings that contain the words MEXICAN AMERICAN(S), none of the titles
of these books containsthesewords. However,25 ofthese 32 titles contain the term
"Chicano" (or the feminine singular term
"Chicana," or the plural ol'either term).
BecauseLC prefers the term MEXICAN
AMERICAN(S), "Chicano" does not occur in any o{ the LC subject headings in
these records. A "use" ref'erence under
the entry "Chicano authors" in the 17th
edition of LCSH, fbr example,directs users to the headins MEXICAN AMERICAN AUTHORSiwhile a use ref'erence
under the entry "Chicano literature (English)" directs users to the headine
AMERICAN LITERATUREMEXICAN AMERICAN AUTHORS (LCSH
1994, 1: 884). In contrast,verious Califbrnia libraries and the Hennepin County
Library headquartered in Minnetonka,
Minnesota, have adopted subject headings that contain the term "Chicano."
The records {br nine collections have
one or more subject headings containing
the term HISPANIC AMERICAN(S). A
note under the heading HISPANIC
AMERICANS in the l7ih edition of'
LCSH explains that this heading re{'ersto
U.S. citizens of Latin American descent
(LCSH 1994, 2: 2260). Although the
words HISPANIC AMERICANG) are
the entry words in headings like HISPANIC AMERICAN WOMEN-LITER.
ARY COLLECTIONS and HISPANIC
AMERICAN
LITERATURE (SPANISH), they appear in subdivisionsin headinss like AMERICAN LITERATUREHISPANIC AMERICAN
AUTHoRS
and AM ERICAN POETRY-HISPANIC
AMERICAN AUTHORS. Librarians need
to remind patrons who are searching fbr
Mexican-American literature that they
might be able to find relevant material by
using headings containing the broader
term HISPANIC AMERICAN(S)
Forty-one of the 55 records {br collections and secondary works have one or
more LCSI{ containing the terms MEXICAN AMERICAN(S) oT HISPANIC
AMERICAN(S ). It is surprisingthat these
terms do not appear in any ofthe subject
headincs in the 14 other records fbr collectioniand secondaryworks,{br the titles
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of several ol these works include Spanish
words. The records fbr 4 collections have
subject headings containing the word
MINORITY. All {bur have the headinp
M INORITY WOM EN-UNITED STITTES
-LITERARY
COLLECTIONS and all
fbur also have the heading AMERICAN
LITERATURE-MINORIfi
AUTHORS
(with or without an additional subdivision). Such headingspose two problems:
First, patrons might not think of such
headings when searching for Chicano literature; and, second, searches by such
headings might lead to titles that do not
emoha-sizeor even re{'er to Chicano literature. Similar problems are posed by the
subject headingsAMERICAN POETRYTEXAS and CALIFORNIA-LITERARY
COLLECTIONS, which appearin the records fbr other collections. The assignment of additional subject headings
containing the term MEXICAN AMERICAN(S) would establishexplicit links between these records and Mixican-American literature.

Bnrwonx Sun;ncr HEADINGS
During 1984,the Cali{brnia SpanishLanguage Data Base published a lengthy list
oI Bilindex subject headings that provide
"authorized" Spanish equivalents of
LCSH (Bilindex 1984). The Bilindex
heading MEXICANO-AMERICANOS,
lbr example, represents the authorized
Spanish equivalent o{ the LC heading
MEXICAN AMERICANS (it should be
noted that, fbllowing LC usage, Bilindex
headingsdo not use the word "Chicano").
The original list of Bilindzx headings has
been augmented by two supplements
(Bilind.ex f986, 1992). Thoush a third
supplementhasbeen announced,its publication has been delayed.
Six of the records {br collections and
secondary works examined for this study
have Bilinclex headings like MEXICANOLITAMERICANOS-COLECCIONES
ERARIAS or MEXICANO-AMERICANOS
-TEATRO whose entry term is MEXIall of these
CANO-AMERICANOS;
headings are Spanish equivalents of LC
headingsthat alsoappearin these records.
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Five oI'these records also have Bilindex
headings like LITERATURA
ESTADOUNIDENSE-AUTORES
MEXICANO-AMERICANOS that possessthe
subdivision AUTORES MEXICANOAMERICANOS; again, all of these headings are Spanish equivalentsofLC headings in these records. Three other records
have Bili.ndex headings containing the
word HISPANOESTADOUNIDENSE,
the Spanish translation ofthe term HISPANIC AMERICAN, that appearsin LC
headingsin these records.
Several other records fbr collections
and secondary works have Bilindex headings like LITERATURA ESTADOUNIDENSE-CALIFORNIA
or MUJERES
DE MINORIAS-ESTADOS UNIDOS
-COLECCIONES
that do not explicitly
rel'er to Mexican-Americans or HisoanicAmericans. These headingsare the Spanish equivalents of LC headings that also
lail to refer to Mexican-Americansor Hispanic-Americans.
Because LC did not assign any of'
these Bilindex headings, their presence in
OLUC records reflects the work of other
libraries. Many of these records identily
Texas A&M University*Kingsville a^sa
cataloging source, usually as a modi{ier of
records created and input by LC. Various
other libraries (mainly public libraries) in
such states a^sCalifornia, Florida, and IIlinois have also added Bilindex headings to
OLUC catalogrecords. Bilind.exheadings
provide a potentially valuable alternative
fbr Spanish-speaking patrons who are unable to use English subject headings or
pref'er to use Spanish headings (Fina
1993). However, since Bilindex headings
appear in only a {iaction of the records l'or
M exican-American literature. searchesbv
these headings will uncover only a fraction
of the records lbr this literature.

Lrnnenv oF CoNGRESS
NUMBERS
CrtssrcrctrtoN
Twenty-six of the 55 records {br collections and secondary works have LCC
numbers that are explicitly associated
with Mexican-American Iiterature. Six of
these classnumbers are:

PS153.M4. historv of Mexican-American
Iiterature
PS508.M4, collections of literature by
M exican-Americans
PS59f.M49, collections of poetry by
M exican-Americans
PS628.M4, collections of drama by Mexican-Americans
PS647.M49,collectionsof prose by Mexican-Americans
2I229.M48, bibliography of MexicanAmerican literature
Note that all of these class numbers
have the Cutter .M4. .M48 or .M49 {br
"Mexican." While 12 of the books in
Schein'.s list have been classed in
PS508.M4 and 5 in PSI53.M4, no more
than 3 others have been cla^ssedin any of
the other numbers listed above. Though
all ofthese classnumbers are reservedlbr
Mexican-American literature, none of
them directlv {bllows anv of the others in
the LCC schedules.
Seven books have been assigned PS
numbers {br Hispanic-American literain
ture, and 4 ol these 7 have been cla^ssed
PS508 H57, the number for collectionso{'
literature bv Hisnanic-Americans. Four
other booki have been classed within
PQ7070-7079.2,the range fbr Spanishliterature ofthe United Statesand Canada,
where they are intermixed with the works
ofother Latino authors. The other 17 records for collections and secondary works
have LCC numbers like PQ7087.E5
(Engllsh translations of Spanish-American literature), PS509.F44 (collections of
American literature on {eminism) or
PS615 (collections of contemporary
American poetry), which are not de{ined
as numberi fbr Mexican-American literature. None of'these records has an alternative LCC number.

DEwEv DECTMAL
C t-t s urtc ArtoN NUMBERS
Althoueh 50 ofthe 55 records Ibr collections ind secondary works have DDC
numbers, only 18 of these records have
DDC numbers lbr Mexican-American literature. Fourteen have DDC numbers that
conclude with the seven-digit sequence
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6872073.One of thesenumbersis 810.
One record has the DDC number
986872073,
whichcanbe analyzedas{bllows: 860.8086873,the number for collections
81

Ameriean Iiterature
in English
8r0.9
History description,
critical appraisal of
works in more than
one {brm
810.98
Literature Ibr and by
racial, ethnic, national
groups
810.9868
SpanishAmericans
810.986872
Middle America Mexico
810.986872073United States
This DDC number has g disits to the
right of the decimal point, and the 13
other DDC numbers that conclude with
6872073 have an averageofl1.8 digits to
the right of the decimal point. Thus, all of
these numbers tend to be long. The sequence 6872073, which refers to Mexicans (or Middle-Americans) in the United
States, carries the same meaning in the
DDC numbers in 13 other records, most
of which are built on the ba^senumber 8l
(American literature in English) or the
base number 86 (Spanishliterature).
Four other records have DDC numbers that conclude with the 4.digrt sequence 6872, which ref'ersto Mexicans (or
Middle-Americans). While this sequence
ha^sthe virtue of being 3 digits shorter
tharr 6872073. it {eih to refer to the
United States. This de{iciencv is ofl'set bv
the lact that all4 ol'theDDC numbers that
closewith 6872 are built on the basenumber 81. the base number {br American
literature in English. One such number is
810.986872,the classnumber {br history
and criticism of American literature in
English fbr and by Mexicans (or MiddleAmericans). The 14 DDC numbers that
conclude with 6872073 and the 4 that
conclude with
6872 are scattered
throughout the numbers {br bibliography,
American literature, American poetry
American drama, American fiction, Spanish literature, and Spanish {iction. Fewer
records have DDC numbers than LCC
numbers (26 records) that are specifically
associatedwith Mexican-American liieratufe.

of Spanish literary works wdtten by Spanish-Americans in the United States.
Though this number rel'ers to SpanishAmericans, it does not specifically refer to
Mexican-Americans. Most of the DDC
numbers in the other records {br collections and secondary works are general
numbers {'or collections of American literature, American poetry, and American
short stories. These numbers obviously
Iail to associatethese records with Mexican-American literature.
INDTvTDUALAurHons
A{ter completing my survey of records {br
collections and secondary works, I next
surveyed the .subjectheadings and classification numbers in the 2I3 catalog records {br the works of individual authors
included in Schein's list. These 2I3 records include 104 records for fiction, 70
{br poetry 13 apiece {br prose and juvenile fiction, 10 for drama, and 3 {br other
genres.
LC subject hea&ngs appear in 7l of
the 104 records {br the fiction ofindividual authors, and 36 ofthese records have
one or more subject headings containing
the words MEXICAN AMERICAN(S).
Many of these 36 records have headings
such asMEXICAN AMERICANS-FICTION and MEXICAN AMERICANSwhose enNEW MEXICO-FICTION,
try words are MEXICAN AMERICANS
and whose final element is the {brm subdivision FICTION. These headines do
not necessarilvidentilv the works as those
of Mexican-American'authors, since such
headings can also be assigned to works
written about Mexican-Americans by
other authors. Unlike the records for collections and secondary works, comparatively few of the records for fiction have
headings like AMERICAN FICTIONMEXICAN AMERICAN
AUTHORS.
which specily authorship. In addition,
only a third o{'the 104 records fbr Iiction
have even one subject heading containing
the words MEXICAN AMERICAN(S).
LC headings appear in 37 of the 70
record.s for the poetry of indlvidual
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authors, and 27 of these records (397o)
have one or more subject headings containing the words MEXICAN AMERICAN(S). The fbrm heading AMERICAN
POETRY-MEXICAN
AMERICAN
AUTHORS is especiallycommon, occurring in 17 of these records. Four records
that have this heading also have the heading MEXICAN AMERICAN POETRY
(SPANISH). Topical headings occur
much less frequently in the records fbr
poetry than in the records {br fiction, although the heading MEXICAN AMERICANS-POETRY appearsin 5 records
LC headings containing the words
MEXICAN AMERICAN(S) also appear
in the records fbr works bv individual
authors in the areasof drama, prose, and
juvenile literature. The heading MEXICAN AMERICANS-DRAMA
appears
in several records {br drama, and the
heading MEXICAN
AMERICANSFICTION occurs in several records {br
iuvenile works. More than half of the biographies and other prose works have
headings like MEXICAN
AMERICANS-ETHNIC
IDENTITY
and
MEXICAN AMERICANS-CALIFORNIA-BIOGRAPHY,
whose entry words
are MEXICAN AMERICANS. Unlike
the records {br collections and secondary
workis, comparatively lbw of the records
{br the works o{'lntiividual authors have
subject headings containing the words
HISPANIC AMERICAN(S).
During the past decade many voices
have lobbied {br the assignment of additional subject headings toivor*s o{ {iction,
drama, and poetry (ArcTS 1990; Olderr
1991; Hayes 1992), and in 1991 OCLC
and LC inaugurated a program designed
to add more subject headings to the records fbr {iction (Quinn and Rogers 1992;
OCLC 1992). The impact o{ this program
on the records examined in this study is
unclear, Ibr there are no consrricuousdil'f'erences between the uattern--sassociated
with the subject headings fbr {iction published be{bre and alier the inauguration of
this program.
Bruntonx SUBIEcT HmDrrucs
Bilindex sulrlect headings appear in 3l of

the 104 records lbr the fiction ofindividual authors, and most of these headings
contain the term MEXICANO-AMERICANO. Examples ol these headings include the topical headings FAMILIAS
M EXICANO-AM ERICANAS-NOVEL.A
and
MEXICANO-AMERICANOSVIDA SOCIAL Y COSTUMBRESNOVELA and the {brm headinssCUENTOS ESTADOUNTDENSES-ALTTORES
MEXICANO-AMERICANOS
and
NOVELA MEXICANO-,dMERICANA
(ESPANOL). Bilindex headings also
appear in 23 of the 70 records fbr the
poetry of individual authors; most of
these headings contain the term MEXICANO-AMERICANO.
Seventeen of
these records have the fbrm headins
POESIA
ESTADOUNIDENSE-:
ATITORES MEXICANO-AMERICANOS,
and 4 also have the fbrm headine POESIA
MEXICANO-AMERICANA (ESPANOL).
Bilindex headings containing the term
MEXICANO-AMERICANO
also occur
in 6 records lbr the other genres of literature.
Like the Bilindzx headings assignedto
collections and secondary works, most of
these Bilindex headings are the Spanish
equivalents of LC headings llound iu these
records. And, again like theBilind.exhezdings lbr collections and secondary works,
most ol these Bilind.er headinqs are in
records that name Texas A&M- University-Kingsville or other libraries in Cali{brnia and other states as modi{iers ,of
records created and input by LC.
Lrnnany or CoNGRESS
C LASSIFIcATIONNUMBERS
Although 212 ofthe 213 reoords lbr the
works of individual authors have LCC
numbers, none ofthese records has a class
number that is designated fbr MexicanArnerican literature. The records that
come closest to having such numbers are
the 3I records that hav.ethe classnurnbers
PQ7079 and PQ7079 2. Though these
class numbers are rerservedfbr lndividual
authors ofSpanish literature ofthe United
States and Canada, they intermix the
works of Mexican-,trnericans with the
w.cxks o{ lCutran-Americans ;urd ,qtber
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American and Canadian authors of Spanish literature. Tlvo children'.s books are
classed in P273, where they are classedas
Spanishjuvenile belles letfres (but not as
the works of Mexican-American authors).
Five records for Srranishtitles have numbers within PQ7i97-7298.36, the range
for in&vidual authors of Mexican literature; howevet {bur ofthese numbers are
misleading since they are in records for
books that were written by Sergio trlizondo many years a{ter he irnmigrated to
the United States.
More than 150 records for the works
of individual authors have LCC numbers
within PS3550-3576, the ranqe fbr contemporary (1961-) individuai- American
authors. These works, which represent
nearly three-fourths ofthe works by individual authors in this studv. are classed as
works of American authors but not as
works of Mexican-American authors. fust
asthe PS schedulesdo not classifyindividual African-American authors or ltalianAmerican authors by their racial or ethnic
identity, they do not classiSr individual
Mexican-American authors by their ethnic identity. Though these schedulesprovide many Cutters for collections and for
secondary works on Mexican-Arnerican
Iiterature, they class individual MexicanAmerican authors as American authors
and intermix them (in alphabetical order)
with other American
"u[horr. and the PS
Both the PQ schedules
schedules instruct classifiers to cla-ss
works "by and about Mexican-.A,rnerican
(Chicano) authors writing in English or
mixed English-Spanish" in PS. This note
and similar notes appear in the literature
schedules under PQ7070-7079 2, before
PQ7l00-7295 and under such PS numbers
as
PSI53.M4,
PS508.M4,
PS591.M49,PS628.M4,and PS647.M49.
In accordance with these instructions,
many of the works classed in PS35503576 intermix Spanish and English. Howevet as noted above, the works ofindividual Mexican-American authors who write
in Spanish are classed in PQ.
Two novels that were published during
the 1970s are classed inPZ4, the general
number for contemporary (f951-) individual authors of {iction in English. Al-
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though these records have alternative
nrr-6"tr,
they stand within PS35503576. Sevenjuvenile books are classedin
PZ7, the general number for juvenile
belles lettres. A few works have been assigned numbers such as E184.M5 and
F870.M5, which are numbers explicitly
associatedwith Mexican-American!; however, these works are classed as history
rather than literature.
The Chicano Studies Library of the
Univenity of Califomia at Berkeley
classesChicano literature in a locally-created subclassPX. Unlike LC s subclassPS,
subclass PX provides a range ofnumbers
reserued for individual Chicano authon.
PX enables these authors to be classed as
Chicano authors and not simply asAmerican authors. These PX schedules have,
however, never been published, and PX
numbers do not appear in OLUC records.
Dnwnv DEcrfiAL
NUMBERS
CttssrctctrtoN
DDC numbers appear in the records for
164 ofthe 213 works ofiirdividual authors.
Thoueh 155 of these numbers are literature numbers in 810-818 and 860-868.
none of them is specifically associated
with Mexican-Americans or even with
Hispanic- Americans. Most are general
numbers, such as 811.54 (contemporary
[1945-] American poetry), 813.54 (conternporary [1945-] American fiction), and
863 (Spanish fiction). The only works of
individual authors that have been assigned
DDC numtrers associated with MexicanAmericans are two autobiographies
classed in the 978-979; however, these
books are classed as historv rather than
literature.
OvBRvrEw AND DrscussroN
Scholars have vigorously debated the definition of Chicano literature. Because the
term "Chicano" first attained widespread
use during the 1960s, some critics have
traced the beginning ofChicano literature
to this decad€. Even Luis Leal. who arsues {br a much broader definition of ChiLno literature. admits that the literature
produced during the I960s and 1970s is
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the literature that can properly be called
"Chicano" (Lomeli and Shirley 1989, xi).
Leal and others, however, stress the continuity between this literature and the literature of earlier years. Lim6n, for example, locate-s various precursors of the
Chicano poetry of the 1960s and 1970s in
ballads and other poetry produced between 1848 and 1958 (Lim6n 1992,7-77).
Leal, by comparison, traces the origin of
Chicano literature all the way back to the
Spanish settlement of the Southwest
(Leal I979).
When Schein based her list of indMdual authors on the lists ofauthors included
in "Chicano Writen: First Series" and
"Chicano Writers: Second Series," edited
by Francisco Lomeli and Carl Shirley
(1989, 1992), she implicitly accepted the
definition of Chicano literature adopted
by these editors. Lomeli and Shirley accepted the definition proposed several
years earliertry Martinez and Lomeli, who
defined Chicino literature as "the literature written -since 1848 by Americans of
Mexican descent or by Mexicans in the
United States who write about the Mexican-American experience" (Martinez and
Lomeli 1985,xi; Lomelf and Shirley 1989,
xv). Lomeli and Shirley covered the major
authors and many of the minor authors of
this literature in their "Chicano Writers"
volumes. They also included a few authors
who are neither Mexicans nor MexicanAmericans trut whose works treat Chicano
subiects and themes. More than 40Voof
the I16 authors in the "Chicano Writers"
volumes were born durinq the 1940s,and
three-fburths were born d"uringthe period
f930-1954. None of these authors was
born after 1954.
Because Schein listed only books that
were in print, she was able to list books {br
only 7f of the authors she identified.
Again, more than 40Vo of this set o{'
authorswere born durinq the 1940s,while
rrearly 857o ofthem *"t" bo- during the
period 1930-1954. Although the editions
'schein
listed were publisfr'edduring the
period 1968-1993, halfofthem were published during 1987 and 1993.
With this study I have shown that the
LCSH in the OLUC records {br the titles
in Schein'.slist associate a higher propor-

tion of these records with MexicanAmericans and Mexican-American literature than do the Bilindex subject headings, LCC numbers, or DDC numbers in
these records. LCSH containing the
words MEXICAN AMERICAN(S) appear in 32 ol'the 55 records fbr collections
and secondarv works 68vo\, and all 32
ofthese records have at lea^stone heading,
such as AMERICAN LITERATUREMEXICAN AMERICAN AUTHORS or
FICTION
MEXICAN
AMERICAN
(SPANISH), which explicitly refers to
Mexican-American literature. LC headings containing the words MEXICAN
AMERICAN(S) occur in 84 of the 213
records for the works ofindividual authors
(397o), although many of these headings
are topical headings. Thirty of these records have headingssuch asAMERICAN
AMERICAN
POETRY-MEXICAN
AUTHORS or SHORT STORIES,
AMERICAN
AMERICAN-MEXICAN
AUTHORS, which indicate that MexicanAmericans wrote these works.
More than 150 of the records in this
study do not have any subject headings
MEXICAN
words
containinq the
AMERICiN(S). Though 14 records have
heading containing the words HISPANIC
AMERICAN(S), many other recordshave
headings such as DBATH-FICTION
and SHORT STORIES. AMERICANNEW MEXICO that do not as-sociate
these records with Mexican-American literature. No subject headings appear in
the records for 71 records, including 40
records lbr liction.
Bilindex subject headings containing
the term MEXICANO-AMERICANO
appear in 6 o['the 55 records {br collecti,cnsand secondaryworks (II7o) and,47
of the 213 records fbr the works of individual authors (227o).
LCC numbers {br Mexican-American
literature appear in 26 o{'the records fbr
collections and secondary works (47Vo),
while LCC numbers fbr Hispanic-American literature appear in seven others.
None ofthe records for the works ofindividual authors has such a number, althoush 31 of these records have LCC
n,r*E"r, for Spanish literature of' the
United Statesand Canada.
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Although DDC numbers fbr MexicanAmerican literature appear in 18 of the
records for collections and secondary
works (337o),theydo not appear in anyof
the records for the works of individual
writers.
Other studies, such as those based on
random samDles of the titles in more exhaustive blbliographies of Chicano literature, might yield different results. Certain
patterns uncovered in this study, however,
would probably reappear in studies based
on othir samples. Just as many of' the
records fbr the works of indMdual authors
in this study have, for example, no subject
headings that ref'er to Mexican-Americans
or Mexican-American literatrire, many of
the records for the works of individual
authors listed in other bibliographies

numbers in these records associate only
47Voof thesetitles with this literature, the
DDC numbers only 337a, andthe Bilindex
headings only LI%o. tC headings in the
records for the works ofindividual authors
associate 39Vo of these works with Mexican-Americans or Mexican-American literature, while the Bili.nd.ex headings in
227oofsuch works
these records a^ssociate
with Mexican-Americans or their literature. However, none of the LCC numbers
or DDC numbers in these records are
numbers for Mexican-American literature. Librarians who wish to guide patrons
to their Chicano literature holdings need
to recognize that many ofthe catalog records for this literature have neither subject headings nor classification numtrers
that are explicitly associated with this literature.
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TheConceptof Inodequocy
in UniformTilles
Dovid Nelsonond JonothonMorner
The call for cataloging simplification prompts the question: ohere do ue
simplifu? One logical plnce to start is uith those areas that present compli-

ingsimplificati.on

ontinuing interest in the unifbrm tiU
tle in cataloging is amply demonstrated by
the numlrer of articles that have been published on the subject over the past several
years. In treating the use of unifbrm titles
in cataloging practice, these articles have
tended to be conceptual in nature, fbcusing on uniform titles as a concept, rather
than pedagogical. One particular situation
in the application of uniform titles warrants more extensive examination due to
its perceived amtriguity. This is the concept of"inadequate titles" as contained in
Anglo -American Cat aloguing Rules, secondetlition(AACRZ) rule 25.10 (Works in
a single form). Here, elements of principles, rules, and practice intertwine in a
cumplicated fa^shion.In this paper we focus on the definition, evolution, and application of the concept of "inadequate titles" within the dntext of the stated
purposes of the uniform title It is our
intention to provide practical guidance to
catalogers who encnunter this situation, as

well a-sto provide a platform upon which
imlrovements to the catalog code can be

Pntxclrlns euo Usns
or Uurronu TrrtES
A uni{brm title is defined as follows in the
AACR2 glossary:
1. the particular title by which a work
is to be identified fbr cataloguing purposes. 2. the particular title u-sedto distinguish the heading for a work {iom the
heading fbr a different work. 3. A cnnventional collective title used to collocate
publications of an author, composet or
corporate body containing several works
or extracts, etc., {rom several works (e.g.
complete works, several works in a particulir literary or musical form).
Based upon this, Vellucci (1990) and
Smiraglia (lsss) hota that three "Iunctions" for the uni{brm title can be discerned: (1) identification, (2) dif{'erentia-
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tion, and (3) collation. Interestingly, and
importantly, it can be questionedwhether
the {hcetof identilication is not a lunction
but instead the intellectual process that
leads one to construct a unifbrm title
whose function then is to either differentiate or collate. That is, the process of
identification can be considere-dan activity that precedesthe assignmentof a unifbrm title. Once this need fbr a unilbrm
title is determined, then an appropriate
unifbrm title, characterized as either dif{'erentiating or collating (or combining
elements of both), can be assiqned.In
any case, the essentialduatity of-the unifbrm title can be seen {iom the glossary
de{inition.
The enumeration in AACR2 25.1 ol
the usesofuni{brm titles is not asclear on
these two {unctions of the uni{brm title,
emphasizing the collocating function

(25.rA):

A unilbrm title rrrovides the means for
bringing together a1lcatalogue entries fbr
a work when various manifestations (e.g.
editions, translations)ofit have appearei
under various titles. A unilbrm title also
provides identilication {br a work when
the title by whlch it is known di{I'ers from
the title proper ol the item being catalogued. The need to use uni{brm titles
varie.slrom one catalogue to another and
varies within one catalogue. Base the decision whether to use a unifbrm title in a
particular instance on:
1. how well the work is known
2. how many mani{'estationsof the work
are involved
3. whether the main entry is under title
( s e e2 L l C )
4. whether the work was originally in
another language
5. the extent to which the catalogue is
used fbr research purposes.
Although the rules in this chapter are
stated as instruction.s, apply them accordingto the policy of the cataloguing agenry.
Note that this general statement is {bcused exclusively 5n the collocating {unction and does not mention the imoortant
di{ferentiating {unction. This relldc'ts the
continuing presence of ideas {rom earlier
codes, in which the conoern,was roor€ or
Ies.sexclusivelywl$ the collocating {irnc-
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tion. However, it is the Library of Congress rule interpretafions (LCtsI) that
shift the {bcus of the uni{brm title to that
of the difl'erentiating role, especially with
the language of LCRI 25.58, ostensibly
Ibr serials and series only, but alsopertaining to other situations. The uni{brm title
cai thus be ,seenas a type of umbrella that
provides shelter {br various purposes. It is
within this context-i.e.. the uni{brm title
as a di{I'erentiating device-that the concept of inadequacy of titles becomes con{using when applied to sections8, 9, and
10 ofchaoter 25. These sectionswill next
be examined with respect to their interaction with this concept.
AAC&2 25.8 Wonxs
'Works'"
The collective uniform title
is
assigned to an item that consists o{, or
purports to be, the complete works ol a
person or corporate body (Cataloging
SensiceBulletin Ihereafter CSB] 11, Winter 1981), including those that are complete at the time of publication. LC further provides that, in order to avoid
potential conflicts, the date ofpublication
.should tre added to every instance of
"Works." If further diff'erentiation is
needed, the publisher'.s name can be
added. Thus. tlis collective uni{brm title
combines elements of both collocation
(Works, etc.) and dill'erentiation (dates).
Note again that the di{I'erentiating f'unction comes fiorn the LCRIs. not AACR2
itself . This is a very important point.
Of particular importance in the context of this discussion is the {'act that the
"Works" uni{brm title is always assigned
when a particular item's content is judged
appropriate, i.e., when the item consists
oI'an author'.scomplete works. It is irrelevant whether the title proper ofthe item
represents the itemt contents or not; once
the identitying process is complete, based
on the itemt content, the uniform title is
automatically assigned. This is in contradistinction to the concept of inadequacy,
which will tre examined later.
A,ACR2 25.9 SELECTIONS
AACIi2 de{ines the trse of "Seleotions" {br
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TABLE I
MULTr-FORM
oR ONEFonv Aurnons
Type of Work

Some plays
Complete plays
Some or all plays + some or all other Works
(not compretei
Complete works

"items consisting of three or more works
in various fbrms, or in one form if the
person created works in one fbrm only,
and {br items consisting of extracts, etc.
from the works of ene person." CSB 11
(Winter l98l) extends authorship to corporate bodies. A slight terminological
change appeared in CSB 16 (Spring
1982), when "three or more works" was
replaced by "partial collections." This appears to be only semantic and not a change
in scope, sinee AACR2s glossary (1988,
616) de{ines collection as {bllows: "Three
or more independent works or parts of
works by one author published together."
The division of "Selections" authors
into what can be called "one-fbrm
authors" and "more than one-{brm
authors," based on the de{inition above,
has been evolving. When developing a
historical perspective, it is important to
keep this distinction (and its changing
definition) in mind, since at various points
they have received dif{'erent treatment
with regard to adequacy of titles. CSB 5f
(Winter 199I) specifiesthat when deciding whether an author writes in one fbrm
or in more than one {brm, "assume that
the author writes in two or more forms."
CSB 60 (Spring 1993) indicates that except in exceptional cases,when an established author is known to have written in
one {brm onlv. it is to be assumedthat an
author writei in more than one fbrm.
Works and Selections
Having laid the basis with these delinitional concepts, a comparison ol"'Selections" with "Works" can be meaning{ully
made. Starting with CSB 13 (Summer

Multi-Form

Author

Plays.
Selections
z . PIays

One-Form Author

Selections
Works

Selections
4. Works

l98l) "Selections" receivesthe same additions of date and publisher as does
"Works." Until CSB 51 (Winter 1991)
(Winter 1991), assignmentof "Selections"
{br "more than one-{brm authors" only
wa^ssimilar to "Works" in that it wa^sautomatic once the content of the item was
judged appropriate without regard to the
wording of the title proper. A{ier this
point, the concept of inadequacy (to be
discussed below) was introduced to this
category. It may be overlooked, though,
that "one-fbrm authors" of "Selections"
(the minority of authors) have had to meet
the more restrictive test of title adequacv
since CSB 16 (Spring 1982).
AACRZ 25.10Wonrs rN e
Str.rcln Fonv
Collections of an author'.s work in one
{brm are assigned a collective uniform title in accordance with the provisions of
AACR2 25.10. If applicable,a title is chosen {rom the list nrovided in the section
(Corresponde.t"", Pl"ys, Short stories,
etc.) or the cataloger is empowered to
{brmulate one (such as Posters).In lieu of
a definition, these examples indicate that
"lbrm" is roughly synonimous with liter^ry Eeffe. A distinction must be made
between various tvnes of "selections" or
"rrartial collections'.i This is related to the
irsue of one-{brm or multi-{brm authors
The possibilitiesmay be summarizedthus
(see table l): the criterion of inadequate
title was {irst applied to "Selections" {br
one-{brm authors, then to "Plays" and
"Plays. Selections," and finally "Selections" {br multi-{brrn authors.
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TABLE 2
IN CSB
OuTLINEoF TERM"Iueorguern" oR "INDISTINCTIVE"
CHRoNoLocICAL
csB

I fbrm
259

AACR2

> I form
259

25 l0

1 3( S u ' 8 1 ) 25 8-25.11

No c t
X

16 (Sp'82) 25.8-25.r1

Comments
term'inadequate'not
mentioned
removed and applicable
nrovisions -o'ie? ioto

1,5.g
andzs.to
It)

25.9

X

16

25 l0

X

items not requiring a
u.t. treated a-s'single
works'

X

term'inadequatetitle'
'single
introduced;
works' terminology
'gatheri-rig
dropped;
point'concept
introducted;
'indistinctive
title'
explained more fu\

30 (Fa'85) 25.10

5r (wi'91) 2s.9

57(Su'92)

X

zb.Y

restricted to'indistinctive'
tides; existing'selections'
headings foititles now
deemeil adequate
remarn ln lorce;
assumption now that
an author writes in > I
form
'inadequate'
substit-uted {br
'indistinctive'

6 0 ( S p ' 9 3 ) 25.9

X

one-form authors
further delined

25.l0

X

6 1 ( S u ' 9 3 ) 25 r0

X

restrictedto'partial'
collections
'partial'removed

60

ind = indistictive

no ct

= no collective title

Inadequacy
One of the more interesting applications
o{'the rules for collective unifbrm titles
is {br the form headings, involving the
cataloger formulated titles: Works (25.8),
Selections (25.9), or liom the approved
Iist of form headings (see AACR2 25.f0).
We have to apply from the CSB 13 the
concept of the "inadequate title" when
determining whether a work should receive a uni{brm title for a {brm. It is interesting to note the amount of change in
dealiig with this very problematic a.ia of

was introduced in the collective section,
but as applying only to 25.10 (Works in a
sinele form). It was moved to 25.10 and
giv6n the term "inadequate" in CSB 30
(Fan 1985).
These interpretations prescribe situations in which i title proper ls considered
"inadequate" or "indistinctive," and thus a
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collective unifbrm title must be given.
Section 25.8-25.11states that, fbr collections covered by 25.10 (Works in a single
fbrm), a collective uni{brm title is assigned
in two instances: (l) the title prop"er is
"indistinctive" or (2) there is no collective
title proper (1.iG). In all other cases,no
collective unifbrm title is assigned,"disregarding the wording of othei title inlbrmation, parallel title, etc., that indicates
that the item is a collection." While the
delinition of a collective title proper is
defined in the cited section (see AACR2
1.1G), the concept of an "indistinctive"
title is elucidated only by means of the
examples given. Two examples each of
distinctive and indistinctive titles are
given in CSB 13 (Summer 1981). The
indistinctive titles, thus requiring a collective uniform title, are as {bllows: (l) Correspondence entre Victor Hugo et PierreJules Hetzel; and (2) Uncollectedstories of
William FtruIkner. The titles that are
deemed distinctive, and thus not requiring unilbrm titles,are these:(1) The birds
and other poen"s; and (2) Birthdny of the
infonta and other tales.
It is interesting to note that the term
"distinctive" wa^sapplied to titles by Seymour Lubetzky in his 194I paper, "Titles:
Fiflh column o{ the catalog." Lubetzky
distinguished two tJpes of titles: individual, or "distinctive," and general, {'eaturing words such a^s"diary letters, poems,
etc." He then went on to state that "the
'proper
fbrmer,
titles,' are necessaryand
convenient guides to their books . . . and
should therefore have title entries: the
'common
latter,
titles' have no such
value-they depend fbr their identification on their authors and subiects and
should therefore have author and subject
entries but no title entries" (italics ours).
This is the first articulation we found of
the concept and the ensuing cataloging
practice fbr "distinctive" titles.
The next appearanceofthis topic was
in CSB 16 (Spring 1982), when the language was moved {iom 25.8-25.11 to
25.10, with some rewording of the text.
First, the example concerning Victor
Hugo'.s correspondence was dropped.
Further, the titles not requiring a uni{brm
title were described a-sthus: "in all other

ca-sesof a collection of works in a single
form, treat the item as though it were a
single work." The provisions under this
rule were further extendedto 25.9 (Selections) in those cases where an author
writes in only one form. This clause was
repeated in section 25.9. Since this time
the examples and delinition of the concept have remained in 25.10, with ref'erences in 25.9 as to its applicability to "Selections." CSB 30 (Fail f985, 25.I0,p.20)
replaces the term "indistinctive" and introduces the concept ofinadequacy as an
umbrella term for the two situations oreviously enumerated. A theoretical basisis
given {br the rule: The purpose of the rule
is to provide a sensible gathering point in
the catalog lbr items whose titles are more
or lessinadequate.Thus, if'a collection of
the selected^works oI'an author has an
adequate title, the rule should not be applied. The two examples are then repeated The language about considering
certain titles of collections as though they
were "single works" is dropped. The provision mentioning applicabillty to 25.9 is
dropped, but 25.9 language remains in
force.
No changeswere made to these provisions during the next five years or so.
Then, CSB 5l (Winter 1991) both expanded and restricted the applicability o{'
the inadequate title concept with regard
to 25.9 (Selections.)Previously,the works
of an author who writes in one lbrm only
were viewed in light of the concept; now
partial collections of an author writing in
more than one {brm are also considered
Further, the assumption is now to be
made that an author writes in multiple
Ibrms. However, the types of titles proper
to be judged were restricted; previously
"inadequate" titles fell under the purview
of 25.9, but now "indistinctive" has been
substituted and we return to the earlier
wording Thus the "no collective title
proper" categorynow appliesto 25.I0, but
not to 25.9. Eighteen month-slater,in CSB
57 (Summer 1992), the language in 25.9
was changed back to "inadequate," thus
making its provisions uniform with those
of 25.10.
A cataloger'.sjudgment is called into
play to decide whether a title proper of a
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collection indicates its nature, or whether
a unifbrm title such as "Selections," "Novels," or "Correspondence," should be used.
The LCRI exolicitlv states that the inclusion of an auihor'.s'name does not make
the title distinctive. Examples include:
Spencer,LaVy'rle.Selections.1993
Spencer, LaVyrle. Three complete novels.
1993
Compare then:
Gore-Booth, Eva, 1870-1926. Plays
Gore-Booth, Eva, 1870-1926. Plays ol'
Eva Gore-Booth
COLLECTION

LACKING

A COLLECTIVE

TrrLE PRoPER(AACR2 I.IC)
AACR2 delines the term "collective title"
in the lbllowing manner: "a title proper
that is an inclusive title for an item containing several works." Item I.lG indicates the various possibilities o{'transcribing the title proper in a bibliographic
record; 25.10 speciliesthe use ofa collective unifbrm title if no collective title
proper is present.

WHATTo Do

both 25.9 (Selections)and 25.10 (Works
in a single form). Obviously {inding the
situation still murlcy, CSB 60 (Spring
1993) again revised the provenance ofRI
25.9 and 25.10.
LCRI 25.9A applies to: (l) partial collections of three or more works in two or
more fbrms when the authorwrites in two
or more forms; and (2) partial collections
of three or more works in one {brm when
the author writes in only one fbrm. Catalogers are to restrict the application of'
thE second condition to weil-established
authors whose works are known to exist in
only one {brm. For the purpose of applying 25.9A and 25.10A, catalogers are to
assume that the authors have written in
two or more iorms.
LCRI 25.10A applies to partial collections of three or more works in one fbrm
when the author writes (or is assumedto
write) in two or more forms.
TERMINOLOGICALDIFFICULTIES
The removal of the term "distinctive" in
both LCRI 25.9A and LCRI 25.10A occurred in CSB 57, where the term indistinctive was replaced by "inadequate."
Rewritten slightly, CSB 60 states:

The purpose of the rule is to provide a
In an e{lbrt to simplily what is clearly a
sensiblegatheringpoint in the catalogfor
25.9
con{using situation lbr catalogers, RI
itemswhosetitlesare more or lessinadetells the cataloger to assume that an
quate. Thus, if a collectioncoveredby
author writes in two or more {brms. The
25 l0A has an adequate title, the rule
scope o{'the rule was expandedin CsB 51
shouldnot be applied
(Winter 1991) to include partial collections by authors who write in more than
The term distinctive/indistinctive is then
one form; thus, all situations covered by
reserved {br use as a category of titles
25.9 (Selections) are to be considered in
(CsB 60 [Spring 1993]):
light of the "inadequate title" criteria
(1) considerthatthe title is inadequate
and
listed in 25.10. It is interestingto note that
be
apthis
rule
should
consequently
that
in earlier LCRIs all of the provisions of
plied to the {bllowingcases:(a) The title
25.10 were apphed to 25.9.
proper of the collection is indistinctive
CSB 51, however,intentionally or not,
(normallydo not considerthat the presstated that 25 10 applies to 25.9 in cases
enceof the author'snamein the title makes
"the
title proper of the collection is
when
it distinctive)(b) the collectionIacksa colindistinctive." Thus, the second category
lective title propet (1.1G) (2) Consider
that of the absence of a collective title
that the title is adequatein all other cases
proper, was no longer vahd {br Selections.
(Summer
was
This
changed with CSB 57
CSB L3 (Summer 1981):
1992), when "inadequate"was substituted
Under any o{'the collectiveuniform title.s
{br "indistinctive," so that today both situ("Short stories,"Laws, etc.") other than
ations again {all under the provenance of
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"Works"or "Selections". . a differencein
titles proper would separateoriginalsfrom
translationsand likewise would seoarate
unrevisededitions as well as the various
publicationsof a single edition. Such collective unifbrm tides are a.lsonot adequate
for the proper identification of a work being usedin a secondaryentry.Becauseof
these inadequacies,apply collective uniform titles with the principle found in
25.5C always in mind. The "appropriate
designationto distinguish" between one
work and another (or to bring them together) will usuallybe the title proper of
eachwork Note, however,that the designation shouldbe tailoredto {it eachcase.
so that there are possibilitiesother than
the title proper (editor,translator,publisher, compiler,etc.) and that the title proper,
iI used,may be shortened.Do whatever
,n" most sensein the particular
;:::.
A major usage restriction in "Selections" was implemented with CSB 51
(Winter 1991), which stated that "selections" will now be used only if "the title
proper ofthe collection is indistinctive (cf.
LCRI 25.10) or if the works in the collection are translations. For the period I9811990. the collective uniform title'Selections' was routinely assigned to partial
collections of works in more than one
fbrm. On records lbr multipart items created before 1991, continue to accept the
'selectionls'
collective uniform title
although its use may not be in accord with
current policy." Thus many authority records exist for collections with distinctive
titles that remain unrevised. CSB 57
(Summer 1992) substitutes the word
"inadequate" {br "indistinctive," thus
bringing it in line with the language cited
in 25 10. For example: Battles, Ford Lewis. Selections. 1993 400 Battles. Ford
Lewis. Irenaeus, Against heresies.Clement of Alexandria. The exhortation to
the Greeks; and, Quis dives salvetur?
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The substitution of "inadequate" for
"indistinctive,"
as mentioned above,
means that 25.9 is also covered by both
cateqories.

AACR2R25.10Wonxs
IN A SINGLE FORM

Although found in 25.10 (Works in a single
form), we have seen that this concept is
essentialto the scopeof"Selections" ever
since CSB 51( Winter 1991). In a sense,
then, this is an explication ofcertain situations {bllowing the principle in25.2A2),
where auniform title is deemednecessary
when "the title proper needs the addition
of other elements to organize the file."
Tnr Ovnner,L PROBLEM
The {undamental problem, aswe see it, is
that a work with the exact same contents
can receive two &{Ierent cataloging treatments, depending on whether an "indistinct title" or "inadequate title" is present.
For this reason, it can be questioned
whether this distinction is a useful cataloging device-for if the concept ofWorks Jr
Selections is deemed advisable, then the
{urther determination not to use the uniIbrm title- aller determining that Works
or Selections is necessary, if the title is
indistinct-seems unnecessarily complicated and, basically,backwards. Using this
distinction, a cataloger is to first determine that a unifbrm title is needed and
then proceed to determine fiom another
set ofcriteria that the unifbrm title is not
needed. Also, in the interests ofcataloging
simplification, it seems advisable to drop
this particular directive given the vagueness of the RL The concept of "inadequacy" with regard to titles can be related
to the dual nature ofthe unifbrm title: as
a device of both di{ferentiation and of
collocation.While designatingsome titles
proper as "adequate" may obviate the
need {br collective unifbrm title fbr difl'erentiation pu{poses, it can be argued that
this does not do iustice to collocation purposes.As observ"edat the beginning ofthis
article, there is also the interesting {'act
that the code concerns itselfwith the matter of collocation and that it is the LCRIs
that introduce the concept of diff'erentiation to the uni{brm title in the situations
being covered by 25.8-10. By definition,
a uniform title is a collocating device.
The evolving nature of principles and
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uses of unifbrm titles has resulted in a
system (not necessarilyan unwise one, in
the authors'view) that combineselements
of both di{I'erentiation and collocation,
sometimesboth in the sameunifbrm title.
It was oointed out above thzt AACR2
really only addressesthe collocating {unction of tire uniform title. For ex"ample,
collocating uni{brm titles are given in
these cases:(1) the "Hamlet"-tylre titles,
to bring together various manif'estations
of the same work; and (2) the collective
uni{brm titles represented in chapter 25,
sections 8-If. the di{I'erentiating elements of uniform titles can, on the other
hand, be seen in these cases: (1) the
25.5B-typre titles, to break conflicts and
other-wise di{I'erentiate {br primarily, but
not exclusively, serials and series; and (2)
the addition of dates to Works and Selections Thus, the current practice ol'assignment of "Works" combinesboth elements:
the collective uni{brm title itself to link
the particular item to similar items, and
the date to di{ferentiate the particular
item. "selections" is constructedthe same
way, whereas the 25.10-type title (Works
in one form) is exclusively a collocating
device. I{ di{I'erentiation is needed, this is
picked up by looking at other elements of
the catalog record, and not borne by the
uni{brm tille alone. Such elements as the
title proper, date ofpublication, and so on,
stand a^sdill'erentiating elements.
Thus, when certain items are deemed
to have "adequate" titles and do not receive a collective uni{brm title, the collocating {'unction is not served at all. It could
be argued that not every item need bear a
combination of titles, let alone a unifbrm
title that carries the exclusive weight of

seems to the authors that such a mechanism should be employed. This is the situation regarding inadequate titles, as the
authors .seeit. If the already well-established unifbrm titles in 25.9 and 25.10,
namely "selections" and "Works in one
fbrm," are to be meaningful, then they
should be applied as unilbrmly as possible
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and all instances should be designated as
such, not just those whose titles are "inadequate."
While ^ particular collection of an
author'.sworks can certainly become wellknown in its own right, even this "uniqueness" should not obviate the need {br a
uni{brm title. A unique (as opposed to
collective) uni{brm title could be con.structed in such cases,although this is not
something the authors are particularly advocating [ere. More to the point, the existencebf the above-mentionedsituation
and the presence of a "distinctive" title
proper
wbuld not seem to preclude the
'assignment
of'a collective unilbrm title
(suCh as "selections"). Such an assignment would {ulfill Cutter's point about
relating the particular item to others in

whlch, indeed, may be true. And, in this
age ot'budget cutbacks and cataloging
simplification, perhapsthis is marching to
a dilferent and contrary drummer' None-

works, then whether or not the title
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ment of the second pha-seof this process,
namely, determination as to title quality.
Abolishment of this concept-or, at the
very least its clarification--is called {br.
Catalogers will still usejudgment in determining whether an item is a collection or
not, but once that intellectual decision is
made, the more-or-lessautomatic assignment of a collective uni{brm title as called
fbr in 25.9 and 25.10 would be made.

CoNcr,usrow
Full circle can now be made back to the
dual purposes of uni{brm titles-namely,
difl'erentiation and collocation. We do not
argue that all uni{brm titles should contain
elements of both. asWorks and Selections
now do. However, when the categories of
collective unitbrm titles are ivailable
(such as lbr Selections and Works in a
single {brm), when their application aids
the collocation purfrose, and when doing
so would result in reduced cataloging
time, such a course should be lbllowed.
CSB 60 mentions that a collective unifbrm title is used asa "gathering point" lbr
inadequate titles. Why not also have a
gathering point {br items whose titles are
adequate,il'we may use this term? Users

might not want only to identi{y a particular collection, but might also be curious to
see all collections (whether in one fbrm or
many) by the same author. This can only
be accomplished by the assignment of the
unilbrm titles provided in 25.9 and 25.10.
Finally, two more points can be made
in {'avorof this proposal. First, the quality
ol'the title of the collection is already
disregarded {br one type of materialtranslations(seeAACR2 25.11).Secondly,
many authority records already existfrom the era 1981-1990 where "Selections" was used more liberally-that have
headings contained in the corresponding
bibliographic records; this proposal would
do away with these inconsistencies and
return to the guidelines present during
this earlier era.
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UserPersistence
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StephenE.Wiberley,
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(Jserpersistencein displaqingpostingsis a si.gni.ficunt
humnnfactorin design
of com.puter-drioeninformati.onsystems,including online catalogs.Expert
opinion and one study of users of a first-generation onl:inecatalog haae
suggestedthat usersnormally displuyno morethan 30 to 35 postings.ln this
online cutalogpersistarticle ue report a replicationof thefirst-genera.ti.on

persistence,but the findings u.lsojustifu treating 700 or 200 postingsas a
conlrrlonthresholdof ooerload.

F

\-/ omputer-basedinlbrmation retrieval
systems are constantly expanding, making
more and more infbrmation available to
users instantly. While the increa^sedsize of
databases is generally welcomed, with it
comes a growing potential {br infbrmation
overload. For example, title searcheson
"socialscience"reIrieve2TT postingsfrom
one NOTIS-based catalogo{ 750,000bibliographic recorcls and 413 postings {rom
another catalog of 1,400,000 records.

Queries to other databases of di{fering
sizes have rrroduced similar results
(Prabha 1989i. Faced with large retrievals, users must decide whether to persist
in displaying results or to abandon their
search. How online cataloqs and other
computer-driven in[ormati,on systems
help users cope with overload is a key
component of their design.
The nroblems of information overload
and user persistence in displaying post-
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ings are significant because most use of
information systems is discretionary. Users usually face little or no penalty for
abandoning a search that might prove
fruitful
if pursued (Wiberley
and
Daugherty 1988). Users who are not provided assistance when faced with large
retrievals are likelv to become frustrat6d
and stop their r"*6h"r. Reports {rom user
surveys sponsored by the Council on Library Resources and opinions of experts
have called for design features that will
assist users in reducing postings (Kidder
1983; Marchionini and Shneiderman
1988; Markey I983a; Markey I983b).
Leading researchers have proposed creative design innovations {br coping with
overload without benefit of lelevant empirical data on user behavior (Kinnucan
1992; McGarry and Svenonius1991).
An initial question for systern designers is, How many postings do users $picallypersist in displaying? This question is
crucial because f'eatures that cornpensate
for overload should apply only when the
number of postings retrieved exceeds
what most users lind to be too many. Application at lower levels wastes system resources. Determination of a twical level
of persistence is particularly important for
systems that are open to all persons and
do not require sign-ons or pa^sswordsthat
might load into the system a profile of the
usert tendencies and pro{iciency.
In some contexts the term "postings"
means the number of discrete records of
information that a search retrieves; in
other contexts, it means the records themselves.What a system displays depends on
its design and the size ofthe searchresult.
The initial response to a search can range
{iom just the number of postings retrieved to full records of all retrievals. If
all postings cannot be shown in some form
on the first screen, the user {'acesa decision about expen&ture of eflbrt: is it
worth the ef{bri to display additional postings to find the infbrmation sought?
In 1990, Wiberley, Daugherty, and
Danowski repofted results of a study of
user persistence in scanning postings in
LCS (Library Computer Sy.stem),a firstgeneration online catalog, asitwas configured in Illinois in 1987. The study ob-

served users doing searches, questioned
them about what they had done, and then
analyzed the system transaction log of
those searches.The study found that:
1. Users reporting overload were likely
to have experienced overload in the
past, and they preferred ftnding significantly fewer postings than other
users. These suggest users reporting
overload have infbrmation-processing capacities or search styles that
inhibit persistence.
2. Although respondents to the questionnaire gave 15 as the median number of postings they considered to be
"too many," transaction log analysis
showed when searchesretrieved between 15 and 30 postings, users displayrrlg all postings outnumbered users wno orsPlayecnone.
3. User persistence f'ell o{f significantly
when the number of postings exceeded 30. When a search retrieved
30 or {'ewerpostings, more users displayed all postings than displayed
none.
While a useful beginning, these findings could be generalized only with caution becauseLCS contained a design f'eature that seemed to inhibit persiitence.
Instead of displaing screens of postings
by a series of numerically consecutive
commands (i.e., l, 2, 3, 4, . . . n) or by
simply depressing a single key, the user
displayed screens ofpostings in groups of
ten by issuing commands of PG2, PG3,
PG+, PG2, PG3, PG+, and so on. Transaction logs showed many users did not
employ PG+, but used PG4, PCs, and the
like.
Studies of behavjor in a particular
workinq environment are limited because
systemT'eaturesdifl'er and local configurations o{ten contain unique elements. Nevertheless, such studies in a normal workirg environment are important for
understanding persistence because experimental settings might change motivation and significantly alter results. Given
the easeofpaging through postings, users
who persist only a minute or two beyond
what thev would do in their normal working environment might display twice the
number of postings. Because trying hard
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Figure I. LUIS Guide Screen.
and doing extra are desirable characteristics, particularly in experimental settings, subjects might exhibit abnormal
persistence, even in carefullydesigned experiments.
Because studying persistence in a
working environment is advantageous,the
investigators decided to replicate their
LCS project by studying use of the University of Illinois at Chicago's (UIC) LUIS
system in spring 1992. At that time, UIC s
LUIS was a NOTIS 5.O-basedonline catalog with 725,000 bibliographic records
made available on terminals in UIC'.s libraries aspart of a "Library Menu." Other
options on the Library Menu included:
the
statewide catalog of
Illinois,
ILLINET
Online; periodical indexes;
electronic mailboxes to library departments; anclcatalogsof other librarlei.
Because LUIS, unlike LCS, allows
natural language searching, including keywords and assigned subjects, and has a
larger database than LCS, LUIS users on
average retrieved more postings than LCS
users. The richness ofthe LUIS transaction logs permitted exploration o{ more
issuesthan was possiblewith LCS, including assessmentof partial persistenceand
anticipated futility points.

DEscRrPTroN oF LUIS
LUIS users may search by author, title,
subiect (Library of Congress or Medical
Subject Headings), keyword, or call number. To do so users key the letters a, f, s or
sm, k, or c, respectively, followed by an
equal sign or a blank space, and then
words, letters, or numbers that fit the
search mode. Because displays of call
number search results difiei f'rom all
other displays of results by not giving a
number of postings retrieved and allowing
virtually infinite paging {brward or backward, call number search results were not
analvzed in this studv.
Ii an author, title, or subject search
retrieves more than 50 entries or postings,
the results are displayed in a guide screen
(see figure 1). Guide screens have up to
14 lines. Each screenline gives a range of
index line numbers and the beginning entry {br the first index line in that range.
When a guide screen line number is entered, the system displays an index screen
(see figure 2) with up to 14 index lines
beginning with the lowest number listed
on the guide screen line. All keyrvord
searches"and non-keyword search'es retrieving 50 or I'ewer postings initially
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LUIS

Index Screen.

display their results on an index
screen.
Index screen lines noint to individual
records. In this study,
all individ"ittu"lly
ual records were either
bibliographicbook or serial----orauthority records. Bibliographic records give the call numbers
of cataloged items, control numbers fbr
uncataloged items, and shelf locations fbr
uncataloged periodicals.
To display an item listed on an index
screen, a user enters the number to the
left of the item. For example, to retrieve
.SOCIOLOGY
OF MANAGEMENT" iN
{igure 2, the user enters "3." To display
additional screens of index lines, a user
either enters "F" (lbr Forward) or simply
presses the retum,/enter key. To move
backward among screens of index lines,
the user enters "B" (for Back), which can
be repeated by pressing the return key
until an "F" command returns the system
to its default. Each screen has running
instructions that list codes and commands
available lrom that screerr
LUIS arranges search results in helpI'ul orders. Generally, this means in alphabetical order (e.g., author search results
list authors in alphabetical order and, under authors, titles of their works in alpha-

beticalorder),althoughkeywordsearches
Iist works in reversechronologicalorder
by yearand,within a givenyear,alphabeticallyby title.
CourenrsoN oF LUIS wrrrr OrHER
ONUNB CATALocS
Because dif{'erent systems have dillerent
basic designs as well as local variations,
generalization of research {indings about
one installation is limited. For example,
{indings from the study of user persistence in displaying LCS postings are limited because LCS commands to display
additional screensofpostings are counterintuitive. To assessthe extent to which
findings {iom the present study of UIC's
LUIS can be generalized, the investigators compared it via the Intemet to four
other widely used systems-DRA,
DYNIX, GEAC, and VTLS-as each was
con{igured at two or more sites (a total of
ten) in 1993. This comparison sought to
delineate design f'eatures that might impinge on p"rriit"rr"". These {'eatu'res{'ell
into two categories: those #I'ecting overall
user f'atigue and those relating more directly to persistence. Similarities and diff'erences among systems point to where
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the lindings of this study can be applied
and where further research is needed.
Simplicity of search keys and ease of
initiating a search seem likely to afl'ect
overall user f'atigue. Regarding search
keys, LUIS appetu'sto be a relatively easy
system to use because most of its commands consist of one letter. More imnortantly, a user can initiate a search f'roniany
LUIS screen. ln some other systems, a
user must select a search rnode lrom an
introductory screen and then enter the
search from a different screen {br that
search mode. Unlike LUIS, in some systems, keyword searchingtakes the usei to
a di{ferent database, uses search codes
whose fbrmat dill'ers from other search
codes, and displays the results without
summary and in no apparent order, one
bibliographic record at a time.
In addition to f'eaturesafTectingoverall
fatigue, some impinge more directly on
persistence. Some systems, like LUIS,
give the total number of postings retrieved, while others do not. The latter
place the match nearest to the usert
search key in the initial display and allow
the user virtually unlimited movement
backward or lbrward frorn that display
within the help{ul order retrieved. Numbers ofpostings {br eachline in the display
are given, but, of course, each of these
numbers is smaller-sometirnes much
smaller-than
the result of the entire
search. (LUIS does not allow movernent
be{bre the beginning or past the end of
the postings retrieved.) Related to this
difl'erence is Blair'.s concent of the usert
"anticipated t'utility point" (AFP), the
largest retrieved set of docurnents the
user is willing to begin browsing (Blair
1980).A systemthat does not displaytotal
number of postings retrieved rnight not
stimulate the user'.sAFP the wav a svstem
displalng total ptrstingswoultl.Al.so all'ecting persi.stencei.sthe number of levels between the initial disrrlay
-cail
and the bibliographic records with
numbers. In general, up to three displays
may appear befbre recorcls with call numbers: total number ofpostings retrieved, a
summary guide to postings retrieved, and
singleJine citations to item records. The
more displays befbre a bibliographic re-

cord, presumably the less likely it is a user
will persist to show the call number. LUIS
has at most two displays befbre bibliographic records: summary guide and index
screens.Otherwise an index screen precedes bibliographic records.
A third feature a{I'ecting persistence is
easeof movement among displays.LUIS
and some other systems facilitate persistence by allowing users to advance through
Iike displays simply by depressing the enterlretum key. Other systems require depressing a letter like N (for Next) and then
depressing the enter/return key.
A final feature aflecting persistence is
the order in which results are displayed.
Most systems display results in helpful
orders. Those that do not presumably
make persistence harder.
LUIS'.sdisplayof total number of postings retrieved diIl'erentiates it liom some
other systems. This difl'erence limits application of the findings of this study. At
the same time, lindings about LUIS can
be applied to persistence in displaying
other search results where the number of
postings is given. An example from DRA
(see figure 3) does not show total postings
but gives individual line totals; {br line
227, tor instance,48 postings under "Social sciences Philosophy (LC)" are
listed.
Presumably, lindings from this .study
suggest how users would reacttoline 227 .
LUIS and systems like it that display total
number of postingsare widespread.While
results of this study do not apply to all
systems,they apply to many.
SeurrrNc

Pr,eN

The sampling plan for this project {bllowed the model designed lbr the online
catalog project sponsored by the Council
on Liblary Resources(Miller and Baratz
1982) that was also used in the investigators' LCS study. User sessionswere observed and ouestionnaires distributed at
terminal locaitions-sites of a single terminal or a cluster of terminals. Terminal
locations were studied on a scheduled basis, each location at least once. The data
collection period wa^sten weeks during
spring semester1992 (February 3-March
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6 and March 16-April 17, with sernester
break, March 7-15, excluded). Each day
of the semester was divided into three
{bur-hour time blocks: morning, 9 a.m.I p.m.; afternoon, I p.m.-5 p.m.; and evening, 5 p.m.-g p.m. Available data on online catalog use showed that the morning
and afternoon time blocks for Monday
through Friday were the ten periods of
highest activity. Observation during these
ten time blocks was then assigned to terminal locations in proportion to level of
actMty: the more heavily used a location,
the more time allocated ibr observation of
distribution at
sessionsand ouestionnaire
-By
that location.
obseruing activity at di{'{'erent locations at varying times during
{i{teen days in 1990 and eleven days in
1991, the investigators were able to estimate proportionil levels of activity.
At the beginning of a sampled time
block, a research assistantobsewed the
{irst user-session that began during that
time block, and, at the sessiont end, gave
the user a questionnaire.The number on
the questionnaire served as the sessionor
case number and was used to label the
transaction log data {br that session. The
assistant then repeated this process lbr
each succeedinguserwhose entire session

could be observed. Thus, assistantsdid
not question users who began their sessions while another user tas being observed. Excluded from this study were
individuals using the system via dial-access fiom remote terminals. Libraries included were the Main Library (covering
arts, humanities, applied science, and
social science), Architecture & Art Library Mathematics Library, and Science
Library.
IDENTIFyING Tru.NslcfloN Loc
RECORDSoF OBSERVEDSEssroNs
Because users do not indicate when they
begin or end LUIS sessionsat public terminals, research assistants observed the
sessions.Their observert log recorded:
logon ID of terminal used, user's gender,
and beginning and ending time of session.
Observ"ersusEd clocks svnchronized with
LUIS. Exactnessin notinq when sessions
began and ended was sometimes limited
by?istance {'rom terminal and traf{ic between observers and terminals. Users
might not enter their first LUIS command
uniil several minutes after arriving at the
terminal. Similarly, noting a sessiont end
could be complicated by two {'actors.
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First, the observer could not record the
end of a session until the user left the
terminal, but the user might remain at the
terminal lbr some time alter issuing a linal
command. Second, the observer had to
distribute the questionnaire as soon as the
user left the terminal.
At the time o1'thisstudy, public terminals ollered several serwices-including
LUlS-listed on a "Library Menu." Users
connected to LUIS by selecting it from
the menu. An IBM/VMlPass-Through Facility made the connection, and its log
rec6rded both an ID for the terminal (th6
same ID obsewers logged) and the ad-

were able to locate the LUIS transaction
log of observed activity. To do this, they
ascertainedwhether a distinctive block of
searching occurred in the LUIS log concrrrrent with the observedtirne of the session. Concurrent was deiined as at or
within two minutes of the time recorded
concurre_nt
by the observer. In identiflng
-allt-twed
lbr the
the investigators
"i,ti"ity,
that users might delay entering
possibility
a lUf S command for more than two minutes after they arrived at a terrninal or that
they might remain at a terminal fbr more
than two minutes after they issued their
last command. In allowing fbr these possibilities, the investigators were careful to
make sure all other elements demarcated
the sessionclearly. Of 850 observed sessions, 574 were demarctrted. In 42 of
these, the obser-verrecorded a beginning
time more than two rninutes earlier than
the first transaction. In none of these
cases,was the observedending time more
than two minutes later than the last transaction. In 33 cases,the observer recorded
an endins time more than two minutes
later tharithe last transaction. In none of
these caseswas the observed beginning
time later than the first transaction. In 23
ca^ses,the observed ending titne was earIier than the last transaction, but continuity of content showed that the observed
ending time was incorrect.
In identifying a distinctive block of

searching, the investigators sought to find
that occurred bea series if
"o**^ndi beginning and ending
tween the observed
times of the sessionb"ut wai temporalf
seDarate{iom other recorded commands.
Niw connections to LUIS at or within two
minutes of the observed beginning of the
sessionwere considered the start of a distinctive block of searching. Drops from
LUIS at or within two riinutei of the
observed end ofthe sessionwere considered the end of a distinctive block of

found a chanqe in search mode (a, t, s, k,
etc. ) or both igreed that there was distinctive content. ,Di{Ibrentiation by search
mode was operational.A searchusing one
mode was lonsidered dilferent lrom a
search using any of the other modes' Distinctive content means a change in the
torrical lbcus. For example, the observer
re'norted two users at tiie same terminal
leis than three minutes apart. Inspection
of the relevant transaction log lbund no

searches with un{'amiliar content, the investigators looked for differences in the
LC c-iassesof items retrieved.
A total of 850 users were observed.
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content and mode at the other terminus.

at one or both termini. Tlansaction log
data lbr 189 cases did not exist eithei
because users reported using other systems (68) or becausethe system was aDparently not accessible(f2i). For the rcmaining 87 cases,the investigators could
not reconcile transaction log data with session times recorded by the"observers.

ber was exactly the same; in 7 the number
retrieved had decreased in the fall and was
no more than one screen initially.) For the
40 cases where replication retrieved a
larger number of postings, the investigators replicated the searches again in late
spring 1993. They assumed changes in
dlspliys between t'all 1992 and ipring
1993would suggesthow wellreenactment
in fall 1992 mirrored displays
in sprinq
'and
1992. Between fall 1992
sprinf
1993 the databasegrew by about 24,800
records.

Eprrrrvc eno ANeryzrNc rnB
TRANSACTIoNLoG
LUIS transaction logs provicled nearly all
data elements needEd'fur their analysis:
time ol'transactionin hour, rninute, and
second; the system'.srecord of the command entered by the user; the number of
postings retrieved; the screen tlpe that
displayed the search lesult (e.g.,
in ligure
-and
4, T/I lTitle Screen Index]
B-RrV
[Brief View]); and, finally, Search String
Entered (e.g.,"T=CHIRAL"; "10" {br the
record listed as number "l0" on an index
screen;"F" {br Forward). While the number of postings retrieved was recorded,
one crucial elernent was not: the number
of items on index screensthat users displayed. This number was used as a rneasure of persistence. To supply this information, a member o1 the project team
replicated all the searchesand noted number of lines displayedwhelever us-er.)displayed index slr"ens. Replicationof'the
searches occurred during fhll sernester
1992, approximately seven months alter
the usersactuallydid the searches.During
that time the database grew overall by
rouglrly 19,500records,thus changingtht
results of some searches.
To a.sse.s.s
the irnpact of this change, the
investigators examined lbr 100 sessions
the search sequence that retrieved the
largest numbei of postings (the type of
sequence central to the present study).
This examination revealed tl-ratin 60 caies
there was essentiallyno change between
spring and {all 1992 in the nurnber of
postings retrieved. (In 53 ca.sesthe num-

absolutechangeper screenwas 0.85 postings. The median number of screensdisplayed per search was 4.5. In summary
the analysis indicates that in approximately nine out of ten cases the exact
number of postings the user displayed is
known. In the rem'ainingI}Vo,the ditt'erence was f'ewer than 4 postings.
As in their LCS study, the investigators
decided that, in counting the num6er of
postingsdisplayed,no userwouldbe credited with displaing more postings than a
search serluence retrieved. In other
words, repeated displaysofa given index
line or bibliographic record were not
counted. Similarlv, in searcheswhere the
user displayed ali postings retrieved anrl
replication retrieved a larger number, the
study'.sanalysiscre&ted the user with displ"Frg the'smaller (original) number.
METHoDs oF DATA ANALysrs
This studyworked with two kinds of data:
(l) questionnaire data, which included
both-the user'.s report about what happened in the observed session and responsesto questionsabout his or her aca-
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4. LUIS

Transaction

Loq

demic background and past use of computers, Iibraries, and library systems; and
(2) transaction log data. Each kind of data
was analyzed separately, and elements of
the two data setswere combined and analyzed. Questionnaire responses were
keyed to disk on a PC cornputer using

SPSS'.sData Entry sol'tware package, then
analyzedusing SPSS-PC,version 4.0. Freque;cies, cro.ss-tabulations,and correlations were run as appropriate forthe types
ofvariables. Analysis ofthe transaction log
data was more complicated.
Two premises governing selection of
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transaction log data {br analysisin the LCS
study were aTsoapplied in the present
study. First, persistence can be inl'erred
onlyin *""r"h". that retrieve more than
on" ,"re"r, ofpostings. That is, without at
Ieast two screens of index records re-

investigators fbcused on the SHNP because users' persistence with it seemed
more indicative of the limits of their persistence than their behavior with smaller
retrievals; and, the volume oftransaction
log data dictated limitation of initial analysis to selected searchserluences.
Given the selection ofdata fbr analvsis.
it is useful to compare SHNP retrievals
with other search rJsults. Table I summarizes this comparison. The mean number
of postings retrieved by SHNP searchsequenceswas 583, whereasthe mean number retrieved by non-SHNP searcheswas
90. The mean number of postings displayed from SHNP retrievals is 35, while
it is 9 for all other retrievals. Despite these
diIl'erences, it is irnportant to iote that
SHNP sequencesconstitute loughly 197o
of all retrievals, so behavior with SHNps
is not only indicative of limits of persistence, but also constitutes one-{ilth of all
searches.

()tlarkey 1984). From this assurnptionit
fbllowed that users will display at least one
bibliographic record with i call number, if
a search retrieves an itern sought. Furthermore, if a search does not re-trievean
item sought, users who are not overloaded
will exhau* a1lpossibilities by displalng
records lor all items retrieved.
Presuming users normally seek a call
number, their responsesto SHNPs that
retrieve more than one screenofpostings
can be divided into lbur categories. First,
the user might display all poitings either
as index records or as bibli<_rgraphic
re-

cords, or as some combination of the two.
Such a user could be described as totally
persistent. Second-and at the other end
of the scale-the user might not display
any blbliographic records nor any index
records. Such a user could be described as
overloaded. Third, a user might display
some index records, but no bibliographic
records.Such a user could be described as
partially persistent. Finally, the user could
display one or more bibliographic records,
but not display all records. Such a user
could be called a record displayer. The

quently, the behavior of record displayers
will not enter into the discussion of persistence.

total only if the user displayed a subsequent screen. For counting postings in
cases of total persistence, the count
equaled the number of postings displayed
whether those postingswere displayed as
index screen lines or bibliographic recorcls. In casesofpartial persistence, the
count equaled the number ofindex screen
lines displayed.
Besides the basic rule for counting
postings displayed, three others were applied. First, in some sessions,searchbs
retrieved the highest number of postings
more than once; in these casesthe investigators analyzed the user'.sresponse that
showed the most persistence.For example, in a session where the user twice
retrieved the SHNP of 216, displaying 20
postings in one sequence and 49 in another, the user'.s persistence would be
counted as49. Second,unlike LCS, LUIS
summarizes with guidelines the results of
author, subject, and title searchesthat retrieve more than 50 postings.This studv
did not count guidelines ilisplayed oir
guide screens toward the total number of
postings displayed.While a guide screen,
like an index screen, contains a list of
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TABLE 1
SNIECTEO
COMPARISONS
oF SHNP RsrnlsvAl-swnu NoIrI-SHNPRETRIEVALS
No of
Retrievals

SHNP
searches
Non-SHNP
searches

%oI
Retrievals

Rmge of
Postings
Retrieved

Mean No of
Postings
Retrieved

520

19

l-16,873

583

2,2t4

81

1-5,000

90

numbered options, the investigators decided that, because guide screen lines
were summaries of index lines rather than
single-line citations to individual records,
th{, were too different to be equated to
index lines. Third, in some sessionsthe
SHNP was part of a subject search sequence with a cross-reference. In some
sessions the cross-reference was the
SHNP; in others the user, in eff'ect,concluded the SHNP sequenceby displaying
a cross-reference.Display of a cross-reference could be considered a manifestation of further persistence. But because
the process of retrieving bibliographic records through cross-ref'erences diff'ers
substantially from the process of retrieving bibliographic records through an
author, title, subject, or keyword search,
the investigators decided not to include in
data analysis those sessionswhere crossref'erences were the SHNP or where their
display terminated the SHNP.
As stated above, inferences about user
persistence can be drawn from those who
are totally persistent, partially persistent,
and overloaded. One measure of the limits
of user persistenceis comparisonofthose
totally persistent and those overloaded.
The number of postings at which the overloaded outnumber the totally persistent
can be seen as one limit of persistence.A
secondmeasureof persistenceis the number of postings that partial persisters display. The relationship to persistence here
is direct: users display some postings,but
not all; the number they display is the
extent oftheir persistence.Comparison of
totally persistent and overloaded was the
principal measure used in the study of
LCS. In the present study, a f'ar higher

Mem No of
Postings
Displayed

JD

incidence of partial persistenc€ made that
category as important a measure of persistence as comparison of the totally persistent and the overloaded.
While inferences about persistence
cannot be drawn from those who display
bibliographic records, the behavior of
these users contributed data for identi&ing the anticipated futility point of online
catalog users. The anticipated futility
point, a concept advanced by David C.
Blair, is "the maximum number of retrieved documents that an inquirer would
be willing to begin browsing through. It
represents the largest retrieved set of
documents he is willing to look at" (Blair
1980). Anytime users display a bibliographic record, they show willingness to
examine a retrieval. Case.swhere users
display at least one bibliographic record
can be added to cases of partial persistence and total persistence and the three
compared to casesof overload to identify
the maximum number of postings an online catalog user would be willing to begin
browsing.
Finally, {br cases where users responded to the questionnaire,the investigators examined the transaction log to
compare users' behavior with their reports about what happened during their
sessions. This comparison fbcused on
whether the user was totally persistent,
overloaded, or partially persistent. The investigators compared the characteristics,
ascertained by the questionnaire, of users
in the three groups. The investigators also
noted how members of the three groups
answered the question: "In any of the
searchesyou just perfbrmed, did you find
too many entries?"
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TABLE 2
pnov LUIS eNp LCS
CovpenlsoN oF FTNDTNGS
RESPoNSES
QUESTIoNNAIRE
'/o

Po-stings
Reported
To Be Too
Many in
Observed
Session

7o
Reporting
Overload
in All
Searching

Repolted
General
Threshold
of
Overload
(Number of
Postings)

51

100

Observed
Sessions

Questionnaires
Retumed

7a
Return
Rate

Reporting
Overload
in
Observed
Session

LUIS

850

490

D6

26

t47

LCS

748

418

DO

11

t3

Rnsurrs oF DATA ANALYSIS

JD

entries [postings] would you consider to
be'too many?"'The median reported was
100 postings.In the earlier LCS study the
median responsewas 15 postings.
Analysis of questionnaire data showed
Reoorted
'was overload in the observed sesthat 490 of the 850 users observed resions
significantly correlated with
turned at least a partially completed ques- having previously experienced search
tionnaire (a return rate o[ 58Vo).Of these overload (r = .38, p < .00I). This suggests
490, 439 were usable,and their data were that overload potential is to some extent a
the basis{br the subsequentanalysis.Key general user trait, as was observed in the
comparisons with the authors' study of
6arlier LCS study, in which the correlation
LCS users'responsesto similar questions between these two variables was r = .35.
are summarized in table 2.
This overload trait could be due to general
Among respondents, 88 or 26Vo re- infbrmation processing capacity or to conpofied experiencing postings overload
sistent search styles over time, or to a
during the observed sessions Compared combination of f'actors. Overloaded users
to a 1987 study of a comparablesample of
reported searching more by subject (r =
LCS users at the same institution, this is
.41; p < .001) and by keyword (r = .34;
an incidence of overload that is 136% p < .00I) rather than by author, title, or
higher. In the LCS study, 1l7o ofresponboth combined.
dents reported overload fbr the observed
Reported search mode, however, was
sessrons.
not asiociatedwith the reported number
Analysis of the LUIS users' responses of postings. Moreover, reported overload
shows that 147 postings was the median
was not associated with the number o{
number reported to be too many by those postings. This further suggests that overacknowledging overload in the observed Ioad is more of a user trait than systemsession.This contrastswith a median of 13 centered. There were no signilicant assoreported in the earlier LCS study, mean- ciations between reported overload and
ing that reported overload use of LUIS is perceptions of the understandability of
I I times higher than that reported by LCS
the display format, ease of use fbr scanusers.
ning multiple postings, or the clarityof the
In the current LUIS study, 51% of
order of presented postings.
respondents #lirmed experience of overEven though overload is a user trait,
load at some time. This is uo lrom the 357o not a system-ba^sed{'eature, it is not a
who answered"yes" to thiisame question demographically based trait; there were
in the LCS study. In all, 36I usersor 827o no siqni{icant associations with gender,
(both those who had and some who had
age, a"cademicstatus, or majors. Experinot experienced overload) responded to
ence with other computer technologies
the question, "In general, what number
was also not related to reported overload,
Rrsurrs oF ANALYSTS
oF
QuesrroNuerRE DATA
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nor was lrequency of library use. This
suggests that propensity {br overload is
not related to academic dernographic
variables.
In addition, reportecl overloacl was not
related to the perceived importance ofthe
search, nor to the need motivating the
search, whether lbr a course takJn or
taught, thesis or dissertationresearch,independent research, or recreational reading. Successin linding what the user was
loohng lbr was likewise not associated
with rEported overload. Taken together,
these {indings suggest that overl<lad has
little to do with the systern and the structural lactors contextualizing the search,
and more to do with the usells concentualization of the search nroblem. Tlio"-e
who report using rnore feneral searches
(subject and keyword) are nore likely to
report overload than those who report u.sing more specilic searches (author and
title).
Finally, users who reported overload in
the session observed were signi{icantly
le-ss likely to be either very frequent
(daily) users or very infrequent users ({bur
times per year or less).Instead, they were
moderately fiequent users (weekly or
monthly) (Chi sq. = 11.68, p < .03). This
was the reverse of what occurred in the
prior study of LCS users,in which moderate users were less likely to report overload.
Rnsur,rs oF ANALysrsoF
TneNsecrroN LoG DATA
The results ofour analysisofthe transaction log data are summarized in table 3
with columns lbr overloaded, totally per.sistent, and pafi:rlly persistent users.
Given that all users in the first row retrieved or displayed more than one screen
oI'postings, the first three rows roughly
show how many users displayed two to
four screensof postings.
As was true ol'some usersof LCS, nine
LUIS users repofied retrieving too many
postings yet displayed all retrieved. This
again suggests some users can f'eel overloaded yet be totally persistent.More puzzling, at least initially, are tbe 23 users who
reported they had not fbund too many

postings yet displayed no postings from
their SHNP. While some of these users
might have misunderstood the question,
it is possible that most recalled only that
they had displayed a bibliographic rlcord
retrieved by a non-SHNP sequence.Their
satisf'actionwith &splay of a bibliographic
record might have dominated their memory of the session.Seventeen of the 23
displayed at least one bibliographic record
at some point during their sessions.
Because the LUIS databasewas much
larger than the LCS databaseand because
LUIS allowed both keyword and subiect
searching-neither of which were possible on LCS in 1987-search results in the
LUIS study were generally much larger
than those lbr LCS. The largest single
retrieval by users ofLCS was 420 postings.
In March alone, lI4 LUIS searchesexceeded that number oI'postngs. Among
all LCS searches,only 326 retrieved more
than one screen of postings. In March
alone, 432 LUIS searchesretrieved more

postinss,the maximumlbr one
::lli1
Large search results in LUIS led to
capturing more instances ofoverload, total persistence, and especially partial persistencethan was possible{br LCS (50 vs.
45 overload;59 vs. 47 total persistence;56
vs. 13 partial persistence).Given the large
number of partially persistent and the direct measure of persistence that partial
persistence provides, transaction log data
analysiscan begin with them. Most partial
persisters displayed 28 or fewer postings
(28 was also the median number of postings &splayed by partial persisters). Here
it is worth noting that most of the users
who displayed 28 or I'ewer postings could
have displayed {'ar more. The SHNPs lbr
the 3l users who displayed 28 or {'ewer
postings included just 6 that were 50 or
{'ewer and 11 that were 100 or I'ewer. Seventeen of the 31 who displayed 28 or
l'ewer postings had retrieved more than
200.
One could argue that partial persisters
were not overloaded, but that by displaying some postings theywere able to ascertain that the search they had done was on
the wrong track. On the other hand, behavior in the wake of partial persistence
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TABLE 3
Rnecuorqsop Ovenloep aNp Lrvel-s oF PERSTSTENCE
AMoNGUsERS
WHo
(p),eNo Drp Nor RESpoND
RepoRrso Ovsnlonn (o),Dn Nor Rsponr OvERLoAD
(n)
ro QunsrroruNArRE
Users WIro
Displayed No
Index Lines and No
lJibliographic
Records
(Overloadetl)

Users Who
Disnlaved Some
Ind'ex Lines and No
Bibliographic
Records (Partially
Persistent)

Users Who
DisplayedAll
Postings (Totally
Persistent)

Number of
PostingsDisplayed
by Partial
Persisterso

11-14

ppnnn

7-L4

ooooppp
ppppnnn
nnn

l5-28

oPPpppp
Pppnnnn
nnnnnn

15-28

ooopppp
nnnnnnn

pn

oopppnn
l)nnnnnn

29-42

Pnnn

43-60

o

opppp

43-60

ooppPnn

6l-100

ppp

ooppn

6I-100

oppnnn

101-200

0pDn

ooopppp
n

101-200

oPPPnnn

201-300

oopppP
nnD

n

201-300

301-

ooooooo

Postings
Retrieved
in Session

2542

301-

ooopppp
ppppppp
pnnnrlnn
'Partial persisters displayed only some ofthe postings retrieved Each letter (n, o, p) represents one user

suggests overload is a lhctor lbr rnany.
Thirty-two percent ended their sessions
without trying another search; thus they
le{t the terminal without a call number. An
additional 25Vo immediatelv nerlbrmed
another search, using the .saire search
mode and same term or terms that were
in the search that retrieved the SHNP, but
adding one or more terms. For example,
one userwho partiallypersistedin displaying the results of "K=FRANCtr" immediately followed that with a search of
'K=FRANCE
AND WAR." Such additions to the SHNP search string seem
clearly to be an ellbrt to reduceihe results.
Although the behavior of putial persisters is important evidence lbr system
designers to consider in deciding when to
provide users with help in managing large
retrievals, it is not the only evidence. As
stated earlier, the median iesponse to the

question "In general, what number entries [postings] would you consider to be
'too
many?' " was 100. And comparison of
users who displayed no postings with
those who displayed all shows that the
totally persistent outnumbered the overloaded until the number of postings retrieved exceeded 200. Overall, when 200
or fewer postings were retrieved, totally
persistent users were more than four
times more numerous than those overloaded (57 vs. 13). When behavior of totally rrersistent and overloaded LUIS usersisionsidered along with questionnaire
data on general attitudes toward persistence, they suggestfar greater persistence
among online catalog users than behavior
of LUIS partial persisters indicates orprevious evidence has provided. Important
comparisons between findings from LUIS
and LCS transaction log data are summarized in table 4.
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TABLE 4
Loc Aruer-vsEs
nnou LUIS eNp LCS TRANSACTION
CovPenrsoNsoF FINDINGS

Databme
Size

Search
Modes
Studied

LU$

725,000 a, k, s, sm, t

LCS

425,000

a, t, a./t

Observed
Sessions

Sessions
with
Transaction
Log Data

850

574

748

667

It is useful to compare data on total
persisters and partial persisters.The distribution of SHNPs lbr each is similar in
several re.spects.The median number of
postings displayed is nearly 33 lbr total
persisters,compared to 28 {br partial persisters. These data suggest that systems
should help userswho retrieve more than
three screens of postings. On the other
hand, behavior of users who retlieved 43
or more postings suggeststhat lbr a notable number of these users persistence
continues up to 200 postings.Only B users
who retrieved between 43 and 200 postings displayed none, while 18 displayed all
and another 20 partially persisted by displayrng between 43 and 200 postings.
Above 200 postings the evidence goes in
the opposite direction: 37 users clisplayed
no posting.s;3 di.splayedsome or all.
Finally, the data allow us to assesshow
often SHNP retrievals triggered the anticipated futilitypoint (AFP) among users
of LUIS. Because the AFP is the maximum number of postings it user would be
willing to begin browsing, the question
that has dorninated this discussion so
far-how many postings does a user display?-is not relevant. Rather one asks at
what level of postings retrieved do more
users abandon their searches rather than
display at least one additior-ral screen of
index lines or one bibliographic record. In
answering these rluestions, data about
partial persisters are cast in terms of
SHNP-that is, the number of postings
retrieved, not nurrber of postings displayed. Evidence about users who displayed blbliographic records can also be
considered. In less than one-seventh oI'

Largest
Number of
Postings
Retrieved

16,873
420

Median
Number of
Postings
Displayed
by Partial
Persisten

Postings
Level
Where
Overload
Exceeds
Total
Persistence

28

200
30

the ca^sesstudied did the SHNP trigger
the AFP (seetable 5). Even at the highest
SHNPs, more users continue their
searches than abandon them. This sug-

experience personally and observe in useri' beha.'ioi.One would assumeit gener-

of the nurnber of documents a user was
willing to begin to look at. Deciding to
look at a document is far more daunting
than decidins to look at an index screen
entry or a bi6liographic record. Furthermore, Blair'.s discussion of the concept
presumes a retrieval system that did not
dlsplay brief information about docurn"nti, but simply a number o[' clocuments. The present study'.sdata suggest
that the more item-specilic infbrmation a
system initially disphys, the greater -the
persistence of useis in displaying additronal recoros.
Comparison of user reactions to
SHNPs greater than 50 is relevant here.
When arithor, title, and subject searches
retrieve more than 50 postings, LUIS lirst
displays a guide screen. When kepvord
searcltesretrieve more than 50 postings,
LUIS lirst displaysan index screen.Index
screens include short citations to individ-
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TABLE 5
EvTDENCE
on Lnvels oF ANTTcTpATED
FurrI,rry Porurs (AFp)
Postings Retrieved
in Session

Overloaded Users
(AFP Exceeded)

r42'

Postings Displayere
(AF? Not Exceeded)

5

43-100
l0l-200
20r-1000
l00r-4999
5000-

54
4

74

o

4I
13

J

Totals

44

23

bt,

303

"Where postings retrieve<l exceed one scleen

ual items retrieved (see ligure 2); guide
screenssummarize groups of postingsand
have more limited Jr n,iit"*--.p"cilic information (see Iigure 1). Users who retrieve more than 50 postings ale significantly (likelihood ratio = 19.97, d1==3,
p < .0002)more likelyto displayadditional
screens when the system initially displays
an index screen ;ather than'a guide
screen. In 95Vo of SHNP kenvord
searchesthat retrieved rnore than 50 postings, users displayed one or more additional screens. But in author, title, and
subject searchesthat retrieved more than
50 postings,6l%o,83Vo,and 90Voof users,
respectively,displayedadclitionalscreens.
The greater persistencein displayingkeyword results is additionally notewirrthy
because the keyword searches letrievei
more postings than the author, subject,
and title searches:a median of 399 nostings fbr keyword searches r,r uppor6d to
357 lbr subjects,380 lbr title, and 18I fbr
author. This result suggeststhat systerns
that display no item-sp'Scilicinlbrmation,
but onty numher of postings,or that lead
users to entire documents rather than
brief bibliographic information might
lower users'AFPs.
DlscussroN

which suggested that above 35 postings
overload was more common than persistence (Wiberley and Daugherly 1988). The
present study oll'ers evidence to support
these generalizations, but also provides
evidence that users will {iequently persist
fhr beyond 35 postings and that overload
does not clearly set in until the number of
postings retrieved exceeds 200.
The number of instanees of greater
persistencebyusers of LUIS than b-yusers
ofLCS suggeststhat the user-friendly features of LUlS-arrangement
oI' postings
in help{ul orders, ease of movement
among screens, and simplicity of commands-make a difference in helping users persist. Whether alternative system
designs can encourage even greater persistence remains to be investigated. It is
possible, fbr example, that users persist
more on systemsthat, unlike LUIS, do not
give a total number ofpostings retrieved,
but rather display numbers of postings
retrieved lbr each index line or guideline.
Such systems do not risk overwhelming
the user with the totality of a large result,
but display results in smaller,presumably
more manaEeableunits.
At the sime time that transaction log
evidence shows greater persistence by
LUIS users than by LCS usen, questionnaire clrta show a higher percentage ofusers
of LUIS reported experiencing overload
than had users of LCS (267o vs. ILVo, or
136% higher). In view of both the larger size
of the LUIS database(725,000 vs. 425,000
bibliographic records) and LUIS'.sprovision
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of subject and keyword searching-not
available in LCS-this higher percentage
is not surprising. It supports projections
that growth in size of databases and in
power of search engines will increase incidence ofoverload (Dean 1988).
In the LCS study,the rnedianresponse
to the question "In general, how many
'too
matches would you consider to be
many?"'was 15. Yet most users who retrieved more than 15 postings and did not
display a call number displayed 30 postings. This difl'erence led the investigators
to urge caution in use of questionnaire
data {br system design. Likewise, the lindings ofthe present LUIS study alsopoint
toward cautious application of questionnaire data, but suggest as well that user
response.s can help in interpretation of
transaction log data. The behavior ofpartial persisters on LUIS suggeststhat 28
postings is the limit of persistence.At the
same time, cornparisonof behavior of totally persistent and overloaded users suggestspersistenceextendsto 200 postings.
Questionnaire data can help in choosing
between these divergent figures. First,
the median responseto the rluestion, "In
general, what number entries [postings]
'too
would you consider to be
many?"'
was 100. Furthermore, analysisof other
questionnaire data suggeststhat users'infbrmation-processing capacity or .search
styles afl'ect persistence more than system
f'eatures. These findinss {iom user responsespoint designeri'toward choosing
a larger number ofpostings as a threshold
for triggering f'eatures that help users
cope with overload. In choosing a higher
threshold, the genertrl principle that provision of help is costly and should be rninimized to saveresourcesalso applies.
Coucr,usroN
We can sumrnarize this study by saying
that the behavior o{ LUIS users who display some but not all postings retrieved
corroborates earlier eviclence that users
will display no more than 30-35 postings;
but behavior of LUIS userswho display all
postings compared to those who display
none shows that the former outnumber
the latter until the nurnber ol postings

retrieved exceeds200. In terms ofonline
catalog design, these {indings suggest
that, given adequate resources, systems
should provide help to users who retrieve
more than 30 postings. However, if resources are lacking, help is not essential
until retrievals exceed 200.
The findings reported here are, of
course,basedon user behavior on a single
system. Comparison of LUIS's features
with those of other systems suggests it is
relatively ea^syto use and causescomparatively little overall f'atigue. By displaying
total numbers retrieved by a search,
LUIS differs f'rom other systems that do
not give a total number retrieved but display numbers of postings for each line of
the guide screen that first appears. Further research on users' behavior on other
systems will enable us to assessthe impact ol di[I'erent design f'eatureson user
persistence.
In analyzing transaction logs, we have
become increasingly aware of their richness. The present analysisis just a first
step in interyreting them. We anticipate
that {urther analysis will refine, if not revise, some of our current conclusions.
Working with these logs has been an exciting but exhausting process. Among
other things, extraction of the observed
sessions from the raw transaction logs
took hundreds of hours. We have often.
only half'-iokingly, compared the cost to
that of extracting isotopes for the bomb.
Given the value of our data, we hope
to share them with other investigators a{'ter we have {inished working with them.
Likewise, we hope that in the future there
will be a way lbr us to accesssimilar data
about the users ofother svstems.Librarv
and inlbrmation science needs a r"pository fbr transaction log and survey data
similar to the Inter-University Consortium lbr Political and Social Research.
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Noleson Operolions
Closingthe Loop:HowDid We Gef Here
ond WhereAre We Going?
Morion T.Reid
In this paper I ad.dresstwo primary topics in library materials acquisi.tions
in the electronic age: Hou did we get here? and Where are ue headed? To
obtai.n sfficient \ackground forThit, I inttrui.ewed 15 key people who
represent oend.ors oflibrary materials: 3 subscription agents and. 12 traditionally monograph aendors. I askedthree questions: (l) nriefly, uhat is the
hi,story of library automation uithin your company--both automati.on to
support intem,al operations and automation to prorsidn seroices to libraries?
(2) What i,s your prognosis on hou; technology is transforrningthe roles of
acquisitions librarians? and (3) Horo do you compare the characteristics and
quaffications of the acquisi,tion librarian of 25 years ago with the characteristics and qualifications oftoday's acquisiti.ons librarians? This paper is
based on both my interpretation of the collectioe wisdom of the lndialduals
I i.nteroieuted and on mnre than a dncade of personal erperience as an
acquisitions lib rari an.

How Dro Wn Gnr llnnnl
TWENTY-FrVEYEARSAco
In 1969 the acquisitions librarian worked
primarily with manual systems. There
were a few exceptions to this standard
(e.g., the University of Michigan Library's
book order system, which relied on keypunched cards), but the vast majority of
library
acquisitions people plowed
through the National Union Catalog
(NUC),Books inPrint, and (if nothingwas
fottnd) Publisher's Weeklq and Forthcoming Books, Sook Pubtisiing Record, Cumulatioe Book lndex and, if all else failed,
publishers' catalogs. They waited expec-

tantly fbr the next five or six volumes of
NUC Pre-56 Imprints to arrive. They
checked the card catalog to make certain
that the requested item was not already in
the hbrary and to see whether related
editions were already in the collection.
They also checked the order files to make
certain that the item was not already on
order or in process. Each purchase order
had between seven and ten copies. AII
vendor copies were mailed by U-.S.post;
rush orders were sent via air mail.
Communication with vendors took
place through U.S. mail. There were no
800 ohone numbers. There were no Iibrary-generated credit memos. Letters

Menr<lN T. REID is Dean of Library Services, California State Universit5San Marcos. This
article is based on the keynote address lbr the Association for Library Coliections & Technical
Services Acquisitions Section Preconference, "Closing the Loop: Reconceptualizing Acquisitions in the Electronic Age," delivered lrne 24,1994, at the Hotel InterconLinental in Miami.
Manuscript received and accepted for publication February 4, 1995.
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were usually customized for the particular
problem at hand. Less fbrmal libraries
ient {brm letters instead.
Library staff repeated keyboarding at
point of creating the order request, the
purchase order, and for all label creation.
Every record creation and every insertion
in, consultation o{ or removal from a file
provided opportunity fbr yet another human error. It would often take a staff
member in a large library up to three
months to iesolve a large serials invoice
before it could be approved for payrnent.
There were f'ew electrical outlets
within technical services. With luck, an
acquisitions department might be outfitted with an electronic calculator. If the
library had an electric typewriter, it was
most likely used by the secretary in the
directort o{Iice.
Although some research libraries had
several librarians within their acouisitions
area,the acquisitionslibrarian olien experienced an acute senseofprofessional isolation, for there were no others on the
library staff who could easily discuss the
details of acquisitions The only ways to
obtain new acouisitions information were
{rom librarv literature. from the {'ewvendor repre#ntatives who actually knew
something about the book business(most
had previous experience as salespersons,
but not within publishing or library arenas), and at professional meetingsprimarily those of the American Library
Association, as there were no Charleston,
National American Serials Interest Group
or Feather River conl'erences.
In 1969 those vendors who used electronic technolog' had crude, unsophisticated systems that automated in-house
tasks such as purchasing, receiving, and
invoicing. One vendor interviewed recalled pictures of staff {iom yesteryear
lined up at the huge Rolodex files, awaiting their turns to check or update a customerk address.
Title databaseswere highly inaccurate
bv todavt standards.There was no authority control on orders; for the most part the
vendor simply {brwarded to the publisher
the bibliographic infbrmation provided by
the ordering library. As with acquisitions
departments in libraries, every key-

boarding and filing point provided another opportunity fbr error.
THe 1970s
During the early 1970s the consortium
now known as the OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc., was rapidly
The OCLC dat;base
iddins *"*b"r..
was vGwed as a cataloging system {br the
catalogers alone. Acquisitions librarians,
who sought to use it as a verification tool,
had to bargain {br any searching time at
the Beehive terminals. With the arrival of
OCLC,
machine-readable cataloging
(MARC) records became widely available. Vendors, some of whom had provided catalog cards or selection slips to

phisticated in-house systems.Some provided libraries with the opportunity to dial
into their title databases.Others provided
libraries with {iche copies of their databases and updated them {requently.
Some ve'ndors developed' p.opti"t"ry
acquisitions systems. Some offered free
.oli*ar" to customers who provided the
concomitant hardware, while other vendors leased hardware to their customers,
as well. Some vendors, if the volume of a
librarys order was large enough, loaned
hardware to the institution.
Toll-free 800 telephone numbers also
came into being during the 1970s, making
it possible suddenly for acquisitions st#f
to actually talk with customer servicerepresentatives. Vendors began assigning library accounts to individual customer
service representatives,and acquisitions
stalf and'vendor stafl' began'acknowledgrng each other as human beings.
Intlrnational StandardBook Numbers
(ISBNs), which had been created in the
1960s, were for the most part unreliable
until Bowker in the late 1970s began
requiring that to have a work listed in
Booksii Print a publisher had to supply
the ISBN along with other pertinent bibIiographic components and pricing infbrmation.
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Tse 1980s
During the I980s, the personal computer
appeared and vendors were able to provide Iibraries with more sophisticated database in{brmation to be kept in-house
and frequently updated by disk or CDROM.
In the serials arena, scientific, technical, and medical publishing exploded.
Publishers raised prices significantly on
an annual basis, inflation aside. Currency
exchange began to put U.S. Iibraries at a
disadvantage in purchasing foreign materials. The massive serials cancellation orojects began.
More and more libraries followed.suit
with a trend that had begun in the late
I970s: purchasing onlinJautomated library systems. Library materials vendors
began to create custom interfaces with
library automated systems so that acquisitions librarians could order electronically
by disk, by tape, or by telephone. Serials
check-in systemswere the last component
to be developed {br many library automated systems. Serials vendors devised
ways fbr Iibraries to use their large databases to support local serials check-in.
As {br standards, the Book Industry
Systems Advisory Committee (BISAC)
moved from defining what a paper purcha^seorder should look like to talhng
about electronic orderinq standards.
Where were the oublishers in all of
thls? The publishers r.'ierethe last to automate. They did not think of themselves as
distributors. The impetus for publishers'
automation came not fiom libraries or
vendors of hbrary materials, but {iom
bookstores.
During the 1980s fewer than a dozen
members of the American Association of
Publishers joined together to develop
PubNet as a mechanism for college bookstores to acquire textbooks more easily by
ordering using the ISBN number. Eventually, publishers saw the economies in
this application of technology and expanded the lists oftitles available through
this system. Today library materials vendors can order throuph PubNet and immediately determine ivailability and date
of receipt. One vendor told me that his
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order time to obtain books ordered
through PubNet cut by 50 percent the
time it took for him to order by mail. The
limitations of using PubNet, however, are
that it is not comprehensive for all major
publishers and that one must have a bookt
iSBN number to order.
Tua 1990s
Todav manv libraries are into their second
geneiation'of automated systems,while
manvvendors are into their third or fourth
generation. More than ever before, computing power costs less and has more
iapaci=ty.One vendor estimates that betwien igZt and 1992.his orders increased
ten-fold, while his computing power increased 320 times. We are beginning to
take advantage of the automated world:
we are no longer simply mimicking manual processeswith our automation.
iib.ary materials vendors are more
commonly using the MARC record format {br their databases.Some are enhancing those records with table-of-contents
information or with reviews. More vendors are using their databasesto produce
collection development tools-customized electronic catalogs by subject or by
subject and geographic area.
Electronic ordering is much more
common. Many vendors are available
throuqh the Internet, and some libraries
are sEnding batch transmissions using
FTP (file transfer protocol) through the
Internet. BISAC and SISAC &scussions
are {bcusing on how to implement a standard for electronic interface. Acquisitions
librarians communicate regularly with
each other via e-mail, listserv discussion
groups, and electronic newsletters. The
keyboard is their prof'essional saf'etynet.
Today, library acquisitions exists at all
levels of technological advancement.
Many of the older systems, even those
Iiom the early I970s, are still in operation
because some Iibraries still need them.
Many school libraries, public libraries,
smali academic libraries, and special libraries have not yet taken the plunge into
having an integrated automated system.
WJ are all iart of society at large, and
we are all aff'ected by the pres.suresand
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environment of our world. Within the past
decade greater value has been placed on
timeliness and efficiency. We want to
place orders more quickly and efficiently;
we want to interact with each other more
quickly and efffciently; and we want to
accomplish our "paper flow" more quickly
and e{ficiently. In this world of downsizing, rightsizing, and reengineering, there
is greater pressure to do more with less.
Fortunately, a considerable decrease in
costs has atcompanied the incredible increase in computing capacity that we have
seen. The environment, our culture, and
our current values are forcing us to look
closely at our own organizatiois to ligure
out how we can use tJchnology more"efficiently. More and more we are using technologyto release us fiom tedious tasksand
to become more accurate.
Wupnn Anr Wn Goruct
Collectively, we have begun to utilize
technology efi'ectively. To best addressthe
question Where are we going? I will talk
about who we are, what our product is,
and how we are relating to each other.
Wuo We Ann, THs Acgursruor.ls
LIBRARIAN

Acquisitions librarians are no longer
immersed in the nitty-gritty details of reviewing every order and assigning vendors. They must be technologically adept,
yet in that technological environment they
can no longer make decisions independently. One side effect of an integrated automated library system is integrated decision-making when changing,
or even tweaking, the system.
Librarians are beginning to look more
to vendors for outsourcing technical processing. This trend will lbrce acquisitions
librarians to become generalists-to have
more of an overview-of selection and of
acquisitions by many means, including interlibrarv loan. electronic document delivery and online databases, cataloging,
and end processing.
Acquisitions librarians must be able to
grasp not only the details, but also the
overwiew. They must make their needs

known. They must be able to analyze a
problem, come up with alternatives, select and implement one, scrap it if it
doesn't work, and then adopt another solution. Acquisitions librarians must be decision-maktrs.
Acquisition librarians must be able to
use business methodologies. As they buy
more and more services,they must be able
to analyze internal costs and compare
them with the vendor's unbundled pricing
so they can redistically compare in-house
and outsourced costs. The acquisitions Iibrarian must be a businessp"irotr.

WuoWaAnn, THE VENDoR
Today more than ever, the library vendor
is selling service, value-added service.
Being a library materials vendor is a precarious business. In the past, when the
business was primarily selling things
(books), a library could easily switch from
one vendor to another if not satisfied. Today, the complexities of approval plans
have made quick switches more difficult
so that when a vendor assumesacquisitions and cataloging functions, quick
switches will not be made easily.
Vendors-library
materials vendors,
vendors of bibliographic in{brmation, and
librarv svstemsvendors-must focus both
on heiping librarians reduce their internal
costs and on selling books, subscriptions,
cataloging information or library systems
to the library. The challenge for vendors
is to be successful at getting the customer
to pay lbr value-added service on a sustained basis.

THE WHAT'THE INFORMATION

Busrunss
We are in the information business, and
information is changing because of technology. The number of formats information comes in continues to expand. Today,
we are buing not only books, journals,
microforms, and tapes, but CDs, CDROMs and videos, and databaseaccess,as
well. More and more we are buying information customized for the user's immediate need: we are negotiating CD-ROM
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will have electronic kiosks where the acquisitions librarian can insert a card with
a list of information wanted and download
it to diskette. Depending on the amount
paid, and on the purchase provisions, the
infbrmation bought may automatically
erase a{ter a certain number of uses or
alter a certain amount of time. Imagine
the acquisitions implications of purchasing infbrmation in this manner for the
library, or with library funds for a user.
EDI exists,but its use is not an accomplished fact in the world of library acquisitions. Publishers are now sending
advance shipping notices to bookstores so
that, when the store receives a shipment,
sta{Tcanwand the license plate orbarcode
over the box, know immediately what is
Tur How: TECHNoLocY
supposed to be in the box, and add that
Technolog;r is changing the way we conin{brmation to their automated system.
duct our business and the way we move
No library has yet teamed up with its sysinlbrmation. Acouisitions librarians and tems vendor and its library materials venvendors alreadyrblyon multiple technolodor to do this.
giesto communicate, to conduct business.
We must take full advantage of elecOur communications methods will intronic invoicing capabilities. We must
clude (1) interactive access (library stafT move the BISAC Xl2 discussionsalong.
accessingvendor files, vendor stafTaccess- We must all be trading partners of the X12
ing library {iles), (2) e-mail, to communiand of the international standard EDIcate informally; (3) e-mail, to move docuFACT transaction setsso that we can comments, (4) file transf'er protocol (FTP) to
municate at a standard level, no longer
move {iles, and (5) electronic data interneeding proprietary interface for every
change (EDI) to move transactions {iom
electronic data interchange.
We need more partnerships: partnercomputer to computerwithout human intervention.
ships of librarians, vendors (materials
These methods of communication are vendors, systems vendors, outsourcing
currently possible via the Internet. There
vendors), and publishers to cooperatively
is talk of charging {br Internet use. How
advance the development needed to
would that aff'ect us? Will vendors begin to
adopt the common standard which will
collect the toll on the information highway? allow us to move {iles transactions. docuWhile there is much in{brmation avail- ments, and in{brmation easily.
able on the Internet, it is often not easyto
{ind. Reference librarians and catalog IiWHERE'S rHE LooP?
brarians as indexers will beein to create
navigation tools so that people can find the
Perhaps the model in {igure 1 will help
information they need more easily. There
describe the loop. In this figure, everyline
are intellectual property rights questions representsa loop. For example,there is a
here for both the in{brmation on the Inloop between the acquisitions librarian
and the library materials vendor, a loop
ternet and the navigation tools developed.
There are marketing questions for the libetween the library materials vendor and
braries in which the navigation tools are the publisher, a loop between the acquisideveloped. Will the acqniiitions librarian tions librarian and the publisher, and so
become a marketing agent for materials on In some cases,more than two players
"oublished" in the librarv?
participate in a loop, and there are many
'
loops and subJoops.
In the not-too-distant future libraries

and online database contracts and we are
assigningIDs and passwordsto our users.
Libraries have begun to buy infbrmation at the article level and at the table of
contents level. Soon we will buy it at the
chapter level and perhaps even at the
paragraph level.
Manyofthe new fbrmats we workwith,
such as hvoertext and interactive multimedia, will lead us to ways of carrying
intellectual property that we cannot now
imagine. This is the most exciting part of
what we can do with technologl. We will
have different ideas expressedin dif{'erent
ways: new idea^sthat cannot even be expressed now.
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Figure I. Where's the IooP?

Figure 2. The loop.
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Figure 3. The cloud

I believe the loop is better illustrated
by figure 2. All of the players I have mentioned-and more that vou will be able to
identift depending on your situationshould be within the loop.
Yet a better graphic representation, I
think, is that shown in figirre 3: the cloud.
In the world of telecommunications and

ATM connectivity, connections are represented by a cloud rather than by point-topoint lines. I like this idea.
Assuming that we have a standard that
allows us to interchange electronic data
easily, I think that this depiction of all of
us as partners floating in a communications cloud is a good one. Our boundaries
and our basic interactions must change.
We have the technology. As partners
within the scholarly information industry
we must work together to do this.

A Neu Sentice on the
I nforrn ation Sup erhighw ay

If you have been searching for an easy way to authority control your
library's cuffent cataloging, try Lfl's Authority Express service.
Witln Authortt!
Expresq a library uses the Internet to transmit a
file of newly cataloged bibliographic records to LTI (via FTP).
Overnight, Lfl processes the records through its stateof-the-art
authority control system. Then, at the library's convenience, it logs
into LTI's FTP server to retrieve firlly authorized catalog records,
along with linked LC name and subiect authority records.
Authority Express
. Keeps authority control current at an aflordable price
. Integrates easily into existing workflows
. Lowers cost by reducing staff time spent on catalog maintenance
. Provides next-day turn around for up to 5,OOOcatalog records
. Accepts records for processing even if III did not perform the
original authority control

"Authority

Controlfor

the 27st Century"

Lnnaav TzcnnoLoctEs, Inc.
1142EBradlield Road Abington, PA 19001
(215) 576-6983 Fax: (215) 576-0137
(800)795-9504 email:LTI@LibraryTech.Com
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TheInlernetond Colleclion
Developmenl:Moinslreom
ing
Seleclionof InlernelResources

common refrain among librarians is

that the Internet is like a gold mine. It has
also been characterized is a flea market.

tion derelopment in this sifting process.
This advance team ofselectors conducted
a one-year proiect to adapt the principles
and piacticts bf collection devllopment
to the world of Internet resources, thus
setting the stage for mainstreaming selection fiom the Intemet into ongoingcollection development actMW.
The pofularity and uUlity of the Intemet Ibr current, informal personal and
professional communications in academia
is well documented. However, use of the
Intemet for dissemination and retrieval of

snrr.tunr- Der\4as is Head of collection Development and preservation, A. R. Mann Library
cornell university, Idraca, N.Y.; Pnrrn McDtiNALD is Director, Library of the AgriculturJ
Experiment station, cornell university, Geneva, N.y.l Gnuconv Llwnrncr
is Government
Inlbrmation Librarian, A. R. Mann Library cornell university,Ithaca, N.y. Manuscript received
November 15,7994; accepted for publication
January 23, 1995.
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refereed scholarly publications and other
substantive in{brmation resources of

braries are beginning to assist their patrons in makine effective use of the explo-and
sion of Interne"t-accessibletesoutces,
to integrate networked resources into li-

address the challenge of making qualitative selections according to carefully considered selection criteria and collection

gies for Internet selection.
THE CHALLENGE To Cor,r,rctroN
DEVELOPMENT

Applying the principles of selection to Interrret-accessible resources is but one part
of a larser challenqe: learning how to select am6ng a wide*variety of fotential acor patience. Whether they know it or not,
mechanisms. Increasingly, the same
cess
demanding
users
are
many
Internet
what
infbrmation resources are available in a
is the kind of selection and organization
variety of {brmats, including print, microthat libraries have tra&tionally brought to
form, CD-ROM, magnetic taPe, and via
the world of published information reInternet. Internel resources may be
the
Raskin,
the
Robin
eiample,
For
sources.
downloaded (copyright and contractual
editor of the technbphilic publication PC
Magazine, corriplained in her April 26, regulations pe.mitting), archived, and
made accessible from local servers; or
1994. editorial:
With todayk proliferation of online infor- they may be made locally accessible via a
mation, fin&ng what you want is nothing pointer or other Internet connection to
short of a major victory. Eventually, the iemote servers.Thus, in addition to evaluatins the quality and utility of the infbrmainfbrmation highway wilI sort itself out
tion"itself, we'must dev6lop methods of
Using it efficiendy and economicallywill
become second nature. Meanwhile, an determining, for each resource, the optieminent scientistand long-time friend of mal storag6, delivery and preservation
mechanisms.
the family onceremarked,"If I wasever in
Adapting the principles and practices
close competition with another scientist,
and I wantedto get a year ahead,I'd just of collection development to the emerggo out and buy them a computer'" True
words, but if I really wanted to put them
on idle, I'd add an Internet connectionto
the gifi.
Clearly, the information highway will
not magically "sort itself out." It is the
format as it emerges. Comparisons ol
societa[nission of librarians to select, ormethods, criteria, aid strategies for variganize, and provide access to published
information resources, and librarians are ous formats and access meclianisms will
rrrovide the experience necessary to probeginning to apply their infbrmation or-duce
an updated body of collection develganizing ikills to the Internet. The "proooment tlieory and piactice. The new coll=iferationof online information" will conldction developmeni will enable libraries
tinue. and we believe librarians must
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to weave these multifaceted strands into
an intellectually cohesive, user-friendly
"collection" of librarv resources. A brief
description ofthe staie ofthe art in collection development fbr the electronic library and ofthe overall approach taken at
Mann Librarywill provide the context for
the work reported in this paper.
Cot.r,BctloN DEvELoPMENT FoR
THE ELECTROMC IIBRARY
THE STATEOF THE ART
Systematic selection of Internet-accessible resources has not been treated in the
literature. Thus far, most writing on collection development and electronic resources consists of theoretical discussions
ofthe challenges con{ionting libraries and
the concept ofcollections as we adapt to
new technologies. The broad collection
issues related to the electronic library
(e.g., text mutability, potential fbr cooperative collection development with virtual collections, accessversus ownership,
and the library's role in the evolving system of scholarly communication) are
treated, {br example, by Atkinson (1989,
1990), Buckland (1992), Lancaster(1982,
1993), L>'nch (1991), Reed-Scott (1990),
Shreeves(1992), and Zhou (1994). While
there is general agreement that the concept of library collection building will
somehow expand to incorporate accessto
networked in{brmation, there is little concrete guidance on how to achieve this

tually build collections/connections which
include networked resources. However,
thus far little ofa practical nature has been
written about exactly how collection
strategies, selection methods, and criteria
are changing to assimilate networked resources.
Meador and Cline (1992) point out
correctly that the bibliographer, Iong
rooted in the culture ofthe book, is one ol'
the last in the field to have become involved in more than aperipheralwaywith
automated systems.Lancaster (1982) has

predicted that with the advent of the paperless society the acquisitions and seleciion functioni of libraries are likely to decline in importance. We do not envision a
paperless society and are convinced that
ih,i need for meihods-both human- and
software-based-of qualitative selection
and customized {iltering will be even
greater in the electronic milieu. Dowd
(tggO) argues convincinglythat the essential mission of the library "imposes . . . on
us the obligation to winnow a vast output
of records in many forms, and to construct
a combination of collections and services
that will provide effective access {br our
users." The importance of selection in
the electronicworld has also been emphasized by Summerhill (1992) and Atkinson

(198e).
There have been many calls for bibli
ographers to equip themselves with the
s[illi and tools, including a bibliographer'.s
workstation, to help handle the selection
of electronic resources (Meador and
Cline 1992;Zhou 1994;andWelsch 1989).
Even a casual perusal of prol'essional development progru*t offered fbr bibliographers in recent years clearly indicates a
cldser focus on seiection of eiectronic resources. We believe most bibliographers
by now accept electronic publications as
p'art of the riniverse from which they seIect, and seem ready to engagein systematic work to develop new collection policies, selections strategies and criteria, and
collection development processes.
Even so, much of the actual selection

calls for the mainstreaming of selection of
electronic resources, attdhat described
( 1994) a conceptualmodel for selectionof
electronic reso-urcesand an organizational
framework for coordinating selection and
implementation efforts.
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brieflyoutlined here to provide the collection development -Intimet
prog:rammatic context
within which the
prospecting
took place.
A taxonomy of genre of information
resources was evolved to categorize information resources according t6 their characteristics,how they are u-sed,and similarities in systerns o?
Information
"ccesr.

information resources, selects those that
fall within the collection subiect scope
and meet quality standards, ind determines the most appropriate mechanism o[
access.
An important part of the selectionrecommendation is determining what publishing medium and what delivery mechanism (i.e., hardware, software, and
telecommunications
configuration)
is
most appropriate for a given resource.As
a selection aid in choosing the optimal
mechanism of access for a particular resource, genre specialists use a system of
"tiers of access" (described in Appendix
A) to indicate the level of accers that
should be provided for each selection. Resources to be delivered over the camDus
network are accessible via the Mannlibrary Gateway. This user-friendly {iont
dooi to the elLctronic library lists'the library's electronic resources and makes
connections to them accessible via the
campus network.
Selection recommendations are pre-

sented to the Electronic Resources Council (ERC), an administrative review board

ing activities among the functional units of
the library in acqiiring, organizing, and
providing seryices for new electronic fbrmats. The function of the ERC is to focus
the library'.sefforts to mainstream, or operationally and conceptually integrat-e,
new genres and formats into the library's
resources and services.

sources.
Internet resources cut across all genre
and subjects. The essential task oT the
Intemet Prospectors was to pave the way
for the integr;tion of selection from the
Intemet intd this overall collection development model.

PRoIEcr Golrs
The ultimate goal of the Mann Library in
undertaking the Internet Prospectors
Project was to expand the dimensions of
our collection building ellorts to incorporate networked resources. Rather than
begin by training all genre specialistsand
selectors, the Internet Prospectorswere
appointed as an advance tearn to identify
and explore the questions attendant to
mainstreaming the selection of "titles"
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available on the Intemet. This gave the

agriculture, biology, and human ecology.
The specific goals of the team were to:
f. identifV and evaluate the resources
available and establish a
",rrr"nily
baseline lbr ongoing systematic selection of Internet resources;
2. set the stage lbr the mainstreamingof
the selecti,onoflnternet resourcesby
developing selection strategies and
assessingselector training and equipment needs;
3. establish preliminary collection developmenl policies and guidelines fbr
networked resources;
4. select a critical mass of representative Internet material for "addition
to the collection" (presentation of
these recommendations to the ERC
would then precipitate action in mainstreaming Internet resources in
terms of acquisitions, cataloging, computing and telecommunications, as
well a.spublic services);and
5. begin to build Internet navigation
skills among selectors.

PROJECTMETHODS
AND OYERVIEW
The lnternet Prospectors team consisted
of lbur librarians, all with defined selec-

exchange inlbrmation about Internet resources and tools.
From |anuary through June 1993, the
team members aggressively explored and
mined the Internet to identify all informa-

team member took responsibility for systematically exploring the Internet in one
or more taxonomic categories. Internet
Prospectors were asked [o identify relevantiesources, raisethe selectionand colIection policy questions they -provoke,
identify ielection resources and the elements of a selection stratery, and build a
base ofexperience in particular categories
of Intemet resources. Once this ground-

ternet resources were the most use{'ul
Title by title
part of the entire project.
-conceming
which
iecisions we.e made
resources should be recommended {br ac("addition to the
cess throuqh the library-form
that might
collection,; whatever
take), which titles should not be selected,
and why. Out of the discussion of individual "tities" in each category preliminary
collection development guidelinesand selbr the
lection criteri" *lt"
"*ti"polated
taxonomic cateqory as a whole.
During the Iourse of the proiect, over
I,000 titles were perused, and over 250
relevant resourcei were identified and
&scussedin detail. A totalof 4l titles were
ultimatelv selected from this exercise and
presented to the ERC {br mainstreaming
into the Mann collection. AIter examining
the collections and operations issues
raised by selectionoftheie resources,the
lnternei Prospectors was disbanded.
Based on what-we had learned, Internet
selection was integrated into ongoing collection development activitY.
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To focus our efforts and make our prospecting and selection task manageable,we
adopted the fbllowing assumptions and
parameters:
l. The subject, language, and geographic parameters of the existing
collection
apply
Mann
Library
equally to Internet-accessible resources. We did not consider resources in subject areas outside the
collection scope of Mann Library.
2. Our emphasis in selecting Internet
resources was at the indMdual "title"
level (e. g., specific documents, bibliographic files, numeric files, genetic
sequence {iles, and newsletters).
3. By extension, we decided, initially,
not to point to whole collections of
resources, such as gopher servers, via
the library'.s Gateway. Instead, we selected and provided accessto specific
resources (titles) within such collections. We recognize that this perspective is contrary to the trend in libraries to set up Gopher or Web servers
that point to other GopherAVeb sites
which contain resources of potential
interest, which in turn point to other
servers, etc. These pointers to other
servers are very use{ul tools, and they
certainly play an important role in a
libraryt information services program. We firmly believe that no one
should stand in the way of the publict
access to cyberspace, and applaud
and support those who are constructing the elaborate network of Gopher
and Web servers.
However, we do not believe that
this is ultimately the best way for libraries (as opposed to computer centers, associations,govemment agencies, academic departments, and
lndividuals) to make their contribution to organizing and providing accessto Intemet-accessibleresources.
We believe that title by title selection
of high quality resources is one of the
most important values librarians can
add in providing accessto inlbrmation
resources, including those accessible

via the Internet. A careful selection ol'
resources is the touchstone of the
electronic library.
4. The titles selected would, in some
sense,be "added to the collection" as
individual titles. Using the concept of
"tiers of access," mentioned above,
Internet resourceswould be selected
for delivery via the Mann Library
Gateway and designated as either
"Tier I" or "Tier 2" (see appendix A).
5. Our {bcus was exclusively on the selection of resources appiopriate for
our clientele and "collection," and
not on the impact of these selections
on library operations. While we noted
the major technologr, acquisitions,
cataloging, public service, and preservation implications of our selection
decisions, we made no attempt to address these issuesbefore implementing our selection decisioni. These
would be evaluated by the ERC durinq implementation.
6. Tiiles ixamined were. with few exceptions, Iree of charge. Commerciallv available in{brmation services
and iesources which are Internet-accessible (e.g., DIALOG, Mead Data
Iiles, Compuserve, and America Online) were not included in this exerclse.
7. All policy and resource recommendations are considered preliminary and
are made to stimulate discussion
among the prol'essional staff concerning the place of Internet resources in
the collection.

TexoNouvor
INrBnunr Rssouncrs
At the heart of librarianship, and there{bre at the heart of our approach to integrating the handling ofelectronic publications, is the development of systems of
classification. Librarians routinely employ
and develop classification systems based
on subject, agency or publisher, author,
fbrmat, geographic origin, type of information. and other characteristics. This
systematic ordering and naming of type
groups fbrms the basis for our prof'es-
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tions and is idiosyncratic in that it strongly
reflects Mann Library'.s particular subject
interests. Some of the distinctions among
categories-for example between the catR"fetence Resources and other
"gory of monoqraphic and serial publicatvoel
somEwhatambiguous. Similarty,
ddnr-*"
the category Government Inlbrmation
(1a.0) ov"erlips with many others, but is
included becauseof the extreme importance of government publications to our
collection. In certain categories, such as
Museum Catalogs(8.0), Genetic Infbrmation (6.0), MonJgraphs (2.1), and Literature and Book Reviews (10.0),there were
simply not enough resources available at
constructed a taxonomy-or fbrmal sys- thelime of our investigation to draw use{ul conclusions. Some resources de{ied
tem of nomenclature and classificationeasy categorization and had to simply be
of the gpes of infbrmation resources we
assignedto one selector/genre specialist
encountered on the Interrret.
Our taxonomy of Internet resources or another. However, we {bund that over(see appendix B) emerged naturally all the process of devising and working
through analysisofthe types ol'resources with such a classification scheme was an
we encountered in our intensive perusal invaluable exercise in thinking through
our approach to Internet selection'
of the Internet for resources within our
Grouping titles into taxonomic categosubject scope. Sample pages and backries ena6ledus to evaluate and compare,
ground inlbrmation were collected on
{rom a collection development perspeceach relevant Internet title identified. A
preliminary taxonomywas then compiled, tive. a set o{'resourceswith similar characteristics. This classilication scheme diLased on titles identified in the lirst
month of the Internet Prospector's work'
From that point on, information on all
new titles that were identified was stored
in files corresponding to the established
taxonomic categories. At the end of the
six-month period of Internet Prospecting,
the team analrzed and evaluated the titles
in each taxonomic category. The team
member assignedto select titles in a given
cateeory led lhe discussionand presented
his o"r her lindings, ideas, conctrns, and the text of an electronic book can be
recommendationi. As a result of these dis- downloaded, reprinted, graphically en"recussions, the taxonomy was revised and hanced, kewvord searched or even
written" {bi that matter, from a collection
re{ined several times. Towards the end of
the process we discovered that Dillon et
al. (1993) had developed a sort of taxonomy of Internet resources in their study of
the problems ofcataloging Internet accessible files.

sional work in identifying, selecting, organizing, and providing access to the records of civilization.
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among different genres, but helped us to
clari$t our criteria for determining relevance, quality, and potential utility oI'both
specific Internet titles and categories of
resources. Out of the discussionsof the
individual titles we were able to extrapolate, for each taxonomic category some
preliminary collection guidelines and seIection criteria.

included below In addition, samplesliom
the Internet Prospectors' report are provided as examples o{'the work done by the
prospectors iir formulating preliminary
collection policies and guidelines. Excerpts from the taxonomic category Electronic Serials(3.0) are included as appendix C. In addition, an indication of current
collecting intensity (based on a simple,
locally developed ranking scheme) was assigned tbr each taxonomic category (apPoLrcY
Corlrcrrol
pendix B).
AND GUIDELINES
In general, the 41 Internet titles seIncluded in each Internet Prospectors lected in 1993 as a result ofthis proiect fit
project report was a preliminary state- within the existing scope of the Mann
Library collection policy. However, the
ment of Mann Library's collection policy
and collecting intensity level {br each largest number of titles selected (21)was
taxonomic category of Internet resources. {iom the category Newsletters (3.I),
The collection policy and guidelines where we have instituted a change in colemerged fiom the team selection discus- lection policy as a result of this proiect.
sions of the titles identified. The resulting More than any other category at the time,
collection policies were recorded by the
Newsletters offered the greatest potential
for expandingthe dimensionsofthe Mann
team members by completing a template
Library collection. While we have histori{br the taxonomic categories fbr whlch
cally had to be quite selective in collecting
they were responsible. The elements of
print newsletters, Internet accessible
the template {br each category were:
newsletters off'er the possibility of providl. Definition/defining characteristics;
ing pointers to a wealth of timely, topical,
2. Typical examples;
3 Collection policy notes/collection and use{ul-i{ ephemeral-inlbrmation
level;
published by universities, societies, and
4. Selection questions and guidelines;
associations worldwide. The success of
5. A list of selection tools useful lbr
this expansion of collection policy to incoryorate a broader scope of newsletters
identilying Internet resources.
These collection policies are prelimiwill depend on the reliability of the server
nary and are viewed as works in progress. sites and the real costs of maintaining
They provide a starting point fbr genre -pointers.
Similarly, Internet access to proceedspecialists and selectors who have been
a-^ssigned
permanent selectionresponsibil- ings of con{'erences and symposia was
itv to understand kev attributes of each Ibund to be an area with great potential
Ibr collection expansion. The specific
One o{'the most use{ul functions
""t"gory.
of these preliminary policy statements is mid-1993 selections and emphases rethat they serve to record in detail the
rrorted here, while now clearly dated, laid
questions, problems, and policy issues ihe lbundation fbr collection policies and
which a genre specialist must address in
principles which have since been applied
expanding the work of the Intemet Pros- and refined in selecting {iom a burgeonpectors. The policy statements continue ing universe of networked resources.
With {'ew exceptions, we did not find
to serve this role and in this sense are
the policy questions encountered in the
dynamic documents rather than permanent codi{ications of collection policy.
course of this exercise particularly overDiscussion of specific issues in, and whelming or intractable.While we do not
approaches to, devising collection policy
have ansiversfor all the questions raised,
for Internet resources is beyond the scope or {inished policy statements for every
of this paper. However, a listing of key
category we made a good start. At a minicollection policy and selection issues is mum, we identilied the main policy issues
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to be addressed for each type of Internet
resource.
Collection policy questions and selection considerations identified by the Intemet Prospectors are included here as an
aid to those in academic libraries currently reviewing their collection policies
in relation to Intemet resources. These
questions are purposely framed in very
general terms, so as to apply broadly to
Internet resources and academic libraries
in general. This selective Iist ofquestions
does not include issues associatedstrictly
with implementation of selection decisions (e.g., acquisitions, cataloging, hardware and software, and public seryices
issues),though the overlaf with these areas is extensive. Note that it is useful {br a
library to identify its delivery mechanism(s) for lnternet-accessible resources
be{bre embarking on intensive selection
and formulation of collection policy.
l. Which types (taxonomic categories)
oflnternet resources will your librarv
selectlbr inclusion in the Ibrary's coilection of information resources?
Will you select infbrmation resources
which you would not select in print
form? If so, why?
2. Will you select and provide accessto
whole servers and everything contained in that server, or only to specific, titlelevel,
information
resources?
3. What is your retention policy for various types of publications? Will you
weed out those resourceswhich are
out of date? Should materials of immediate topical interest (e.g., working drafts of the NAFTA treaty) be
mounted {br short duration?
4. How will you decide when to provide
access via a pointer lrom the catalog
or other infbrmation gateway, and
when to download the resource and
.store it locally? Are pointers sufficient, and what are the implications
for users of getting lost in cyberspace
when examining a specific resource?
How will you ensure archival access
to titles to which you provide a
pointer?
5. What constitutes a "ref'erence work"
in the networked environment, and

is the distinction meaningful in terms
of collection policy anld selection
strategy?
6. How will you handle ongoing,
ephemeral, and informal communisuch as online con('erences
".tions
and bulletin boards, which people
wish to participate in as well as read?
7. How will you coordinate your policy
regarding Internet resources with
other libraries on your own campus,
regionally, and nationally?
8. fflou o*tt or subscribe'to a print or
CD-ROM or other equivalent of an
Internet resource, how will that a{'{'ect your selection decision? Under
what circumstances will you provide
more than one {brmat or access
mechanism?
9. When the same resource is available
in multiple versions, which one(s)
will you select and why? If an Internet-accessible resource lacks
some substantial element (e.g., illustrations, tables, letters to the editor,
errata), how do you decide how imDortant that lack is in the overall seIection equation for that title? Will
you select a resource which is incomplete?
10. How will vou treat Internet-accessible resour'cesfor which there is a fee
{br access?What if contractual limitations preclude access by patrons
bevond vour imme&ate academic
community? What Ievel of security,
authentication, and ability to track
transactions to individual users are
you willing to provide?
11. Will you select resourcesthat require
hardware or software to which a siz-

:31"",f'""""

of Yourclientelelacks

12. In terms of selection criteria, what
adjustmentsmust we make in judging
authority and reliability of the source
of a publication?
INTERNET
MrNsrnneurNc
SELECTTON
The work ofthe Internet Prospectorsset
the stage for integrating selection of Internet resourcesinto the hbrary s ongoing
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collection development program. The
project results and recommendations
were summarized in an internal report
produced in October 1993.The proceis oI'

part of the dailylif'e of those involvedwith

Intemet Prospectors. Each of the six key
recommendat^ions
is briefly discussedbelow, with a summary of action to date in
implementing them in the library.

_P.o1p""to., were fbrmally adopted by
both groups.
The key Internet Prospectors' recommendations concerning the mainstreaming of Internet selectioir were:
1. Responsibility for ongoing selection
should be mainstreamed into the existing Mann Library selection model;
specific selector assignments were
recommended for each taxonomic
category;
2. A fbrmal training program should be
implemented to equip all selectors
with the skill needed io perfbrm Internet selection;
3. Computer workstations should be
upgraded as necessary to provide seIectors the functionaliff necessarvlbr
ef{'ective Internet selection;
4. Selection strates/ statements,detailing the methods and sources used in
identifying titles for potential selection, should be written by the selectors for their area(s) of sLlection responsibility;
5. To avoid duplication ofeffort in identifying titles for review, the head of
Collection Development should develop a coordinated system of monitoring selected servers and listservs
thal cut across genres and subjects,
and ofsharing resultsol'this monitoring.
6. Mechanismi for facilitatitrg
"o-*ri- be
nication among selectors ihould
developed, incfuding: an online decision file, online access to selection
strategy statements, and simplified
methods of forwardingnotices of new
resourcesamong selectors.
Following discussion and lbrmal adoption ofthese recommendations,aplanwis
developed for making Intemet selection

SELEcToRASSIGNMENTS
The categories oflnternet resources identiffed in constructing the taxonomy
mapped fairly well onto our selection
model of genre specialists and selectors.
At this time nearly all selectors are actively
selecting Internet resources and routinely
presenting them to the ERC {br review In
an expansion of our selector model, the
acquisitions librarian was assigned responsibility for monitoring online bookstores, publishers catalogs, and other reso^urcesspecifically related to the business
ol acquisitions.

TRAINING
We determined that selection on the Internet requires familiarity with a number
ofnetwork resource tools, including: FTP
and Archie, Telnet, Gopher and Veronica,
WAIS, Mosaic, and the World Wide Web.
Also useful is knowledge of Iile compression and decompression so{'tware,and experience in interpreting Internet addresses/URls/attribute information. Mann
genre specialists already had some knowledge of most these tools, but expressed
the need for a program of {brmal instruction that would lill in the gaps, sharpen
their skills, and present infoimation abbut
these tools in a mhesive manner.
Our experience suggested that a training program combining both formal instruction and opportunity for hands on
exploration would be most effective. The
Internet training program alternated {brmal class sessions (which included hands
on instruction) in the use of a speciffc
network tool, with informal Internet exploration and selection sessions,utilizing
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the tool presented in the preceding instructional session.
Library stalT members served a-sthe
instructors and teaching assistants lbr
each session. The trainins model emoloved was based on the beliel'that stall'
members with some prior knowledge and
experience with a particular tool could
master the tool, through class preparation, sufliciently well to teach others the
ba^sics.
The stafTmembers assignedto become "expeft" in each topic served as the
instructor {br the session, and coached
one or two other sta{T members to be
knowledgeable teaching assistants{br the
{brmal session.
WoRKSTATToN
SELECTORS'
Internet prospecting is a high-tech endeavor, involving the discovery and evaluation of resources comprised of text,
graphic images, numeric and spatial data
files, sound, and video clips. Having the
proper hardware conliguration and so{tware resources makes the selectors' lob
much easier. Based on their experience,
the Internet Prospectors recommended
an ootimal hardware and sof'tware confieuration.
Whlle choice of operating system (Apple, DOS, UNIX) is secondary to other
hardware and so{'twareconsiderations, we
recommended selectors use a common
operating system to I'acilitate training and
sharing of information and liles. Our
choice of operating system was based
partly on local considerations, and was not
intended as a qeneralizablerecommendation. We opted to have all selectors use
Apple machines, due to the more advanced state of Internet sol'twauedevelopment at this time, and becausemost collection development stafT were already
using Macintosh computers. Selectorsare
currently being equipped with Power Macs
Whatever the plat{brm selected, the
selector'.sworkstation should ideally have:
1. A high-speed network connection;
2. Suf{icient RAM to run multiple applications simultaneously, such as
Mosaic, an online decision {ile, email, and word processing(minimum
l6MB of RAM recommended)r

3. Suf{icient disk storagespaceto download and store large {iles of various
types (minimum 200MB);
4. Sound and color capability;
5. Ability to run video clips; and
6. A l6-inch or larger monitor (large
enough to have several windows open
at the sametime and capableofviewing text and images).
In addition, fbr reasonsthat have nothing to do with Internet resources,we recommend that a selector'.sworkstation have
a built- in CD-ROM reader.
SrnerncY S:tlTsl\4sNts,
SELECTION
Mecno ANDMIcRo LEVEL
Mann Library useswritten selection strategy statementsto describe how collection
poiicy in selectedareasis implemented by
selectors and genre specialists. In essence,the selection stratery statement is
a simple listlng of the primary methods
used to identi{y the universe of titles
{iom which selections are made. These
include:
1. The_key selection tools and sources
useo;
2. Gathering mechanisms (e.8., approval plans and blanket orders);
3 Important publishers, agencies,institutions; ancl,
4. Any other methods or contacts used
in selection.
Develooment of a written selection
strategy stitement is a use{ul exerciselbr
new selectors and {br incorporating selection of new subiect areas and {brmats into
the collection' development program.
When used with a group of selectors with
overlapping subjecVlbrmat responsibilities, selectionstrateg/ statementscan provide an overview of the total scope of
selection sourcesused by the group. This

collection.
We are developing a two-tiered selection strates/ fbr Internet resources. Selection strategy at the "macro" level involves monitoring a set oI'sources which
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routinely alert us to new titles ofpotential
interest to a number of selectors.Rather
than have each selector monitor each of
these lists, we have dlvided the responsibility {br these lists among all the lselectors. Each selector is then responsible for
notilying other selectors ofrelevant newly
announced titles.
The selection sources monitored centrally as part of the macro level selection
strategr are:
f. NCSA Mosaic Home Page-What'.s
New l'eature (http://www.uiuc.edu,/
SDG/Solhvare/Mosaicy'DocsAvhats-new
html);
2. Net-happenings(news:comp.internet.
net-happenings); (listserv: net-happenings@is.internic.net)
3. Scout Report (http://www.internic.
neVscout-report);
4. YanofT list (ftp://ftp.csd.uwm.edu/
pub/inet.services.html);
and
5. Gopher Jewels (gopher://cwis.usc.
edu,/l 1/Other_Gophers_and_I n{br
mation_Resources/Gopher-Jewels
)
The set of sources monitored by a li
brary varies over time and is diff'erent for
particular library collections. Regular
monitoring of these general announcement tooliserves to ke-epus up to date on
a large share ofthe new internet titles, but
must be supplemented by "micro" level
selection strategies in which each selector/genre specialist monitors a particular
set ofsources to learn about more specialized resources available on the Internet.
Currently each selector is charged with
developing a written selection .strategy
statement describing in outline fbrm their

ganized arena of Internet resources
Fecrr-rreuNG CoMMUNTcATToN
AMONG SELECTORS

Achieving ellicient ongoing selection coverage of the exploding and messyworld of
Internet resources will require an online

system to {'acilitate communication about
selection of Internet resources.This svstem will comprise a set of applicatioirs,
built in to fhe selector's ridrkstation.
which can be ea^silycalled up and run in a
multitask environment while selectors are
logged on to the Internet conducting selection. The elements of this system o{'
communication will include:
1. A central decision file that can be
quickly consulted to determine if a
particular resource has already been
considered and its status (i.e., rejected, under current consideration,
or already selected);
2. Online access to macro and micro
selection strategy statements;
3. Simple methods for forwarding, via
e-mail, notices of new resources (at
least transportable descriptions such
as Gopher Bookmarks, Mosaic "hotlist" markers, and URLs) to the appropriate selector; and
4. An e-mail mechanism {br patrons to
use in requesting new resources,
print or electronic, just aswe have for
ref'erenceservices.
A team of Mann selectors and systems
analyst programmers will assessthe feasibility of designing and implementing such
a system.
CoNCLUsroNs
As collection development librarians define their role in the world of networked
infbrmation, advances will be made
through an interplay oftheory and practice. f-he lbcus ofthL publishJd hte.it,rr"
has been primarily on theoretical models

systematically develop selection methodologies, strategies, criteria, and policies
{br Internet resources. We believe it is
time {br collection development librarians to lbcus intensively on the processes
of collection development as applied to
networked and other electronic re-
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One kind of systematic investigation
needed entails:
1. Testing traditional collection development methods againstlarge bodies
of networked resources;
2. Analyzing each resource to discover
the extent of its confbrmance to timetested selection methods and the
anomalies it presents;
3. On the basis ofa large bodyofactual
selection decisions, detecting patterns, devising categories,and generalizing new selection criteria and
methods as necessary;and,
4. Based on what is learned in this rrrocess, articulating collection poiicies
and guidelines lbr networked resources. This activity will establish a
body of experience out ofwhich the
pro{'ession can fashion a set of updated collection development practices, integrate selection of Internet
resources into the daily li{'e of bibliographers, and ultimately inlbrm ongoing development of collection
theory.
The work of the Internet Prospectors
is presented as an example of this approach. This practical exercise demonstrated methods {br integrating selection
of Internet resources into the ongoing
work of a group ofselectors. This included
assessingthe skills and equipment necessary to be effective selectors of Internet
resources, examining how to enhance
communication among selectors, devising
selection strategies, and examining a large
body of titles Fashioning a taxonomy of
the tvnes ofresources encountered aided
in thltrganization of our analysisand was
useful in making permanent selection assignments. We were able to identi{y the
key collection policy questions posed by
the titles examined, and to devise a use{ul
set of preliminary policies and guidelines.
While we have certainly not answered all
of the questions raised in our examination
of Intemet resources,we have accumulated
a body ofexperience on which to build.
Our experience in selecting Internet
resources has been intellectually challenging, sometimes frustrating, but ultimately exhilarating and reassuring. Libraries are finding ways of incorporating

networked resources into their resources
and services, and systematic retooling of
the processes of selection has the potential to revitalize and update the practice of'
systematic collection development.
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ArrBNprx A
LEvELsoF AccEssrBrlrrYAND DELIVERY
Trnns or Accpss FoR DETERMTNTNG
Mucul,Nrsu FoB ELEcrRoNrcREsouRcEs
PRocEDUnE
At the time of selection, an accesstier is
designated by the selector lbr each electronic resource. The tier is selected depending on the anticipated demand {br
ih. r..i rr"" and the naiure ofits use.The
Electronic ResourcesCouncil (ERC) reviews the resource, including its tier designation, in terms of the library's current
technical and staff carrabilities and curlbr delivering electronic re;:*JJI'**.

teractively available, but a relatively low
number of simultaneoususes is expected
and slower retrieval time acceptable.
There{bre a slower storage medium, such
as optical platter, may be acceptable.
TIER 3
Resourcesthat can be delivered online via
the Gatewav on demand, but are not continuously available online. Tier 3 resources'may be mounted on request fbr
Gateway access or may be used in the
library at any time.

TIER 1
Delivered over the campus network via
the Mann Library Gateway. Anticipated
high demand and need for quick response
and manipulation time dictate the use o{'
media and so{'tware, whlch will provide
very f'ast response time.

TIER 4
Resources that are available in the library
only (i.e., not delivered over the campus
network)" but that are available {rom
many public access workstations within
the library over a local area network

TIER 2
Delivered over the campus network via
the Mann Library Gateway. Must be in-

Trsn 5
Resources that are available in the library
only, at single user stations.

Appnuorx B
TAxoNoMYoF INTERNETREsouRcEs
CoIIecti.on
Lersel

10

Ref'erenceresources
I.1 Directories
1.2 Dictionaries
1.3 Bibliographies
1.4 OPACs
1.5 Abstracts and indexes
1.6 Table of Contents Servrces
1.7 Encyclopedias

2
2
I
w
'|
2

Collection
Leael
2 . 0 Non-relerence Monographs
3
2.1 Monographs
2.2 Cont'erenceand symposia
2
proceedings

3.0 Electronic Serials
3.1
32

Newsletters
News Services

2
0
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3.3
34
4.0

Ref'erreed
Non-re{'erred

Collection
Leoel
3
2

5.0

DiscussionGoups
4.1
List-serv lists
4.2
Computer bulletin
boards
4.3
Usenet Newsgroups
Numeric Files

D
D
3

6.0

Genetic Infbrmation

2

7.0

Gophers, gatewaln, and
networks
Gopher servers
Other servers and gateway/
networks

7.1
7.2

8.0

I 0

S

S
S

Museum catalogs(specimen
collections)

W

Sol'tware archives

D

I0.0 Literature and book reviews

W

11.0 Graphic image archives

W

12.0 Sound

W

13.0 Video cnnferences

W

14.0 Publicationsof U. S
Government Agencies

3

Collection
LeoeI
15.0 Staff use resources
f5. Selection tools
15.1.1 Newsletters
15.1.2 Gopherand
WW\Msewers,
other servers, gateways
and networks
15.1.3 Discussionlists
15.1.4 Publisherscatalogs
15 1.5 Online bookstores
75. Library science related resources
Collection Level Codes
0 - Outofscope.
I - Basic level-a f'ew representative
titles; highly selective.
2 - Intermediate level-a good representation of the best quality resources
ofthis are selectively collected.
3 - Intensive level-a broad and deep
reDresentation of relevent resources in
iniensively collected.
and evaluate reW - Wait-Monitor
sources in this category; develop collection policy when substantive publications begin to appear.
D - Discuss-Not yet clear what our
policy should be.
S -- Selection tool-Used in selection,
Lrut not added to the collection.

Appnuprx C
ExcBnrt FRoMCoLLEcTIoN PoLrcrESANDGutpnrrNns
3.l NEWSLETTERS
De{inition / Deftning
Characteristics
Defined by the ALA Glossaryas: "a serial
consisting of one or a {'ew printed sheets
containing news or information of interest
chiefly to a special group."
Many newsletters are produced by associations of various sorts to provide the
membershio with current infbrmation on
topics such as: association news, relevant
con{'erence and meeting announcements,
new publications, news of grants available

and awarded, job announcements, latebreaking news, calls to action (e.g., legislative lobbying), and brief reports of research and development projects in
process
or about to begin.
^
So*" listservescali-themselvesnewsletters, but they are really only moderated
conversations.
Tvnical Examples
e'c^"d"*e Thisweek, PAN U PS (Pesticide
Action Network Updates),Drosophila Infbrmation Newsletter, Biological Conservation Newsletter.
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COLLECTION
POLICY NOTES /
LEVEL:2
The Mann Library policy for collecting
print newslettersis:
Newsletters are collected verv selectivelv
and only in core subjects. Newsletters of
selected maior intemational and national
organizations and centers will be collected
if they are substantive in nature or, in
some cases, if the organization does not
publish other series
ttre newsletter is
""d

collected.
Newsletters which do not meet the
above criteria, but which are {iee and
might be of short-term interest to our
constituents, may be selected {br shelving
on the newsletter rack. These are uncataloged and retained for 3 6 months only.
Examples include the newsletters of many
environmental groups,of the CGIAR centers, and ofvarious scientific societies.
Newsletters which are not appropriate
for addition to the collection, but which
are good sources of information on new
publications, are routed for use in selection.
Commercially published newsletters
will only be coilected if they represent
an emerging area ol' importance {br
which substaitive publicati&s are not yet
available.
The Internet ofI'ers us the opportuni$r
to become more expansivein tlie scopeof'
our collecting ol'newsletters by eitablishing an "electronic newsletter rack."
This idea and related questions are outlined below.
Snr,BcrroN Qunsrroxs
AND GUIDELINES
By taking advantage of the growing number of're"levantne"wslettersapp""ilng ort

the Internet, Mann could include in its
o{I'erings a greater scope of highly topical,
time-sensitive newsletters. This is a genre
of serial publications inwhichwe havi had
to be very selective in the print world. We
have used the existing Newsletter Rack as
a way to expand the scope of o{I'erings in
this area, without incurring the full costs
(cataloging,processing,binding, storage)
oftruly "adding" these titles to 6ur colliction. Developing an electronic equivalent
of the Newsletter Rack seems to offer a
cost-e{Iective way of {urther expanding
the accessof our user community to more
ephemeral, but u.sel'ul,r"rorr""r.
We suggest an Electronic Newsletter
Rack be established to provide a lower
level of accessand maintenance (processing, cataloging, retention, preservation)
than for other more substantive serials.
There are a number of questions related to the implementation of this idea.
How would this be set up, organized, and
accessed?As a Gopher server on the gateway? How would people know where to
look for such material? Would titles be
cataloged? Would issues be "claimed"?
How much of a backfile would we retain
accessto; how would weeding be accomplished? Would we rely on fraintenance
performed on the serversof other institutions? Would we be able to nrovide access
to newsletters from all tvnes of seruers?
Would we run into problems with patrons
unable to print from certain lbrmats (e.g.,
Postscript)?
Srlncrrou

Toor.s

The primary selection tools are CICNet's
joumal archive, InfoSlug, NEWIOUR-L,
The Strangelove/Kovacs Directory Scout
Report, and What's New with NCSA
Mosaic.
SELEcToR
Sam Demas
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LoslArlicles:FilingProblems
wilh IniliolArliclesin Dqtobqses
RolphNielsenond Jon M. Pyle
Results of a study of mlsflledtltles beginningaith articles in the nominatioe
case in Europeanlanguages are listed and discussed. The quantity of such
errors roasfoundto behigh, eoenin au;ell-maintained dntabase. The authors
list the articles irusolaed and their ranking as a.percentage of the total. The
problem is discussed and possible solutions are presented.

r

I nitial articles have causedproblems for
librarians and library patrons for many
years. They were a problem in card catalogs, and they remain 5s-in sysn greater
numbers than before-in electronic databases.Yet the library literature offers next
to nothing about this perennial problem.
There may be several reasons {br this situation. First, the situation is perceived as a
"cataloger'.s problem." Second, and related to the first, is the {'act that very {'ew
database users are aware of what is involved in providing full accessto bibliographic records. Third, despite the {'actthat
the world of bibliographers is shrinking
thanks to electronic means, {'ewer librarians than ever befbre-at least in Englishspeaking North America-learn
ur"
"nd misIbreign languages.For these reasons,
Iiled articles are not oerceived as the
problem that they, in {'ait, are.
The authors have worked with both
card and automated catalogs.In their work
at the University of Idaho Library, where
they have both'worked for many years,
they have observed that there is a higher
proportion of mis{iled articles in the
newer databasesthan there was in the old
card catalogs Based on this observation,
it would appear that revision of filing is not

done as carefully in databasestoday as it
was in the card catalogsofthe days ofyore.
When filing into a card catalog, one had to
look at both the card preceding and the
card {bllowing the one being {iled. Errors
were thus easy to spot. A catalog record
for a database, on the other hand, is seen
only by itsel{-out of the context of what
precedes and fbllows it-be{bre
being
tfil"d"
or merged into the database,usul
ally never to be seen by that person again.
Data for this article comes from the
authors' observations of the database of
the Western Library Network (WLN; {brmerly the Washington Library Network).
The authors looked {br initial articles in
European languages using the Latin alphabet; minor languages,which were represented by only a {'ew titles, were ignored. The authority used was the list of
initial articles in the Library of Congress'
CatalogingSenilce Bulletin. They also relied on their personal knowledge of {breign languages, acquired during years of
cataloging and travel in foreign countries.
Two lists of misfiled initial articles
were made. The first list was compiled by
visual examination of the title {iches of the
WLN'.s complete holdings in January
1982. Based on the average number of

Ral-pn NIsLsnN is Special Projects Librarian; f,tN M Pvlr is Catalog Librarian, University of
Idaho Library, Moscow, Idaho. Manuscript received September 27, 1994; accepted for publication December 2, 1994
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titles per {iche, the number oI'titles listed
at that time was approximately 920,000.
The number of errors found was 216. A
second survey was made in June 1992
from the title listing in the WLN's La^sercat, a CD-ROM of the network'.scomplete
holdings.This time, there were 3.8 million
records in its database,and 5,616 errors
were found.
Although the actual number ol'errors
may in some sensesnot appearto be great,
every single error represents a title that
will not be fbund by someone looking fbr
it This loss is also compounded when
bibliographies are compiled based on
these records. Remember the old saying:
"Ifyou can't {ind a book in the catalog, you
might a-swell not have it on the shelf."
Even in well-maintained databa-ses.
such asthat of the WLN, revisersprobably
do not very olten look {br mistagged initial
articles in the title entries-especially not
in the English language. And, articles in
{breign languages are liequently much
more troublesome than those in English.
Manv times thev are the same as numwhich can mean either the article a, or the
nrmber one. Ein andeine in German present the same problem, as do their erluivalents in several other languages.Most of
us are familiar with the Serenade,K.525,
of Mozart, which so o{ien is introduced as
Ei.ne kleine Nachtmasik (One linle serenadz), rather than simplyEin e kleine N achtmusik (A little serenade), which is most
likely what Mozart meant. In such a situation, in order to enter the title correctly,
the tagger must know the language well
be able to distinguish the dif'i.#H:..
Sometimes even knowing the language
does not solve the problem. For example,
does (Jna noche in Madad mean A night
in Madritl or One night in Madrid? ihe
authors recommend that in such casesol
ambiguitythe title be tracedbothwith and
without the article.
But difficulties with initial articles do
not stop there. In some languages,what
looks like an article is sometimes a pronoun. In Danish, Ibr instance, De som
komrner (Theu uho come) mrst be distinguished from De kom:rnende fuge (The

coming days). The title of the Mexican
novel Los de abajo is another example.
But there are still problems. Place
names beginning with an article are {iled
on the article, not on the succeeding word.
Such situationsseem to be most co*tnott
in Spanish, like Las Vegas and Los Angelzs, although in the Columbia Gorge in
Oregon there is a town called The Dalles,
a name half English and half French. The
Library of Congress insists that it be filed
as DaILes.but the American Automobile
Association (AAA) thinks otherwise.
In order to deal with the problems
presented by initial articles in databases,
the authors have a few suggestions for the
powers that be in the world of cataloging
and indexing. First, divide the languages
with initial articles into two categories:
major and minor. Let the major ones be
English, French, German, and Spanish;
then insist that tagging of titles in these
languages be done accurately, and revise
the files regularly.
All other languagescan then be considered minor, at lea-stfbrthis purpose. Enter
titles in these languages both with and
without the initial article. While this suggestion may sound a little heretical to language purists, ourjob is not to teach littleknown tongues to the unwilling, but to
help patrons {ind what we have in our
databasesand on our bookshelves.
Cases ol words that look like but are
not articles will be dealt with automatically in our minor languages.[n the major
languages we must trust the catalogers
and the taggers to do their work correctly.
Perhaps software programs can be written to deal with some of these problems
but, as with srrell-checkers,we should not
hone lbr *"&itre. to catch our errors all
of ihe ti-e. for there is no substitute lbr
good human catalogers who know what
they are doing.
The authors hope that this article will
stimulate {urther research into the rrroblem oflost articles.
WoRKsCrrED
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Clqssificotion
ond Shelflisling
os
VolueAdded:SomeRemorks
on lhe RelofiveWorlhond Price
of Predictobility,
Serendipity,
ond Depthof Access
Jim LeBlonc
There seems to be general agreement in the library commanity that a
predlaably ordered system of classification, Ieading to eas! browsubility of
a library collection either in the stacks or in an OPAC, is an indispensable
requirement for the kind of accesspatrons haoe corne to expect and for the
reasonable successof the searchingstrategies they normally we. Inthis oein,
the author examines the intrinsic oalue of brotasing. In addition, u;ith the
help of som.e rough data compiled during a test conducted at Cornell
Unioersity in the spring of 1994, he estimates the cost of rnaintaining the
collocatioe and alphabetlcal integrity of shelfllst flles for uorks by or about
in dioi du aI lit erary autho rs.
'B.o*rrtg"
is etymologically related to
the French verbbrouter: to graze.In f'act,
the English term itself is soiretimes used
to denote the errant feeding behavior of
cattle or wildlil'e. Browsing ihe shelves of
a library (or, to some extent, the indexes
of an online catalog) is an activity that is
not too {ier removed fiom the termk etymological origins. In the sense that one
draws nourishment {iom knowledge
("craves" it, "has a thirst" for it, etc.), {'eeds
on infbrmation, or is a consumer in a library's quality management model, one
grazes the stacks or the database, sometimes seeking a particular morsel or nutri-

ent, sometimes snacking (healthily or unhealthily), and sometimes discovering a
virtual banquet offacts, ideas, or inspiration. While it is true that we can survive
on a programmed, nutritionally sound,
but optionless diet, it is through a kind of
grazing and hit-or-miss sampling that we
supplement minimal satisfaction with variety, spice, and breadth of appetite. To
follow blindly a narrow regimen without
casting a glance down other nutritional or
educational avenues is to limit severelv
the universe of our drive for satisf'action,
our perspective on that uni::rl:.t"*t

JIM LEBLANc is Head, CTS Copy Cataloging Unit, Cornell University Library, Ithaca, New York.
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Bliss, Charlotte Boswortl, Anna Korhonen, Lori Delcydtspotter, Cynthia Lange, Helen Malyshew, Alison Reissman, Pam Stansbury Barb Taylor, and Ardeen White. Manuscript received
December 6, 1994; accepted for publication January 21, 1995.
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Thus, the value of browsing in a library
context can be seen as a supplementary,
but alsovital. one. Users sometimescome
in search of known items, but they also
often seek something more, some vague
and unforeseen discovery to supplement
their expectations (or indeed, to replace
their initial expectations should those desires go unfulfilled). The maximum value
ofbrowsing cannot be ensured, however,
without some mediation on the part of the
library staf{. Patrons would stil find something extra perhaps, even in a stack or
catalog environment that was arrangedbut
or rather disarranged-willy-nilly,
these discoveries would be less likely to
supplement (in the senseof "to complete"
or "to put a linishing touch on") the users'
informational regimen than to merely accompany it. P#adoxically, the value of
these serendipitous discoveries can only
be maximizdd by the introduction of a
predictable, systematic arrangement of
materials on the shelf or in the catalog.
This arrangement is provided, ofcourse,
through cataloging and classi{ication.
Cataloging and classification-including shelllisting, a subcomponent of the
Iatter, by means of which classification
numbers are further subarranged by
"book" or "cutter" numbers which allow
{br collocation and alohabetization of
works by author, title, ett., within a range
of classi{ication-permit both direct access to known items and various kinds of
browsing. Perusing systematically controlled headings in a catalog, scanning
classi{ied call numbers in an online catalog, or browsing classified texts on a shelf
all constitute a kind ofbibliographic grazing. While some searching strategies are
more effective and more rewarding than
others, the combination of collocative and
indexing possibilities currently provided
in most state-of-the-art libraries ensures a
proper but varied diet of infbrmation for
all who seek it. For the purposes of this
article, however, I would like to focus on
classi{ication and shelflisting-the means
by which libraries add value to their collections by making possible that most traditional fbrm of browsing: the wandering,
lingering, sampling practice of grazing the
librarvt shelves (and to a lesser extent, a^s

we shall see, their cyber-surrogates in the
local online catalog). How much is this
service worth? How much does it cost to
provide?
THE VALUE oF CL\ssrFIcafIoN
AND SHELFLISTING
It is clear from both anecdotal and statistical evidence that when library materials
are classifted, patrons tend to browse
them in a productive manner. As Hugh
Atkinson has remarked:
The browsingfunction is an essentialpart
of the strategy for retrieval of material.
This is true whether the patron is seeking
knownitems or is seekinglibrary materials
by subject. Browsing is the primary retrieval systemfor a very large portion of
our patrons' library searches.Therelbre,
the work of classilicationis as fundamentally important asanytaskin librarianship.
(Athnson1990,3)
Atkinson'.s view is hardly a new one,
and it is not without statistical suPpoft.
Robert Losee, in a 1993 article, describes
a test he conducted to measure individual
patron circulation patterns against degrees o{' clustering^by subleci heading
and, consequently, by classification
(Losee 1993). He concluded that classification is definitely worthwhile and contributes to patrons' ability to find what
they need or desire. Furthermore, Losee
observes, "anecdotal evidence suggests
that skllled patrons often perform subject
searches by looking lbr signiticantly 4it'ferent call numbers in a catalog and then
browsing in the stacks near these call
numberi" (Losee 1993,208). This latter
statement echoes a similar contention

462). Knutson even goes so f'ar as to sug-
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browsing a step lurther by isolating those
aspectsofthe searchingparadigm that can
best, or perhaps only, be realized through
an examination of materials on aclassified
shelf. Mann ( 1994, f2) arguesthat:
bookshelves
maintainingsubject-classified
continuesto be of major importancebecausethe third elementtlat is lost without
goodcatalogingand classilying(in addition
to predictability and seren&pity) is depth
of accessto {ull texts-that is, to actual
booksandtheir entirecontentsratherthan
just to super{icial surrogate catalog records. Depth of accessis a function of the
classilication scheme's arrangement of
subject-relatedlull textsnextto eachother
on the bookshelves.
Mann goeson to explain that the need
Ibr browsability is actually two-fold. He
argues that there are two kinds ofbrowsing: browsing proper-which allows users
to get an overview of materials on a given
su6'iect, a rundown of "what'.s availible";
and a second type of browsing that is satisfied only by the deep access, full-text
searching option described above, a variety of browsing that he calls "scanning."
Mann (1994, 14) definesscanningas:
highly fbcused searchingfor a very deep
level of accessto particular,very specific
bits of in{brmation that are too smallto be
noted on catalogsurrogates-even by enor
hancedsurrogaterecordswith abstracts
tables of contents. Scanningis not an
open-endedsearching,with no de{inite
questionin mind, in mere curiosityto see
"what'savailable";rather,it hasa very de{inite goalin mind (the pursuitofa particular fact that can indeedbe clearlyspecilied
in advance)-but the fact being soughtis
suchthat a orecisesourceIbr it cannotbe
evena{ierexhaustive
speci{iedin advance,
computersearches.
This search fbr a fact, a tidbit of infbrmation that may require the examination
of several or more works, constitutes a
depth of accessthat, as Mann points out,
catalog records alone cannot {'urnish. Materialimust be classifiedin a manner conducive to productive browsing in order lbr
it to be possible Ibr users to conveniently
"scan" them.
One could argue, of course, that with

the expected proliferation of f'ull-text databases that can be integrated into libraries'local online catalogs (or at least gatewayed through them), the need for access
to the shelves and to the physical sources
themselves will be greatly diminlshed in
the age of the electronic library. However,
as Mann observes, most full texts cannot

sometime in the future, that does not diminish the very real, extensively paper
characteristics oI' toda)r.s libraries. Says
Mann: "the {lood of printed books requiring cataloging and classification has not
abated one bit while LC'.s attention has
been focused on the'electronic library of
the future"' (Mann 1994, 31). While the
Library of Congresst recently announced
commitment to the development of a National Digital Library may allow LC to
make great strides towards a seamless
electronic library and catalog, even such

'virtual
'place'
library'will
and the
brary as
co-exist fbr some time to come" (Mandel
L992, 2). Moreover, dif{'erent libraries are
bound to virtualize at difl'erent paces (and
some, obviously, will remain paper-based
for decadesto come), meaning that shelf
collocation of books is sure to remain a
maior concern for at least some institutions {br the fbreseeable future.
It is clear, then, that the browsability
of library materials-an aspect of access
that is piovided through tlie application
of a consistent and predictable system
of classification-has value, perhaps
even substantial value. But at what
price? What does it cost to provide this
lactile, first-hand grazing access to the
infbrmation, inspiration, and even entertainment stored in the books on a library'.sshelves?
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THE Cosr or ClAssmlcetlou

tion systems and even the mere adaptation of LC'.s or other libraries' call numbers for local use. Such changes in classiTo my knowledge, very little research has fication or shelllisting practice do not
been done recently that aims to answer necessarily destroy collocation of like mathis question. Back in the mid-1960s, terials in the stacks and, thus, do not alhowever, Daniel Gore and Mathilda
ways completely jeopardize the depth of
Brugh O'Bryant engaged in an interesting
access to infbrmation that users have
polemic in both Library Joumal and Licome to expect. They do, however, at best
brary Resources b Technical Sen:ices make browsing a little lesspredictable and
conc-erning the relative advantages and seren&pitous discovery a bit less fruitful.
disadvantagesofaccepting LC s call numHow much does shelllisting actually
bers, withJut modilicatio"n, for local use cost? This is a question we set out to
(Gore 1964; O'Bryant 1965; Gore 1966). answer in the spring of 1994 in Central
Gore argued that using the LC call numTechnical Services (CTS) at the Cornell
bers ver6atim would sive other libraries a UniversiW Librarv. Because of the nature
bundle and would allow the classification and time-frame of the planning initiative
process to be accomplished "at a cost of
{br which this infbrmation was needed,
something less than a penny[lJ" (Gore both the data and the study that was de1966, 524). Although O'Bryant steadfastly signed to gather it were necessarily quick
maintained that not all LC call numbers
and dir$ Nonetheless,the results ofthe
were right for every library and that local test do, i think, give us a peek at the kind
classi{iers should routinely question the
of investment some research libraries are
wisdom of blindly following the Library of
mahng in order to preserve a predictable
Congress,she did concedethat: "It is most classification scheme, shelflist integrity,
desirable to reduce the cost of classifica- and, by extension, optimal browsing action to a minimum. The ideal of this world
cessfor users.
this day {br that {uture is for a library to
First, some background. For the past
maximize service and minimize cost"
few years, the central processing unit at
Cornell has included a "f'astcat" operation-a kind of high-speed, Iow intervention type of copy cataloging that is similar
(though less extensively. utilized, I believe) to "fa^st"rrrocedures in use at other
large institutions. As part of the f'astcat
method, LC and NCCP (National Coor&nated Cataloging Program) call numbers are assignedwithout modification to
several categories of newly processed materials.An "x" (or "w" in the caseof NCCP
unconditional acceptance of someone call numbers) is appended to the final
elset call number--be it LC's or another cutter in the call number to help reduce
Iibraryt. In {bct, Gore's contention that
the risk of duplication (atactic, some readthe abandonment of local modification
ers will note, which is exactly the reverse
practice may allow libraries to assign call
ol'that employed at many libraries-i.e.,
numbers for "less than a penny'' could be,
adding an "x" to a locallycreated call numfbr many, a very real goal these days, in
ber). Although this method costs a bit
spite of the e{Tectsthat in{lation has had
more than the fraction of a penny estimate
on that penny in the last twenty-nine
of Gore'.s era, by using computer tools
years. Teeming arrearages and the persuch as copy-and-paste, the task can be
'ceived
need to irade offJne fbrm ofactess
accomplished quickly and accurately. Furfor another are driving many institutions
thermore, since Cornell has traditionally
to question the value ofspecial classifica- followed the srririt of LC's classiftcation
AND SHELFLISTING
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practice, the stack arrangement of these
materials is roughly preserved in terms of
general subject classification. It is merely
the shelflist logic of the subarrangement
within these general classifications, and
that of the in&vidual book numbers, that
becomes somewhat perverse.
Thus, although the optimal browsability of these areas of the library shelves
(and the online catalog, for that matter) is
potentially compromised at the level of
what l,osee has defined as the "stop,"
healthy bibliographic grazingis still quite
{'easible.Note that, according to Losee, a
"stop" is a group of related materials that
a c-luster from which users
"o.rititut"i
might pull multiple items for circulation.
He writes that "a stop exists when, in a
Iinear ordering of documents provided by
the classi{ication system, between one
document circulated by an individual and
the nearest other document (in a given
direction) circulated by that same patron,
there are fewer than two documents that
were not circulated by the patron" (Losee

r99s,199).
Still. not all items with LC or NCCP
catalog copy are processed using the I'astcat me"thoi. Forriats other than"books are
excluded and exceptions are also made
based on particular call number ranges,
individual library locations within the
Cornell library system, type of material,
and descriptive cataloging form (i.e.,
items lacking full AACR2 copy are excluded). Among these exceptions are

in order to preserve the integrity of the
author files. we have continued to shelflist
these works without regard to the availability of LC or NCCP call numbers for
them.
It should be noted that this is not really
a question of consistencyin classilication
pei se, since Cornell has very seldom choien a different classnumber from LCt or
the NCCP library's. Rather, it is a question
of using the author numbers consistently.
We are talhng, then, not about the level

of"subject" access,but about guaranteeine predictability and depth ofaccesson a
[6r^ary, artistic, or aestlietic level, if you
will.

call number) fields to the name authority
records {br these authors. It is our hope
that someday, once the universe of 093
fields is sufliciently large, we can begin to
Iastcat these belletristic materials. In addition to the author's classification (or
ranqe ofclassilication) and cutter number,
the-nertinent LC literature table is also
.""oid"d in the 093 field when a table
other than )OOilX or XL is to be used.
Theoretically, then, we could one day simply substitute the local author cutter
iound in the authoriw record for the LC
or NCCP author cutter and accept the
book number {urnished by LC or the
NCCP library {br the specific work in
hand. This is provided, of course, that the
specilic literature table required lbr [urtfier subdivision ol the autlior'.sworks did
not, lbr any reason, lead us to exclude that
author from the fastcat workflow. In this
way, all books by or about individual literary authors would continue to be contiguously shelved, although alphabetization
and some collocation within these areas

inputting of the 093 {ields, was costing us.
Put another way, we wanted to know how
muchwouldwe saveif we began immediatelyprocessingthiskind of material using
the current lasicat method-with the un-derstandinq, ofcourse, that to do so would
often result in significant losses ofauthor
collocation and alphabetization in the
stacksand in the online call number index'
We drew a sample of I00 books {rom
Cataloging Unit's in-procthe CTS Copy
'backlog,c[oosing roughly
ess working
every other item that fell into the target
category. At the time, we were toingwith
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the idea of also adding 093 fields to the
name authority records for artists (another category of material that was excluded fiom the fastcat workflow), so a
representative percentage of the sample
(107o)consisted ofbooks by or about individual artists. Later, *e prrlled l0 more
books at random from this same working
backlog, #ter deciding that the data gathl
ered {rom one ofthe catalogers participating in the test (who had never been
trained to catalog works of this type) were
suspect. In the end, one book fiom the
sample was discovered to be inappropriate, given the target universe for the study,
and was rejected but not replaced. Thus,
for the purposes of this paper, the data
presented below have been derived from
a sample of 89 works, selected more or
less by convenience, by or about indMdual literary authors. However, due to the
fact that the sample was drawn from a
working backlog ahd was thus subject to
idioslmcrasies peculiar to that universe at
a particular point in time, the breakdown
of literature by language and national origin is not exactly typical. For instance, a
hll 50Vo of the total samole consisted of
works by or about South'Asian authors,
with the rest divided among English,
French, Spanish, and German language
texts. The sample is not a probability sample, and extrapolation to any population is
there{bre inappropriate.
Several copy catalogers having various
Ievels ofexperience were recruited fbr the
experiment andwere assignedstacksof 10
books each (after a practice round of 5
books each). Thev were asked to time
themselves to the nearest minute as they
perfbrmed, in isolation, the shel{listing
component of the cataloging process {br
all I0 test items, batching this work a-sthey
normallywould if theywere catalogingthe
material fullv. Thev were also asked to
include
.h'"lflirti.rg time any incidental
work that"r arose as a result ofthe "routine"
shelflisting process:establishmentand inputting of an 093 field into a name authority record, searching of one kind or another, dealing with split author files, and
so fbrth. It was important to include the
time spent on these ancillary aspects of
shelflisting, since they represent tisks that

undoubtedly would not be perlbrmed if
these items were processed using the current fa^stcatmethod. Finally, the catalogers were asked to record nothing on the
printouts, on the books, or in the online
records that would indicate anything
about the call numbers they assigned.
These steps constituted the first part of
the test.
In order to get some idea of how much
time could be savedif the test items were
cataloged after the 093 work had been
per{brmed (as well as the searching and
problem solving inherent in the establishment of theselocal call number {ields),
each cataloger-after completing the {irst
part of the test-was asked to exchange
Ler group ofbooks with a partner and thJn
once again time the shelllisting process. It
should be noted that in this second stage
ofthe test, all the catalogerhad to do w"as
take the author classification and cutter
{'rom the 093 field in the authort name
authoriw record (which was sure to be
available, since it had been input as part
of the first stage of the test) and then
determine the appropriate book number
fbr the title in hand in order to complete
the process of assigning a local call number. While this is not the exact procedure
we would normally use to fastcat this kind
of material using 093 in{brmation, the results give us a {'air estimate of how much
"is
time
currently devoted to trying to
maintain the collocative integrity of these
author files. The results of the test are
illustrated in table 1.
It is not surprising that the average
time required to shel{list a title in the
second part of the experiment was over
50% less than the corresponding ligure in
the first part (3.09 minutes per title vs.
6.45 minutes per title), since virtually all
of the problem solving associated with
assigning a local call number for these
titles was carried out in the lirst part (see
table I). One aspect of the results that
does catch the eye, however, is the extreme variation in the timed segments
Irom cataloger to cataloger. In the {irst
part of the experiment, this dill'erential
can be attributed, to a great extent, to
varying degrees of dlflicilty from bookstack to bookstack in regard to the amount
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TABLE 1
TEST RESULTS

Cataloger
I

z
o

5
6
7
8
q

Part l
(min )

Part 2
(min )

26
92

45

required to shelflist a work by or about a
literary author. Since the test needed to be
designed and run within a very narrow
timJ{iame. we were fbrced to cobble to-

T4

tz

28

1I1

bD

JD

2I

43

I9

t02

48

46

2L

47

T4

Total time
(89 titles)

574

ztJ

Total time
per title

o.+D

3.09

of searching, scanning of classification
schedules, and problem solving necessary
to determine the classification, cutters,
and appropriate literature tables involved
in shelflisting the various authors in the
sample. Thii I'actor does not, however,
explain the variation in timed segments in
the second part of the experihent, in
which most of this troubleshootins had
already been taken care of. We can only
conclude, I think, that the significant disparities between the total time necessary
?ot, ruy, catalogers number 1 and number
4 (or number 9 and 7, or 6 and 4, etc.) to
complete the second part of the study
were due to: (1) variations in the sample
groups regarding the prescribed use o{'
Iiterature tables other than XXXIX and XL
to further sub&vide authors' works-tables which are less familiar to catalogers
by virtue of the relative rarity of their
application; and (2) variationsin the experie^nce and speed of the cataloqers lnvolved in the test. Both of these {'actors
would necessarily have had some e{Tecton
the results of the {irst part of the experiment as well.
Be{bre drawing any general conclusions from these data, we must also bear
in mind that these figures may be somewhat higherthan the actual, everydaytime

50Vo of the sample-seem to present
greater difficulues for the CTS shelflister
ihan do literary items in other areas. This
is due, I think, to a certain quirhness in
Cornellt past and present shelflisting
practice for these materials. Furthermore, the extent of the trial run that
was not tabulated in the linal data (5
items) mav not have been sullicient to
permit catalogersto become completely
comfortable i,ith the mechanicsbf tnb
exDeriment.
Despite these factors, we can draw one
general-conclusionfrom the data and the
Ibregoing discussion: shelflisting of these
materials, as it is currently practiced in
Cornell's Central Technical Services, is
quite expensive.At the time ol'the test,
th" uu"rig" cost of a copy cataloger's time
in CTS was $.3855per minute (a constant
derived from the addition of salary,bene{its, overhead, and a standard compensating {'actor to account for co{fee breaks,
si& time, etc.). Thus, if the catalogers
involved in the study took an average of
6.45 minutes to shel{list a title by or about
an individual literary author, then it may
be costing the Cornell University Library
as much as $2.49 per title for this facet
alone of the cataloging process. If 093
fields in authority records could be guaranteed {br every in&vidual literary author
whose works and their criticism CTS catalogs, the cost could be reduced to somethlng in the neighborhood of $1.19 per
titlelassuming th-atcurrent workllow procedures remained in place.
These ligures do not, however, take
into accounithe fact that items of this ilk
must be channeled to copy catalogers in
the lirst place. If Cornell decided that it
no lonqei needed to ensure call number
collocaiion of these works, or if we were
to initiate a program that would mass produce 093 {ields for Iiterary authors in the
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tensive collocative disarray as a result
of Cornell's utilization of the f'astcat
method-include those encompassingreIigious,historical, geographical,socialscientltic, educational, pure scientific, and
technological sublectl, as well as those
where oie finds works by or about individual philosophersand other "biographical" ranqes in the local shelflist.
Thoia^s Mann has remarked that "to
spend enormous amounts of money assimblins book collections and then to
make acZessto them only super{iciul,p*tial, incomplete, and haphazard is to
throw monev awav rather than to use it
prudently" (Mann 1994, 24). Indeed, it
Lehoovei all libraries to think twice about
decidine to play f'astand loose with their
*h"lflistittq schemes if
classiliciation
".td
such a decision threatens to jeopardize
the extent to which their collections are
browsable. As Mann, Hugh Atkinson,
Robert Losee, and others have maintained, the browsing function is an essential, iI'not primary aspect of users' overall
searching strategy.
ObviJuslv, thtre are limitations as to
average unit price for these same items, if
what can and cannot be provided in an
we merely accepted LC s or the NCCP
online catalog as opposed to what can and
library's call numbers. These figures,
cannot be provided in a paper library that
then, give us a rough estimate of how
must coexist with the increasingly prevamuch shelflisting can cost.
lent notion of a virtual library. In an era of
burgeoning backlogs, shrinking budgets,
CoNcrusrou
staffs,surely some tradeand-overstiessed
Oddly enough, there was no vocif'erous offs must be made, but we should remember to weigh these sacrifices carefully and
outcry {rom the Cornell Library community that the price of shelflisting, at least thoughtfully. Browsing access is imporin this case, was too high and that colloca- tant ind desirable,and should not be perfunctorily compromised. Although some
tion of these items in the stacks should be
abandoned. None at all. In fact, it has call number ranges may suffer little from
the introduction of labor-saving practices,
been my personal experience over the
such as Cornellt CTS f'astcat initiative,
subiection of other areas of classification
to .such "first" rrrocessing tactics could
prove crippling to those" areas' browsability.
Clearly, machines can help. Computer-programmed shelflisting-through
emotional reaction, unsubstantiated by
which-claisilication and collocation (as
any speci{ic user-study data. Clearly, there
well as alphabetical subdMsion of related
is at least a perceived value in maintaining
works) can be performed by linking clasan optimal browsability in these areas of
the collection that is not inherent in some sification and shelflisting parameters to
data elements in the bibliographic recother classified ranges. These other
ranges-all of which are undergoing ex- ord-may reveal a bright light at the end

hope that this category of materials could
then be processed through a variation of
the current fastcat method, the cost of
cataloging these items would drop even
more than the $2.49 per title {igure cited
above, since they would be processed by
fastcat staff instead of copy cataloging
staff. At the time of the test, it was costing
CTS an averaqe of $6.97 to have an item
processed by {Lstcat staff. Ifthe same item
were processed by copy cataloging sta{T
(but still according to current f'astcat
method guidelines-i.e., no shelflisting),
the per item cost would increaseto $8.85,
due to the di{I'erence in pay scale between
the two Ievels of staff. In other words, the
verv {'act that books bv or about individual
hterary authors have to be sent to the
Copy Cataloging Unit in the first place
results in an increase of $1.88 in catalog-
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ofan ever-darkening tunnel, aviable sub- access to the information they seek, not
stitute for some of the high-cost, labor-inmerely to what they cannot do without.
tensive shelflistine methbds currentlv in
use. Computerized shelflisting mighi, in
Wonxs Crrnp
fact, prove to be an innovation that will
Atkinson, Hugh C. 1990. Classilication in an
allow libraries to per{orm this task "at a
unclassified world. In Classification of licost of something lessthan a penny." This
branl materials : Cunent and future potenis, indeed, an avenue that must be aggrestial for prooiding access, ed. Betty G.
Bengtson and Janet Swan Hill. New York:
sively explored.
Neal-Schuman, 1-15.
Can we dispense with browsability?
Bishoff, Liz. 1990. Implementing classificaHow much of the predictability, serendiption policy. lnClassi.fi.cati.on of li.branl maity, and depth ofaccess traditionally assoteri.als: Current and future potential for
ciated with the well-cataloged and wellprooi.ding access, ed. Betty G. Bengtson
classified collection can we give up, while
and Janet Swan Hill. New York: Nealstill satisf ing those patrons who hunger
Schuman, 137-45.
for somethinq more than a lcnown item?
Gore, Daniel. 1964. A neglected topic: The
Will the tradiiional intellectual grazing arcost of classificatlon. Li.brary journal 89:
eas of the library stacks (where one can
2287-9r.
1966. Further observationson the use
engage in full-text "scanning" ofbooks) or
of LC classi{ication. Li.brant resources Ct
even online call number indexes be paved
technical seroicesI0: 519-22.
over by the trend towards remote site
Knutson, Gunnar. 1986. Does dle catalog restorage and unevaluated call numbers,
cord make a &fl'erence? Access points and
thus relegating the book collections of rebook use. College d-tresearch lidraries 47;
search libraries (the growth of which
460-69
seems to be increasing unabatedlv) to the
Losee, Robert M 1993. The relative shelf
accessible equivalenl of weil-fuarded,
location of circulated books: A study of
badly catalogedmuseums?Will the access
classi{ication, users, and browsing. Lipotential o{ the virtual library prove
brant resources /-r technical seroices 3'l:
healthily cornucopian, or will the browsrg7:209.
Mandel, Carol A. 1992. Library catalogs in the
ability of this new in{brmational format
2lst century. AII,L: Abimnnthly nerosletter
permit the retrieval of only so much fbdof research library issues and actions L64:
der {rom the cybemetic trough-enough
r-4.
to sustain users, but not enough to satis{y
Mann, Thomas. 1994. Catalogi.ng and classi.fithem?
cation quality at the Libranl of Congress.
We would do well to ask ourselves
Washington, D.C.: Library of Congress.
these questions from time to time during
O'Bryant, Mathilda Brugh 1965. Some ranthe neit l'ewvears.in order to be sure that
dom thouehts on the cost of classification.
we do not lose sight of the {undamental
Libranl ,isources l-r technical sen:ices 9:
goal of our mission: to help patrons gain
367-70.
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Listsond
Electronic
Discussion
Journqls:A Guidefor Technicol
ServicesStotf
Vicky Reich,Connie Brooks,
Willy Cromwell,qnd Scoff Wicks
The Internet is a source of many pouerful tools (e.g., telnet, FTP, Archie,
Gopher, Yeronica, WWW, Netscape, Mosaic) and resources. Many of these
tools and resol,trcesare releoant and im,portant to technical sercices staff
Electronic discussion groups are reoietaed. Electronic dtiscussiongrouTtsand
joum,ak
are a cheap and easy source of continuingeducation and a conaen-ient
means of linking to colleagues. Recomtnendations of leaders in the field
are gioen. Technicil senilces librarians shanld explore the poaer of the
netuork, uhich allous us to mnke professional contacts, deepen technical
knotaledge, and take the opportuni.ty to leam easilg about neto areas. lntentet reiources for techni.cal sen:ices librarians are enurnerated.

his introduction to electronic discussion groups and journals is {br technical
services librarians. In this article. we seek
to outline the basics of this realm, including: how to use these tools and a look at
the various resources that are available in
each ofthe technical servlcesareas.
The Internet is a source of many powerful tools that allow users to access remote computers (telnet), move {iles lrom
one computer to another (FTP), locate
and explore resources (Archle, Gopher,
Veronica). and retrieve infbrmation as a
set of hypertext documents (via the World
Wide
Web-\\4!{V)
Public-domain
browsers (via Netscape,Mosaic) allow us-

ers to "surf' the Net and locate, view,
download, and print multimedia documents.
Many of these tools and resources are
relevant and important to technical services staff. For an excellent introduction to
the Internet, the authors highly recommend Krol (1994).
ElrcrnoNrc
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We use the Internet to access electronic
journals (commonly called e-journals) and
electronic discussion groups (commonly
called "lists"). Electronic journals have a
variety of distribution patterrrs; many are
distributed using "list" so{'tware, while

VrcKy RErcH is an Infbrmation Access Analyst and Assistant Director of the High Wire Press;
C<lNNreBROoKsis Head, Preservation Department, Stanford University Libraries & Academic
In{brmation Resources;WIr,lv Cn<lptwut-l is Principal Cataloger and Cohead, Catalog Department, Stan{brd University Libraries, StanIbrd, California; and Scorr WICKS is Acquisitions
Librarian, Central Technical Seruice.s,Cornell University Library. The authors would like to
thank Christian Boissonnas lbr his encouragement and review of this paper, as well as the
moderators and editors we consulted who gave us up-to-date inlbrmation about their resources.
Invited manuscript received March 9, 1995; accepted Ibr publication April 15, 1995.
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others come through e-mail, FTP, or other
means. Electronic discussion lists are a
very popular method of group communication among Internet users. List management sol'tware allows discussion group
subscribersto easily send messagesto all
list subscribers. Users can be "lurkers,"
someone who generally only reads messages rather than posting them, or they
can actively participate in the conversations.
Lists can be moderated or unmoderated. Moderated lists are generally of
hlgher quality. Moderators review each
messageto ensure that it is appropriate for
list distribution. Generally, commercial
advertisements, misdirected notes, outo{'-scopepostings, or those the moderator
thinks are too controversial for the list are
not distributed.
Some lists require that new subscribers introduce themselves upon joining
(often by means of questions such as "why
are you interested in this list?"), while
others have closed membership (such as
Directhe American Library Association'.s
tors ofTechnical Serviceslist).
Technical sewices lists and iournals are
commonly supported by eitlier Listserv
sof'tware or the newly con{igured Listproc
software.It is importantto notice whichprogram suppofts which title becausethe commands {br these two programs differ slightly.
The most important advice we have for
network newcomers is: save the welcome
message you will receive just after subscribing to a list or e-journal. Download
this message to your hard dlsk or print it
out. The welcome messagedescribesthe
purpose ofthe resource and tells you how
to manage your subscription. It will tell
you which sof'twareruns the discussion list
and how to get Iurther help. Having this
information easily available {br each resource you subscribe to may save you
hours of time later.
Discussion lists have two addresses:
the "listname address" (the "mailserver")
and the "administrative address" (the
"mailserver@host").The listname address
allows you to send messagesto everyone
subscribed to a list, while the administrative address allows you to manage your
subscription.A common mistake made by

new users is to conluse these two addresses.This is how John Doe sends his
"unsubscribe John Doe" messageto hundreds ofpeople and causeshis colleagues
amusement,at best.
wry'When
sending a command to the administrative address, include the name of
the list in the message. Because most
mailserver sites maintain a number of discussion lists, this tells the mailserver
which list you wish to influence. For instance. let's sav that a list-LIB-TS-is
serviced from'a listproc at "ucomputer.
edu". If Marian wanted to ioin this list, she
t'subscribe
LIBwould send the command
TS Marian Librarian" to "listproc@ucomputer.edu".
Do not include any text in your messaqesto the administrative address other
thin the commands you want the computer to implement.
DIScUSSION
Ten years ago, only the most technically
sonhisticatei libraiians had accessto thb
Internet. Five years ago, enough librarians had accessto the net {br PACS-L to
become established. Today, accessto the
Intemet is commonplace.
The technology olthe Intemet is translbrming communications. It erases the
boundaries ol'time and space and allows
new communities and relationships to
Ilourish. There are, however, tradeo{Iis.As
the power of computers and networking
erases some boundaries, others are being
introduced. While people are now communicating I'aster, they are doing so
through narrower tools. Thus, the richness and subtleties of in-person, nonverbal communication (facial and hand
gestures,fbr example) are greatly diminished. Even telephone conversations,{br
instance, allow riore subtle communications-via the words that are spoken in
addition to voice tone and expression.
The speed and narrownessof electronic
communications argue for care when
posting messagesto lists or to e-journals.
it is eaiy to belboled by the informality ol'
the medium and to embarrass yourself by
writing quickly-worded messages. The
community will at times react with anger
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("flaming"), and often an apolory or intervention {iom the moderator is needed to

nals are a cheap and easy source of continuing education. The vast number of
lists and iournals illustrate the value of
linking to colleagues and ofparticipating
in daily di-scussions.These tools allow us
to hear news, keep up with issues, and
make contacts. Electronic journals and
discussion groups disseminate important
news quickly; yet they can also spread
I'alsehoodsjust a-squickly. Common sense,
waiting to act, and resisting the urge to
spread un{bunded rumors are mandatory
counterbalances to the speed and power
ofthese tools.
While it may be tempting to subscribe
only to those resources where the discussions are comfbrtable and {'amiliar, we
urge technical services librarians to take

volume of information by arranging to
share with colleagues the responsibility
{br monitoring tides and for {brwarding
interesting entries.
One way to find intere-sting titles is by
asking someone you respect what titles
they think are valuable. In that spirit, we
a.sked the technical services directors of
twenty-{ive large research libraries what
resources they read. We heard from six of
the directors we contacted. The two most
popular lists named were Newsletter on
Serials Pricing Issues and ALCTS Network News. Next in popularity were
ACQNET and CONSERLINE. Our respondents told us that they subscribe to
integrated library system lists (NOTIS-L
or INNOPAC) and to utility lists (RLGS
RLIN-L and OCLC-NEWS). Responses
also reflected the diversity ofinterests and
responsibilities within technical serwices,
cniincluding: PACS-L, IMAGELIB,

copyright, VPIEJ-L (electronic publishinf'isslues related to scholarly journals),
(all aspects of total quality
an-d tgM-L
manaqementconcepts).
Wf,at are the driwbacks of these tools?
Some discussions,particularly on unmoderated lists, are simply not interesting.
People olien respond even when they do
not have new thoughts or information to
impart. In addition, redundant messages
from "cross-postings" are boring. For instance,notes (often announcementso{'events)
are sometimes sent to as many as a dozen

messagesbased on a usert interest. Such
automited services will address the vol-

Tool) to manage NetNews (or Usenet
News), a bulletin board system on the
lnternet. Discussiongroups (called newsgroups) cover a wide variety oftopics, and
irillions o{'users read tens of megabytes
of messagesper day. SIFT allows the user
to detaif hei interests via proliles, and
then matche-sthose interests against the
larqer set of newsgroups. SIFT (see the
UfL Irttp,//woodstock.stanford.edu:2000/)
retrieves a brief citation plus the lirst
twentv lines of a postinq or article. If inthen easily
terestld in it, thl ,.r"i
""n
request the whole article.
We encourape technical services Iibrarians to explore the power of the network. The nitwork allows us to make

our traditional skills to the medium. For
us to serve our communities, we need to
select, acquire, organize, and preserve
both print and electronic materials. To do
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this well, we need firsthand knowledge of
the medium.
Wonxs Crrpn
Bonario, Steve, and Ann Thornton, comp.
I995. Library-oriented lists and electronic
serials. Rev. Houston, Tx : University oI
Houston.
Directory of electronic journals, newsletters,
and academic discussionlists. 1993 Washington, D.C.: Assn. of Research Libraries
Krol, Ed. 1994. The uhole lnternet user's
guide and catalog. 2d ed. Sebastopol.
Calil.: O'Reilly & Associates.
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Version 1.24, November 15, 1994,
James Milles, Saint Louis
University Law Library
millesj g@sluvca.slu.edu.

Editor: Karen Whittlesey; Editorial Advisory Board: Jennifer Younger, Robert
P. Holley, David Farrell; Editorial Assistance:Karen Muller
Subscriber Base: ca. 2.000 international
subscribers.
Scope: News about the Association {br
Library Collections & Technical Services, a division ofthe American Library
Association, and general topics o{ interest to technical services librarians
Traffic: Irregular publication, several
times a month
Archiver Back issuesof AN2 are available
through the listserver. To find out
whatt available, send the command,
'.send
alcts filelist' to listserv@uicvm.
bitnet
Comments: One issue covered the Association'.s 1995 election infbrmation, a
request from the prof'essional ethics
committee lbr comments on a draft
proposal, and information about how
to get a popular article on overseas
book donations. A.N2 also nrovides
Iate-breaking news about ALA,
ALCTS and the profession,publishing
news, and in{brmation on programs,
and continuing education opportunities within and outside ALCTS.

The latest version of this document is
avatlable by e-mail and by anonymous
FTP:
E-mail: Send a message containing only
the line GET MAILSER CMD NETTRAIN F=MAIL to listserv@ubvm.
cc.buflblo.edu.
FTP Anonymous FTP to ubvm.cc.bu{I'alo.
edu cd /nettrain get mailser.cmd
Anonym.ous FTP to iluaxa.slu.edu
cd /pub/millesjg get mailser.cmd
Resource: CNl-Copyright
Subscription Address: listproc@cni.org
Message Submission: cni-copyright@
SPECTFTc
RESouRcEs
cnl.org
Below are some general and specific e-re- Moderator
and List Owner: Mary
sources for technical services. We've
Brandt Jensen, University of South
listed some of the more popular titles and
Dakota. in #Tiliation with the Coalition
a few sample specialty titles. This is far
(cnifbr Networked Information
Iiom an exhaustive list. We hope this seccopy@charlie.usd.edu).
tion will help readers select resources that
Subscriber Base: ca. 1,000 international
are best worth their time. Within each
subscribers who are lawyers, Iaw prosection, resourcesare listed alphabetically.
fessors,Iibrarians,publishers,teachers
and authors. Anyone with an interest
in copyright or even just a fleeting
GENERAL
question is welcome.
Resourcer ALCTS Network News: AN2
Scope: Copp'ight and intellectual prop(rssN1056-6694)
erty issues of interest to the Coalition
Subscription Address: listserv@uicvm.
fbr Networked Infbrmation communiq/
bitnet
Trafftc: Very high, liom six to twelve or
Message Sirbmissionr Send messagesto
more messages/day
the editor, Karen Whittlesey, AmeriArchive: The archives are accessible via
can Library Association (u34261@
Unix-Listproc e-mail; FTP (FTP
uicvm.bitnei).
FTP.cni.org); Gopher and the World
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Wide Web (gopher://gopher.cni.orgl
11/cniPTP/lbrums); and through the
Coalitioni BRS/SEARCH sof'tware.
To access,telnet to a.cni.org and login
as brsuser. The archives are updated
each Fridav.
Comments: Although much of the traflic
on this list deals with legal questions
well beyond the scope of most librarians, there is the occasional discussion
that shouldn't be missed.
Some recent examples include discussion of the Gordon and Breach subscription contracts, the implications of
the fair use case Texaco vs. the American Geophysical Union, and a critique
of the "NII Green Paper."
Resource: Current Cites (ISSN 10602356)
Subscription Address: send the message, sub cites lirst name Iast name, to
listserv@library.berkeley.edu
Editor: Teri Andrews Rinne, University
of Cali{brnia, Berkeley (trinne@library.berkeley.edu)
Subscriber Base: ca. 20,000 intemational readers.
During the summer of f994, 50
new subscribers/week were added to
the list. The audience is quite varied,
including many lbreign subscribers,
organizational(.org), corporate (.com)
and governmental (.gov) #Iiliates, in
addition to the more traditional academics (.edu).
Scope: Reviews articles fiom over 30
jourrrals that cover: computer networks and networking; optical disc
technologies; artificial intelligence and
expert systems; electronic publishing;
document delivery and inlbrmation
transfer; and hypermedia.lmultimedia
and general interest articles and news.
Traflic: Monthly issues
Archive: An archive site is maintained at
in
directory
FTP.lib.berkeley.edu
/pub/Current.Cites
The URL is FTP://{ip.lib.berkeley.
edu/pub/Current. Cites
Comments: Since 1991 Current Cites
has delivered high quality SDI services
to librarians, in{brmation specialists,
and system sta{'l's.

1307

The nearly 1,200 abstracts of articles, books and eleetronic documents
in libraly and information technolory
are well written and on occasion include the reviewert opinion. This
publication is written by the Information Systems Instruction and Support
Department of the UC Berkeley LiDtaty.
Resource: The Public-Access Computer
SystemsReview (ISSN 1048- 6542)
Subicription
Address: Send the message: subscribe pacs-p first name last
name. to listserv@uhupvml.uh.edu
Editor: Charles W. Baile|, fr., University
Libraries, University of Houston
(cbailey@uh.edu)
Associate Editorsr Leslie Pearse, Columns and Dana Rooks, Communications
Subscriber Base: ca. 9,600 subscritrers
in over 70 countries.
Scope: This ref'ereed title is of general
i^nterest to almost all librarian--s.the
five volumes since 1990 have included
Daperson: Mosaic and the World Wide
Web. HyperText Markurr Languaqe
(HTM L)',' electronic publirhitrgl uid
campus-wide in{brmation systems.
A sampling of columns topics includes: cataloging Intemet resources,
online catalogs, and USMARC format
integration.
Traffic: The electronic version is irregular.
Archivel To retrieve a cumulative index,
send the following e- mail messageto
Iistserv@uhupvml.uh.edu: GET INDEX PR F=MAIL. Or use the journal's URL, gopher://in{b.lib.uh.edu,
e-journals/uhlibrary/
7\lll/artieles/
pacsreview. The {irst four volumes of
The Public-Access Computer Systems
Review are also available in print from
AI-At order department.
Comments: PACS Review is one of three
excellent infbrmation services started
bv Charles Bailev. The others are
PeCS-f, (Public-Access Computer
SystemsNews), the first major discussion list {br librarians, and PACSNewsletter. PACS-Review and the
Newsletter are highly recommended.
The subscription information above
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will retrieve both publications. PACSL is an excellent moderated list, but
has very heavy trafTic, uP to 15 messaees/day.Dis'cussionis fbcused on libr'ary usbr systems and generally does
not cover iibrary tech"nical services
processing systems.
Acqursrrrons, SERHLs, Cor-rncuox
DnvElorunNr
Resource: ACQNET The Acquisitions
Librarians Electronic Network (ISSN
1057-5308)
LISTSERV
Address:
Subscription
@listserv.appstate.edu
Message Submission: acgnet-l@listserv.
appstate.edu
Mod6rator and List Owner: Eleanor
Cook, Appalachian State University
(cookei@conrad.apstate.edu)
Subscriber Base: ca. 1,200 subscribers
in II countries.
Subscribers include technical services and collection development li
brarians, parapro{'essionals, library
school studenti, and publisher and

lishing practices.
Traffic: Low, averagesapproximately two
messagesper week.
Index: AII articles are indexed; ACQFlashes are not indexed.
Archive: All issues are archived; ACQFlashes are archived for one year only.
Archive is available viaWWW athttp:l /
www. Iib. ncsu.edVstackVacqnet-index'
html or gopher:/ldewey.lib.ncsu.edu:
70/ Il llib t ary/stacks/acq.
Commentsr ACQNET postings are edited and organized into numbered issues which include tables of contents.
Issues are mailed irregularly, and
the frequency of mailings depends on
the nurfiber Jf submissio-nsreieived by
the moderator.
Subscribers to ACQNET also receive ACQFlashes-irregular, moderated, time-sensitive postings. AC-

oI'ACQNET.
Recent topics and announcements
have included: "Is there a community
ol' acquisitions librarians?"; postings
relating to the Charleston acquisitions
confer6nce; government documents
vendor recommendations; questionable publishers' questionable practices;' out-ol'-prinf music deilers;
women's bookshops; and acquisitions
librarians' code of ethics.

Resource: BACKSERV The SerialsBack
Issues and Duplicate Exchange List
Address: listserv@sun.
Subscription
readmore.com
Message Submission: BACKSERV@
sun.readmore.com
SubscriberBase:ca.500 subscribersin 15
countries.
Subscribers include those seeking
to o{Ter or buy back issues of serials or
monoqraphs.
Wf,ile dealers and other exchange
orqanizationsmay subscribeto the list,
cuirently they have been requested to
re{iain lrom submitting messages.
and List Administrator:
Moderator
The list is unmoderated. List administrators are: Marilyn Geller (mgeller@readmore.com) and Amira Aaron
(aaron@readmore.com), Readmore,
Inc.
Scope: BACKSERV l'acilitates the exof serial and monograph back
"i"ng"

per
ttiitllt'n".uges about10 messages
dav.
Archive' All postings are archived for
three mont[s and are WAIS searchable
on the Readmore goPher (gqpher.readmore.com).Archive is availuble lria WWW at goPher://goPher.
readmore. com :70/11/backserv.
Comments: The archives of BACKSERV
are fieely accessibleto subscribers and
non-subscribers. Non-subscribers are
allowed to submit messagesto the list.
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Resource: GOVDOC-L: Discussion of
Resource: COLLDV-L: Library Collection Development Listserv
Government Document Issues
Subscription Address: listserv@vm.usc. Subscription Address: listserv@psuvm.
edu
psu.eclu
Message Submission: GOVDOC-L@
Message Submission: COLLDV-L@
psuvm.psu.edu
vm.usc.edu
Moderator and List Owner: Lynn F. Moiderator and List Owner: Raeann
Dossett, University of Illinois-Urbana,/
Sipe, University of Southem California
(colldvJ@vm.usc.edu)
Champaign (raed@'rmc.cso.uiuc.edu)
Subscriber Base: ca. 1753 subscribers Subscriber Base: 2,700 subscribers in 35
countries.
in 20 countries. Subscribers include
Subscribers include government
collection development oflicers, biblidocuments librarians, re{'erence liographers, and others involved with
brarians, and staff from the various
library collection development includgovernment agencies who make their
ing acquisitions librarians, publishers,
to the public.
and vendors.
fubhcations
"iuilubl"
serves as a discusScope: COLLDV-L is aimed at collection Scope: GOVDOC-L
sion list to cover issues important to
development librarians. Discussions
those people working with governare broad in nature and concern issues
ment documents.Most discussioncena{I'ecting the general development and
ters around U.S. Federal documents.
management of library collectionsA subgroup, Needs and Off'ers, alThese issues include approval plans,
lows exchange of needs or oll'erings of
collection assessment, budgeting,
documents.
pricing, collection policies, publisher
and vendor relations. and resource Traffic: Medium, averagesapproximately
three messagesper day.
sharing.
Traffic: Medium, averages three mes- Archive: All postings are archived.
Comments: The common bond of most
sagesper day.
GOVDOC-L subscribersis U.S. FedArchive: All published postings are areral Documents librarianship. The
chived.
Needs and Oll'ers (N&O) subgroup of
Comments:
Recent topics and anpostings off'ers subscribers the oppornouncements have included: the role
iunitv"to advertise {br needed docucolleetion development librarians should
ments or to see of{'ersof free, generally
play concerning electronic resources;
older, documents {iom other libraries.
ILS vendor recommendations for
Federal agencies, primarily the Gentracking journal use; availability of the
eral Accounting Office, occasionally
draft "Guide to Written Collection
announce the availability o{ newlypubPolicy Statements"; request {br advice
lished documents. Librarians often
or policy statements governing selecshare valuable infbrmation about the
tion of non-book materials; query asto
availability of new documents, includwho planned to buy acertain expensive
ing sources fbr acquisition.
title (the results were compiled in a
subsequentposting).
Resource: Newsletter on Serials Pricing
Acquisition
monitor
librarians
Issues(ISSN 1046-3410)
COLLDV-L to ensure they don't miss
Address: listserv@unc.
critical issuesand trends. Selectors use Subscription
edu (send messagethis list to get the latest general inforsubscribe PRICES lirst name last
mation on electronic resources, policy
name)
statements. and on issueswhich match
Message Submission: tuttle@gibbs.
their current, local needs. Becauseof
oit.unc.edu
COLLDV-Ls broad nature, selectors
and List Owner: Marcia
Moderator
at some institutions rely on one person
Tuttle, University of North Carolina
to monitor the list and to distribute
(tuttle @gibbs.oit.unc. edu)
postings as appropriate to others.
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Subscriber Base: ca. 2,000 direct subscribers.
Subscribers include technical services and collection development librarians, paraprofessionals, university
f aculty, publisher representatives and
subscription agents.

Resource: SERIALST Serialsin Libraries DiscussionForum
Subscription Address: listserv@uvrnvm.
edu

'T;1;

:JJ:;T'""'

SERIALST@

and List Owner: Birdie
Moderator
Maclennan, University of Vermont
(b maclenn@uvmvm.uvm. edu)
Assoc. Moderators: Marcia Tuttle and
Ann Ercelawn
Tra{fic: Low, averages approximately
Subscriber Base: ca. 2,000 subscribers
three issuesper month.
in 33 countries. Subscribers include
Archive: All issues are archived at the
serials, acquisitions, and collection deURL http://sunsite.unc.edu/reference,/
velopment librarians, paraprol'essionprices/prices.html. and through the
als, publishers and subscription agents,
University of North Carolina at Chapel
Scope: SERIALST servesas an inlbrmal
Hill, Davis Library gopher (issunsite.
{brum {br discussion of topics relating
oit.unc.edu/The UNC-CH Internet
to serials including selection, acquisiLibrary/Electronic Joumals/ -Newstions, cataloging, and binding aswell as
letter on SerialsPricing Issues_).
announcements {br upcoming con{'erence and workshop meetings and iob
Comments: The Newsletter is edited
opportunities.
and organized into numbered issues
which include tables ofcontents {br a Trafftc: Medium, averagesapproximately
two to five messagesper day.
quick glance at the topics addressed in
Archive: All postings are archived at
each issue. Issues are mailed out to
listserv@u.,.'rnrrm.uvm.edu
and through
all subscribers o{ the listserv as news
the University of Vermont's gopher
develops.
(gopher.uvm.edu/port 70lother UVM
Recent articles and announcements have included: Gordon &
gophers and infbrmation resources/
UVM listserv archives/serialst...index),
Breach/Harwood Academic pricing
Archive is available via WWW at gorate explanation; summary of the 1994
0/7 7/ JndetJ
Latin American Periodical Price Inpher :// moose.uvm.ed:u:-T
wais-indexes/serialst.
dex; "Print Journals: Tragic Loss or
Good Riddance?"; press release an- Comments: SERIALST postings are
mailed as they are received and renouncing the online availability of
viewed by one'of the moderators,who
Physical Review Letters; Texaco copymake an ellbrt to group messagescovright appeal decision; Springer-Verlag
ering similar topics into single postings.
announces grace period {br 1995
This timely exchange of ideas and
subscriptions.
opinions f'acilitates lively discussions.
The Newsletter is highly recomTypically a hot topic is discussed over
mended. Every issue contains imporfbur or five days. For these few days,
tant information. The whining exmessage traffic is heavy. Then traflic
pressed on some of the other lists is
subsides until a new hot topic surreplaced here with mature exchanges
thces.
ofhard facts. For example: letters from
Recent topics and announcements
librarians to publishers questioning
have included: duplicate year-end istheir pricing or editorial policies and,
sue receipts; claiming direct or
often, the responses to those letters;
through your paid agent; NASIG Hopress releases from publishers and
rizon Award; perplexing publisher
vendors (information that will take
pricing practices; the e- address {br an
weeks to appear in any print media);
electronic listing of publisher catalogs;
the impact exchange rates may have on
the materials budget.
query on interpretation of ANSI
Scope: The Newsletter is specifically Ibcused on issues relating to pricing and
costsof library joumals and other serials.
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Standards {br serials holdings; MARC
fbrmat for holdings and locations.
SERIALST is a good current
awarenesstool. It coverJ relevant conferences, meetings, publisher problems, solutions to problems, and vendor testimonials. Discussions reveal
what other institutions reouire from
their serials librarian (and'how much
they are willing to pay fbr it!). Occasionally, someone will post his/her
"worst title change" candidate, lending
humor to the work day.
Note: The authors highly recommend moderated lists. We rely on
them to keep us aware of important
issues. The moderators weed out
meaningless or careless postings, raising the list'.soverall quality. However,
sometimes the actions of a moderator
can be controversial.
In the summer of 1994, the acquisitions and collection development
communiW was embroiled in a contro,r"try orr"i moderated lists when discussion of the FAXON company and
news about its sale negotiati6ns, were
sti{led. The moderators of ACQNET,
SERIALST, and The Newsletter on
Serials Pricing Issues were concerned
that an open forum regarding this issue
could stimulate panic.
They didn't want to contribute to a
highly volatile situation.
The moderators announced their
decision to the subscribers and the reaction of the community was mixed.
M any subscribers undersiood that part
of the job of moderators and list owners is to exercise this kind of authority.
Others t'elt that the leadersof the community had cut them off liom important discussion. One librarian commented, "I f'elt very alone while trying
to piece together all of the fbcts surrounding this extremely important
issue."
C.lrer-octl,tc
Resource: AAT-L: Art & Architecture
Thesaurus Discussion List
Subscription Address: listserv@uicvm.
cc.uic. edu, or, listserv@uicvm.bitnet

/3Il

Message Submission: aat-l@uicvm.cc.
uic.edu
Scope: AAT-L is a very specialized list fbr
usersofthe Art and Architecture Thesaurus. It aims to provide a "more expeditious route of communication between the AAT ollice and AAT users."
Traffic: Moderate, several weekly postings.
Comments: Although this list is of primary interest to current users of the
AAT or those who are considering its
use to describe objects and art monographs, it may also be of interest to
catalogers who wish to cultivate their
knowledge of subject thesauri and issues relating to subject analysisthat go
beyond use of LCSH headings. Most
discussions, however, tend to tre very
specific and fbcused on discrete terminology issues.Recent postings have included announcements about the lrequency of AAT updates; &scussions
about the correct terms to be used for
photo strips produced by automatic
portrait vending booths.
Resource: AUTOCAT: Library Cataloging and Authorities
Subscription Address: listserv@ubvm.
cc.buffalo.edu
Message Subscription: autocat@ubvm.
bitnet
List Owner: |udith Hopkins, SUNY at
Bufl'alo (ulcjh@ubvm.cc.buff'alo.edu)
Moderator: List is predominantely unmoderated.
Subscriber Base: ca. 2900, predominantly from the United States but also
fiom Europe, Latin America, Asia,
Australia and New Zealard.
Scope: Postings to Autocat typically cover
the gamut of cataloging concems, including the interfaces between cataloging and other library actMty. The
diicuislon ranges from the broadly
philosophical to the most specific sorts
of inquiries about correct cataloging
practice. ]ob postings, announcements
about new cataloging initiatives, about
upcoming meetings, and reports on
meetingithat havJbeen recently held
are also regularly posted.
Traffte heavy, the list averages about 20
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postings a day although it may sometimes reach over 50 a day.
Archive: Postings are currently archived
1992- to date, but the 1992 files will
soon have to be de-archived to make
space in the filelist. The archives are
purged when it is necessary to make
space for new material. When this occurs, the earliest remaining year is removed; it is not discarded but retained
off-line.
These years cannot be keyword
searched as the on-line archives can
be. but the Iistowner can send the files
for particular months.
Comments: Most postings are mailed to
subscribers as they are received. Recent discussions have included: initial
articles in the MARC 246 field; classification of the work of Robert Owen;
an inquiry concerning a possible vendor who can provide cataloging {br Vietnamesetitles.
AUTOCAT is an invaluable resource
for catalogers and a {brum where cataloging concerrs can be aired and
roundly discussed.
Since it has the largest body ol'subscribers of any of the cataloging lists,
one can be sure that queries posted to
the list will be widely vetted and elicit
many useful responses.For the same
reason, most announcementsof interest to catalogers are posted or crossposted to this list.
The discussion is often stimulating,
alwap
spontaneous and usually
thoughtful. These virtues, however,
hint at the greatest drawback of subscribing to the list. The fact that the list
is not moderated and has so many subscribers means that one may have to
devote considerable time winnowing
the postings in order to isolate thos6
that are of interest or that are not duplicative.

Resource: CONSERIine
Subscription Address: listproc@loc.gov
Moderator: Bill Anderson, Library of
Congress (wand@loc.gov)
Subscr:iber Base: ca. 820 international
subscribers.

Scope: CONSERIine is an electronic
newsletter. It replaces a printed publication called CONSER. It contains
news of the CONSER program and
infbrmation of general interest to the
serials cataloging community.
Trafftc: Issued irregularly two to three
times annually.
Comments: Conser is a cooperative serial cataloging program.
Although geared to CONSER, a cooperative serial cataloging program,
the newsletter contains information on
new publications, updates to documentation and other articles ofgeneral
interest to serials catalogers.
Cooperative
Resource:
COOPCAT:
Cataloging
Address for Subscription: iubvm. ucs.
indiana.edu, or listserv
Address for Message Submission:
coopcat@iubvm.ucs.indiana.edu,
_ or,
coopcat@iubvm.indiana.edu
List Owner: Carol Walton Hixson, lndiana University, Bloomington (cwalton@ucs.indiana.edu)
Moderator: List is not moderated.
Subscriber Base: ca. 700 interrrational
subscribers.
Scope: This discussiongroup was originally intended to further specific cooperative ventures between libraries. Its
scope, however, has widenedconsiderably and it has been adopted by the
Cooperative Cataloging Council, the
organizer ofthe new Program for Cooperative Cataloging, as a quasi-official organ.
The list is rarely used to discuss
cataloging minutiae, but rather to
make announcementsconcerning coooerative initiatives as well as occasfonal queries and &scussions that
touch upon broader conceptual issues
that have bearing on the cooperative
environment.
Traffic: Low
Archive: AII postings are archived.
COOPCAT postings are
Comments:
mailed out to all subscribers asthey are
received; they are not moderated, but
since the tra{fic is moderately light,
this does not usually pose a problem.
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Some examples of recent Postings
are: a report of an in{brmal test of the
e{licacy of the new CONSER core record standard relative to the time
taken to catalog at {ull level and to
catalog at core level; the agenda {br the
Library of Congress cooperative cataloging meeting at Midwinter ALA; an
inquiry and a response about whether
or not LC. continues to publish the
(Cooperative Cataloging News).
This forum allows one to keep in
touch with various cataloging initiatives and activities within the cooperative cataloging community without
having to negotiate large numbers of
unrelated postings.
Some announcements that are
posted to this list are also cross-posted
to AUTOCAT.
Resourcer EMEDIA: Electronic Media
Cdtaloging Issues in Libraries
Address: Iistserv@vaxl.
Subscription
elon.edu
Message Subscriptionr emedia@vaxl.
elon.edu
Listowner: Eric Childress, EIon College
(childres@vaxl.elon.edu)
Moderator: EMEDIA is not moderated;
since it is semi-private, only subscribers may post to the list.
Subscribei Base: ca. 300 international
subscribers
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iects/resources which are either must
-b",
or, ur" intended to be, used in coniunction with a computer." The de{iniiion further notes that electronic me&a may include tangible items (e'g.
sof'tware, CD-ROM) or remote resources.
Announcements and rePorts ol'
meetings that are of interest to the
electronic me&a cataloging community are regularly posted to this list.
Traffic: Low
Archive: EMEDIA is archived although
the archive is not currently searchable
(as of 1/10/95); future software developments at Elon College should addiess this deficiency.
Comments: EMEDIA is a semi-Private
list, intended to eomplement established lists that deal with cataloging
lssues.
Discussions are highly-focused; it is
a verv useful resource lbr those in'nolvel with electronic media.
The listowner has established an inlbrmal although reciprocal relationship with the-listowner of the USMARC list whereby they occasionally

gress on cataloging digital texts.
Resource: EXLIBRIS: Rare Books and
Special Collections Forum
Subicription Address: listserv@rutrml.
bitnei or listserv@rutvml.rutgers.edu
exchange between these groups and
Message Submission: exlibris@rutvml.
the electronic media cataloging combitnet or exlibris @rutvml.rutgers.edu
munity; (2) to serve as a practical help
Listowner and Moderator: Peter Graexchange fbr catalogers; and (3) to
ham, Rutgers University (psgraham@
serve as an infbrmation resource fbr
gandalf.rutgers.edu)
the electronic media cataloging comSu6scriber Base: ca. 1300 international
munity.
subscribers
A secondary purpose is to serve a^s
a general in{brmation resource for librarians involved in the wider gamut of
collecting and supporting access to
electronic media.
The invitation to the list defines
electronic media as, "information ob-
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concems (e.g. terminologr questions,
reference/on-line sources, collecting
activitv).
Traffic: Moderate
Archive: All postings are archived.
Comments: EXLIBRIS is especiallv
important to special collecilons catalogers since the list subsumed
NOTRBCAT, which wa^saimed at special collections catalogersusing NOTIS.
There is no other list specifically dedicated to the particular issues that involve special collections catalogers.
Recent postings include the following: guidelines fbr the identiffcation
and dating of l9th-century publishers
catalogs; discussions of complex collations; discussionsof the recently issued
examples of cataloging meant to accompany Descriptive Cataloging of
Rare Books.
Resource: ETEXTCTR: Electronic Text
Center Discussion Groun
Subscription
Address: iistproc@lists.
princeton.edu
Message Submission:
etextctr@lists.
princeton.edu
Moderator: Mary Mallery The Center
for Electronic Texts in the Humanities
allery@eden.rutgers.edu or mallery@
eden.bitnet
Subscriber Base; ca. 751 interrrational
sutrscritrers
Scope: ETEXTCTR has as its intended
audience those who are actively involved in developing electronic text
center:s. It is rneant to cover broad issues, budgets, acquisitions, cataloging,
public services, management, etc. Its
fbcus is on {'ull-text files that are monographic in nature rather than e-journals or nurneric data files. Although
the amount of coverage of cataloging
issuesvaries, about a third o{'the postings may be of interest to catalogdrs ol'
e-texts.
Traf{ic: Moderate to light, ca.20 postings
per rr.lonth.
Archive
Postings are archived at gopher:l/lists.princeton. edu
Comments: This list is a useftrl resource
for the very specialized audience to
which itis rllreeted

It is infbrmative for those of us who
want to raise our awareness of the issues sunounding electronic texts. Recent postings of interest to catalogers
of e-texts include: announcernents of
meetings of interest at Midwinter
ALA; reviews of books concerrring
electronic texts (posted regularly); discussion of the Text Encoding Initiative
header and its integration with MARC
rectros.
Resoureer Ha-Sa{ian
Subscription Address: listserver@lists.
acs.ohio-state.edu
Message Submission: hasafran@lists.
acs.ohio-state.edu
Listowner and Moderator: Joseph Galron, Ohio State University (galron.l@
osu.edu)
Subscriber Base: ca. 236: subscribers
must be members of the Association of
Jewish Libraries. Those who are not
current members and who wish to
participate in the discussion on HaSafran, should contact the Vice-President for Membership, Phillip Robarts
(probarts@ umiami.bitnet)
Scope: Although Ha-Safran is the o{Iicial
discussion fbrum for the Association of
fewish Litrraries and it covers a wider
scope than cataloging, it does serve as
the main venue lbr the exchange of
infbrmation between Judaica and Hebraica catalogers. Approximately 30Va
of the postings concern cataloging issues.
Another list fbr Hebraica catalogers
is, however, now in construction.
HEB-NACO will be a closed list {br
participants of the Hebrew NACO
{'unnel project and other individuals
who contribute llebrew narne$ to
NACO. When that li.st is operational,
NACO related pthority
questions
which are currently addressed on HaS#ian may move.
Traffic: light, averaging 5-8 postings a
week.
Archive; Ha-S#ran is archived in the listserve arihive from Aoril 1992. Another
copy of the archiv6s is held by the
moderator.
Comrmeats: *Ia-Safran is a v.aluable re-
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source {br Judaica and Hebraica catalogers. Recent cataloging related postings and discussion have dealt with: the
reference sources NACO catalogers
are using to establish Hebrew names
and updates to the relevant LC classiIication schedules.
Resource:
LCCN:
LC
Cataloging
Newsline
Subscription Address : listproc@loc.gov
Editor: RobertM. Hiatt, Libraryof Congress (hiatt@mail.loc.gov). Questions
about the content of the newsletter
should be addressed to the editor.
Moderator:
David Williamson, Social
Sciences Cataloging Division, Library
of Congress (dwi@loc.gov) Questions
regarding subscribing to the listshould
be sent to the moderator.
Subscriber Base: ca. 1,893 international
subscribers.
Scope: LCCN is an electronic newsletter
issued kry the Library of Congress'
Cataloging Directorate. It is compiled
at least quarterly (January, April, |uly,
and October) althoueh additional issues may be created it the discretion
of the Directorate. Its purpose is to
inform the cataloging community
about the activities of the Library of
Congress in the areas related to cataloging. It may contain announcements
about new and revised policy decisions,
technological developments, new publication-s, meetings, repofts, and employment opportunities in cataloging.
Comments: For catalogers, access to
LCCN is highly recommended. It offers the quickest, most efficient way to
remain informed about activities of
the Library of Congress that have implications for the entire cataloging
community.
Among the contents of the last issue
(January 1995) were: a report on The
Cooperative
Cataloging
Council
Meeting of Nov. 17, 1994; a report on
the Cooperative Cataloging and LibraryVendor Fair; NtC and LC Name
Authority practices; informaUon on
the LC Task Force lbr the Digital Library; LC Review of foreign MARC
records; and possible changes in tC
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Policy regarding family names.
Resourcer USMARC: USMARC Advisory Forum
Subscription Address: listproc@loc.
gov
Message Submission: usmarc@loc.gov
Moderator: Rebecca Guenther, Library
of Congress (rgue@loc.gov)
Subscriber Base: ca. 754 international
subscribers.
Scope: USMARC is used as a vehicle for
discussions of the implementation,
maintenance, changes and development of the MARC formats. Proposals
and discussionpapers to be considered
by MARBI are announced on the list
with instructions about how to access
them on the USMARC listserv file
server or through LC- MARVEL (LC's

cwrs).

Traffic: Moderate
Archive: USMARC messages are archived monthly.
USMARC archives also include:
'USMARC
formats: Backgrounds and
Principles"; MARBI proposalsand discussron papers; Keyword index to
MARBI proposals; ke;'rvord index to
MARBT discussion papers, MARBI
minutes; states of proposals and &scussion papers; USMARC documentation (includes f'ormat {ield lists. code
lists, etc.); USMARC Change Form
({br requesting changes). All archive-s
are generally kept {br the current and
Prevlous year.
Comments: Although the list is concernedwith the USMARC format as a
communications fbrmat, the rx;e and
development of the format is so deeply
intertwined with cataloging that the
issues discussed are o{ien ofvital concern for catalogers. It is a very focused
discussion list and one of the most useful for practicing catalogers with an
interest in the development of this impoftant facet of their specialty.
Recent discussion torrics and announcementshave included: availabilitv of the USMARC Fortnat for Holdiigs Data; the schedule foi tr{anSt
meetings at ALA Midwinter; discussion of multi-lingud thesauri and how
their use might be accornrnodated in
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the MARC fbrmats; records for online
information resources
AND BIBLIocMPHIC
Lrnnenv SYSTEM
UTrLrrY Ussn LIsrs
There are several lists that serve the users

from circulation, management reports,
authorities and cataloging modules. Obviously, they can play an imPortant role as a
.ouice o{'info.haiiott foi technical services librarians.
Some vendor user group discussion
lists target specific segments of the user
community such as cataloging or acquisitions, NOTISCAT or NOTISACQ {br instance. Lists that serve the utilities may be
general in nature, such as RLIN-L, or may
iarget specific products, e.g. FIRSTSERentH-L
which serves users of OCLCT
Firstsearch service. These forums are
usually included in the summaries of librarv related lists such as Steve Bonario's,
which includes a subject arrangementthat
locatessuch lbrums under the topic'Vendor Information and User Groups."
PRESERvATToN

images, including motion picture film
and video.
Postingsinclude: queries conceming archival holdings, preservation activiry availability of equipment and
sert ices; announcementsof job openings, conferences.and meetings, new
acquisitions, new publications, etc.
Tralfic: Low, averages about 1-2 messagesper day
Archrive: AMIA-L is automatically archived. Files can be retrieved using the
LISTSERV commands described earlier in this article. Web access is the
preferred
method.
The AMIA-L archive files also are
available through HYPATIA, a WAIS
service provided by the Pittsburgh Regional library Center (telnet prlc.org
ind login hypatia, password hypatia).
Jane Dunbar Magree at UCLA summarizesthe messagesposted to AMIAL; the summaries are published in the

sions of preseruationissues.
Some^of the topics recently covered
are: microclimates inside videotape
cases;recordings on paper audiotape;
barcoding videotapes; how best to isolate and itore acetate films exhibiting
vineqar slmdrome; conversion costs;
rewi"nding videotapes; prioritizing
videotape restoration; and tape mold.

Association fbr
Resource: AMIA-L:
Moving Image Archivists
Subscriplion Addtest, listserv@ukcc.
uky.edu
Message Submission: amia-l@ukcc. Resource: Conservation Distlist
uky.edu
List Coordinator: Tom House, University of New Hampshire (current e-mail
not available at time of writing)
Subscriber Base: ca. 345 in 15 countries.
Many participants are moving image
archiviits. Representatives of commercial ventures involving moving imHenry Stanfbrd University Libraries
ages also participate actively and share
(whenry@lindy.stanford. edu)
their expertise.
Subscriber Base: ca. 1350 participants
Scope: AMIA-L was established to facilifrom at least 2l countries.
among members
tit" co**nttication
Participation is limited to people
of the Association fbr Moving Image
nrofessionally involved-and this is inArchivists and others interested in all
ierpreted very liberally-with the conaspects of the preservation of moving
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was begun in 1987 and is the second
servation of cultural materials. Particioldest library/museum-oriented list on
pants include: conservators in several
the Internet.
specialities (books, paper, paintings,
As a moderated digest, the Conserobjects, photographs, archaeological
vation Distlist is les.sformal than mo.st
materials, ethnographic materials,
newsletters, but more formal than
etc.); preservation administrators; conmost Internet mailing lists. To enhance
servation scientists; Iibrary and muretrieval in databases {Conservation
seum curators; archivists; librarians;
academics from a number of disciOnline), subject headings are subject
to infbrmal vocabulary control.
plines; students in library archives,
The po.sting.sare assembled into a
and museum studies. or conservation
consistent digest {brmat, with a list of
science; specialists in electronic techsubjects and queries at the beginning
nology; and staffand officers o{ {undof the text.
ing agencies, pro{'essional organizaentities
Recent topics include: American
tions,
and government
Institute {br Conservation Code of
involved with conservation.
Ethics revision; accelerated agrng; anScope: Conservation Di.stlist covers a
nouncements of meetings, conferbroad spectrum of topics pertaining to
ences, {unding, and educational opthe conservation/preservation of Iiportunities; collection conservation
brary, archive, and museum materials.
issues; deacidification; digital imaging
Traf{ic: Usually 2-3 digests are distrib(e.g., digitization of microforms); disuted each week. In 1994, there were
aster preparedness and response; envi794 individual postings, in 94 mailings
(digests).
ronmental control; exhibition issues;
Archive: All instances of the Distlist are
fire suppression; job postings; mdd
and biohazardsin collection materials;
available via Conservation Online
(CoOL). CoOL exists as three facets
preservation of electronic fbrmats,
sound recordings, etc.; and storage,
based on accessmethod-World Wide
duplication, and treatment of photoWeb URL http,//palimpsest.stanford.
graphic materials.
edu/; Gopher URL gopher://palimpsest.stanlbrd.edu: WAIS URL wais:
palimpsest.stan{brd.edu:210/cool.src Resource: ERECS-L: Management &
Preservation of Electronic Records
Each f'acetprovides different views
of the Conservation Distlist archives Subscription Address: listserv@uacsc2.
(and a large library of other materials
albany.edu (or listserv@albnyvmI .
bitnet)
related to the conservation of library
Message Submission: ereqs-l@uacsc2.
archive and museurn materials).
albany.edu (or erecs-l@albnyvml.
Web accessis the preferred method.
bitnet)
In the WAIS facet, individual mesList Owner and Editor: Thomas j.
sages(not digests) are availatrle {br {ull
Ruller, New York State Archives and
text search/retrieval. In the Gopher
Records Administration (tom@unix6.
{acet, in addltion to searching, digests
nped.gov)
are available for browsing. In the Web
Subscriber Base: ca.300 in 12 countries.
f'acet, the ability to browse individual
The targeted audience is: archivists
messagesby author, date, subject, and
working in all institutional settings;
thread is added.
students of archival administration;
A list of current Distlist Darticidata archivists; data librarians; and
Conse^rvation
pants (ConsDir-The
other information professionals who
E-mail Directory) is also available via
can bene{it {rom or contribute to an
CoOL.
Comments:
Conservation Distlist
is
ongoing discussion of electronic records issues. Most contributors are arprobably the most important listserv
chivists, but other information profesfbr anyone interested in the preserva.sionals do participate, including
tion oflibrary and archival materials. It
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conservators, preservation librarians,
representatir,'es of computer industry
corporations, and consultants in information management.
Scope: This lists6rvfocu.sesexclusively on
electronic records. It provides a foium
for archMsts and other inlbrmation
professionals to discussthe ideas, techniques, :and issues associatedwith the
management and preservation of electronic records.
ERECS-L is also a vehicle for the

stitutions' abiliU to make information
in electronic form available, understandatrle, and usable as long as it is
needed.
Treffic: Low, averages about 1-2 messagesper day.
Archive: ERECS-L is autornatically archived.
Files can be retrieved using the listsery commands dascrtbed e"arlier in
this article.
Commenk: ERECS-L (Management &
Preservation of Electronic Records) is
an important tool for keeping current
with the latest developmen[s in the
preservation of electronic records.
At this time, rnany of the posted
messages are annorincetnents-for
jobs, publications, conferences, new
Iistservs, etc.
Some recentexchangeson ERECS-L
concerned the fbllowiig topics: documentation; magnetic media preservation; 3480 tape quality; use of florrrry
diskettes for itorlng records; and legil
"
admissibiliw of electronic records.

Resource: Imagelib
Subscription Address: listserv@listserv.
arizona.edu
Message Submission: imagelib@listsew.
arizona.edu
Llst Orvner: Stuart Glogo{'f, University of
Atizona (sglogoff@library.arizona.edu)
Moderatorl List is not moderated
Subscriber Base: ca. 900 in ca. 32 coun-

tries (this does not include people who
accessImagelib via Usenet). The people subscritringto Imagelib come flom
many {ields and interests. All are interested or activelyworking in some area
of imaging, optical publishing, or large
databiesl
The types offields represented by
those posting messages include I'aculty members, consultants, commercial imaging products vendors, computer support technicians, litrrarians,
photographic and manuscript archivists, museum curators, and in{'ormation technologists.

or regional significance; full-text; (3)
exploring issuessuch ascopyright, permissions, and I'airuse; (4) worlcingwith
users to incorporate image databases
in their courses and research; sharing
successstories and asking for advice.Trafftc: Heavy, averages a6out 10 messagesper day
Archive: Contributions to this list are

Access to the clearinehouse can be
achieved several ways.- The WWW
URL is http, tt dAzy.library. arizona.edu,/
images.htrnl.It is also possible to telnet to sabio.arizona.edu, and select
O. OTHER databasesand remote Libraries/O3.internetGopher/l0. Image
Databases/S.Clearinghouse of Image
Databases.
Another option is to gopher to the
Clearinghouse of Image Databases.
Gopher to &zzy,library.arizona.edu,
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select Image Databases/Clearinghouse
of Image Databases in Libraries.
Comments: Although there currently is
not a heavy preservation presence on
Imagelib, it is the most relevant listserv
for people interested in digital imaging
as a presen/ation method.
Some of the postingsserve as minitutorials about various aspectsof imaging, and messagesregularlyappearabout
the most recent literature. Participants
readily provide advice concerning
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equipment, vendors, and methods fbr
digital capture and access.
Recent postings pertinent to preservation included: scanning pencil
writing; B.bit vs. 24-bit color; the difI'erence tretween DPI (dots per inch)
and resolution; JPEG compression;
progressive transmission; imaging
magazines and articles; RFPs lbr digital capture; newspaper scanning lrom
microfilm or negatives; and Iarge fbrmat flat-bed scanners.
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Book Reviews
GregoryH.leozer,Editor
KLG Arehioes Microfilming
Manual.
Ed. Nancy E. Elkington, Mountain
View, Calif.: Research Libraries
Group, Inc., 1994. Index. Appendixes.
208p., spiral-bound. $45.
This long-awaited publication again
has proven the strength and value of the
Research Libraries Group (RLG) in assisting their membership by building on
the experience of the group, and for a
second time, too, I expect an RLG publication to become the de facto standard
{br a {'acet of library operations. The
first such book in preservation wa^sNancy
Elkington'.s RLG Presensation Microfilming Handbook, published in 1992. The
most imoortant characteristic of this new
manual,'however, is what it is noi: it is not
a definitive set of speci{ications for the
complete procedures leading to microIilmins of archival materials. It is, howerret, necess"ry reading {br anyone working with archival materials, or anyone that
is looking towards a possibility of refbrmatting in the future; it offers an outline
of considerations lbr the entire workflow
The reasons that the definitive answers
are not spelled out is due to the very
nature of archival materials: there is too
much variety fbr one set ofstandards to be
endorsed. For each collection, informed
curators must fbrmulate qoals and then
work throush what needito be done to
reach the eouk. thir manual is the most
helpful re.-ontce {br bringing the considerations involved with archival microfilming to one place with clear description and
a discussion of alternatives. The archival
procedures oI' appraisal and processing
are discussed(in generalterms, but noting
the problems spJcific to preservationmicrolilming) aswell asthe target sequences
and technical film requirements one

might expect in a work with this title. As
libiary ahd printed materials curators
evolved through several models and sets
of guidelines for microfilming practice
(culminating most recently in the RI-G
Presensatioi Microfilming Handbook),
this new text is a first e{Iort in an evolving
process to document procedures associated with putting archival materials on
microfilm. Even though the title seems to
limit the scope of discussion,I suggestto
those who think that microfilm is a dead
technology to consult this volume, lbr
many of the discussion points are consistent with reformatting an archival collection to micro{ilm or another medium.
As with the lirst RLG manual. this one
has a series of chapters dealing with issues
of the processand then a seriesof appendices, of{'ering more discussion on particular topics, or particular examples to
model {br local use. The initial chapters
begin a bit more broadly then the other
RLG manual,with "Managing an Archival
Preservation Microfilming Project," but
proceed to the expected procedures lbr
^preparation
of' materials, microfilming
irocedures and inspectionissuesand routines. As noted in the manual'sintroduction, this beginning focus on project management was part ol' the process of
consensus-building among RLC members participatingin the cooperativeproiect tirat wai the Sasislbr this work. In that
tooperative project, institutions with
great experiencein microlilming archival
iraterials as well as enthusiastii novices
worked to document their procedures in
completing similar tasks to dievelopprocedural models. A very useful chapter on
characteristics that seem necessary {br
digitization of microfilm is contributed by
Anne R. Kenney of Cornell and completes
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in MARC and public display {brmat. Discussion of PRECIS (Preserved Context
Indexing System) has been de-emphasized, while Medical Subject Headings
(MzSH) and the National Library of
Me&cine (NLM) classificationhave been
added, as well as a helpl'ul discussion of
how Library of Congress Classifi'cation
(LCC) schedules are revised.
Comnletelv reworked in this edition
."',re^ralcirapters that provide over"re
views
of cataloging processes. There is a
new introduction that explains the purposes of cataloging in terms of' bibliolraphic control. Chapter Z, the introduction
Io subiect cataloging, presents subject accessin terms of online searchingand considers the role of uncontrolled a-swell as
controlled access to sublects. Chan'.s
Chapter 16 on the production ofcatalgging iecords gives a concise survey of the
technical services environment. Most examples are new, the in-chapter exercises
are'expanded,and Appendix E will delight
cataloging teachers with its answers {br-all
of them.
Much of the text has been revised and
rearranged fbr style rather than content.
For exainple,among the section headings
Cataloging anil Classification: An lntroduction. By Lois Mai Chan. 2d ed. in the ch'apters on"Library of Congreis
New York: McGraw-Hill, 1993. 519p. Subject Headings (LCSH) "Hierarchical
(rsBN 0-07-010506-5).LC 93-22606. Stmcture" in tle first edition become
"structural Hierarchy'' in the second.
The second edition of Chan's textbook
"Syntax," previously used as a section
has been long-awaited. The original ediheading only in the PRECIS chapter,now
tion continued to be avaluable companion
,"place-, "Fot*t [ot' headings]^"in the
to basic cataloging instruction long after
LCSH chapter.
the in{brmation in it was hopelessly outThe reorganization and new chapters
dated. It is most welcome to have a new
version that re{lects current cataloging were done asan attempt to amend the {irst
editiont basic weakness: the lack of sppractice.
All 1981 re{'erencesto tools were made
current as of 1993. The Anglo-Atrwrican
Rules, second edition
Calaloguing
(AACR2) is replaced by the 79BBReaision
(AACR2R), re{'erence to Haykint venerable Subject Headings is removed in response to the publication of the Subject
Cataloging Marrual, and Sears is considered in its fourteenth edition. Important
additions to the work are sample MARC
(Machine-Readable Cataloging) records
The compartmentalization of in{brmaand online &splays throughout the text,
tion results in sections that speak of the
the keying of cataloging rules to MARC
classified catalog without any ref'erence to
fields, and new appendices with records

the basic text. The appendix materials ol'f'er such topics as {ilming di{licult format
materials, microfilm treatment (to limit
deterioration) and a cost study based on
the cooperative RLG archives microfilming project; this latter item presents only
summary points of that work, but will
clearly illustrate to curators to estimate
and allocate staff resources in particular
for undertakinE such work. A second
model of interest in this cost study describes categories of archival materials by
physical format, and begins to classify
their differences (as well as expand the
vocabulary of'many with the term "gallimaufry scrapbook"). The appendix seition
"Technical Micro{ilming GuidelinesArchival Materials" builds directly on the
materials in the first RLG manual, including a numbering system that begins with
item A ({br Archives Manual).
This manual will be a very standard
work for curators and preservation st#f
working with reformatting of archival collections-until
the next edition replaces
itl-Ann
Suartzell, Unioersity of Califurnia, Berkeley.
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the role of a classification scheme or ones
that present phase relations as a simple
panacea to assigning both subject headings and classilication numbers. Such
awkward passageswith undigested ideas
stand in marked contrast to the elesant
exposition of subject arrangement lb"und
in Arlene Taylor's eighth edition oI'Bogdan Wynar's Introduction to Cataloging
and Classification (ErgIewood, Colo : Libraries Unlimited, 1992, p. 307-327).
While an earlier reviewer in this journal
(Alan Thomas invol. 37, no. I (Jan.1993):
107-8) found Wynar/Taylor too detailed
and dense, even {br intermediate catalogers. I find it to be the textbook of choice

for advanced cataloging classesbecause of
its abilitv to svnthesize research literature
and give benevolent advice on thorny topics like "aboutness."
To conclude, though, I want to emphasize that Chan is the textbook ofchoice fbr
paraprofessional
training, core courses,
-basic
and
electives thai focus on book
cataloging. Its simplicity is a strength with
students who are still struggling with basic
terminologlz. Everything necessary lbr a
sound understanding of cataloging is included, and the second edition will undoubtedly have as great a longevity as the
Iirst.-Cheryl M. Boencher Unioersity of
Califo rnia, Lo s Angel es.
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Lelfers
From 'Robert Fugmann, Lecturer,
Vice-President of the International Society {br Knowledge Organization (ISKO),
Idstein-Germany:
In Library Resources Lr Technical
Sen:ices38, no.3 (1994),324-26, Professor Bella Hass Weinberg published a review of my book, Subject Analysis and
Indexing: Theoretical Fou.ndation and
Practical Adoice.
This review violates several rules of
impartiality and fairness which a reviewer
owes to the author of a work, as they have
most recently again convincingly been
compiled by Daniel (1993). In the {bllowing, the most conspicuous types of flaws
in this review are commented upon.
1. Failure to recognize the essentials of the book
Most of the substantial ooints of the
book are omitted lrom discuision, such as
the fbllowing ones: (a) the five axioms (the
core of my theory) and their explanatory
and predictive value; (b) categorization
and the various roles that conceptual categories play in an inlbrmation system; (c)
the particular subdivision of the representational task between vocabulary and
grammar in an index language; (d) the
various, in part novel, syrtactical devices,
in particular that of the most use{ul relation indicator; (e) the exempli{ication of
the analytico-s;,ntheticapprolch in indexing and retrieval and the (novel) relief
which it provides from excessiveexpenditure in analysis through the notion of
ubiquitous conceptual components; ({)
the (quite uncommon but useful) borderline between general and indMdual concepts; (g) the iubdivision of the indexing
and retrieval task between clerical assistant and scientist on the basis of this borderline; (h) the (quite uncommon but use-

ful) deffnitions of the central notions ol
information and of order; (i) the outstanding role of representational predictability
in the explanation and prediction of several hitherto unexplained phenomena{br example, in the presently prevailing
contradictions in indexing consistency
and exhaustivity, and in giving the reasons
fbr the {'ailure of the early syntactical device of the 1ink"; (j) the axiomatic specification of the caoabilities and limitations
of free indexing ind of f'ull text retrieval;
(k) the (novel) notion ofthe relation path
in vocabularies, as a criterion fbr a continuing, durable operability of an index
language vocabulary; (l) the non-empirical, economical, and particularly reliable
tests for representational predictability
(in the interest ofhigh recall ratio) and fbr
representational Iidelity (in the interest of
high precision rates);(m) the resolution of
the still pending issueofthe "inverse precision-recall relationship"; and (n) the
clari{ication of the natural limits of any
in{brmation technolog' through the notion of the indeterminacy of processes(not
entirely new, but widely neglected so I'ar).
Instead of discussingat least some of
these essentialsthe reviewer concentrates
on immaterialities.
2. Concentrating on immaterialities
a. Hyphenation: The omission of hyphenation is criticized and-alledgedlyunequal spacing as the consequence: Invisible to the unbiased reader.
b. Spelling out the particularly depreciating misprints in the book.
c. Blaming unsklllful use of language
and hterally reproducing them: How
many papers has the reviewer published
in a fbreign language? (My translator
writes British English.)
d. Criticizing gaps in the paragraph
numbering: The advantages of my para-
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graph indexing (instead ofpage indexing)
are not mentioned, fbr example:
. more precise access to the desired
passagis {br the reader;
o possibility of inserting paragraphs
without disturbing the existing locators in the provisional index during the
writing of the manuscript;
r possibility of making the index prior to
paging has been done, and thus;
o having more time for the index preparation.
What harm is caused that some paragraph numbers are omitted?
e. Criticizing my sequence of the preliminaries (table of contents, {breword,
pref'ace,glossary list of Iigures), which is
fbund to be strange by the reviewer: The
reviewer insists on the list of figures to
have to fbllow the table of contents instead of lbllowing the glossary However,
there are alwaysmany linear sequencesin
which items can be arranged. Objections
can be raised against each o{ these linear
sequences, and another one can be
claimed to have to be pre{'erred, in the
urge to compile and to extend criticism.
{. Criticizing the paragraph numbers
in the list of {igures: The list of figures is
criticized because, here, the paragraph
numbers in which the figure is discussed-and not the page numbers-are
given where the {igures are printed. But
the reader will probably be most interested in being directed to the passage
where the topic of the ligure is discussed
and explained.From there, the readerwill
easily find the {igure printed in the immediate viciniw. This mav olten be {'elt easier
than trying io find the explanatory passage
starting {iom the appertaining Iigure.
g. Wellischs missinglbrenamein one
ofthe citations.
h. Criticizing the term enumeration in
the glossary: The glossary inlbrms the
reader of the definitions of the terms that
have been used in the book. They are
arranged in alphabetical sequence and
have received consecutiveterm numbers
in the glossary.Instead ofappreciating the
general clari{ication achieved by the glossary it is criticized that the numbers "are
not explained in a preliminary note." An
example fiom the glossaryis the {bllowing:

2. Associative Relation
Any Relation between concepts (6) that is
not hierarchical (18) and not purely logical

(25).
Here, the term "associative relation"
has been assignednumber 2 in the alphabetical seouenceof terms. Under number
(6) the re-ader {inds the term "concepts"
explained, under (18) "hierarchical relation", etc. Is the reader really overtaxed
with having to recognize that the bracketed number "(6)" re{'ersto the position
number (6) of "concept" in the glossary?
Through this numbering it is made obvious at the same time that the term "concept" is defined in the glossary,too, and in
f'act at location number (6) in the sequence oI'terms. It is just through this
type of referencing that no sequential
reading o{' the glossary is necessary, in
sharp contrast to what has been stated in
the review.
i Layout: The reviewer wrongly assumesthat the book has been reoroduced
merely fiom a word-processed copy. In
{'act,however, the layout had been professionally made with Aldus PageMaker.
It is hardly worthwhile in a review of
hmlted space to dispute immaterialities
and idiosyrrcracies such as these. This
holds true also fbr the onlv oositive comment which the reviewei riakes on the
book: "The generous gutter margin will
permit rebinding of this paperback fbr
library-infbrmation sciencecollections."
3. Stating a view different from that
of the author and declaring this
different view the only acceptable one
Several examnles of this attitude are
fbund in Prof'essor Weinberg's review. I
comment on them using some articles of
the lournal of the Am.erican Society for
Information Science45, no. 3 (1994):
First case: The sentence in the book
(paragraph 292): "Unfortunately, this important diff'erence" (namely the dif{'erence between relevance and pertinence)
"has almost completely been disregarded
in the literature of the more recent past"
is contradicted in the review through: "In{brmation science joumals are {ull of articles on this topic "
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In his introductory article to the special issue of /ASIS, Froehlich writes (p.
128, right-hand column, third paragraph):
"Relevance judgments do not con{brm to
the professional research distinction between relevance and pertinence."
Most clearly, in the same issue o{'/ASIS
Dara Lee Howard writes (fbotnote on p.
173, bottom le{i), quite representative {br
the view expressed in almost all the articles in this specialissue:"In general,pertinence is the version of relevance that I
am discussinq. It is the sense of relevance
that encompisses the judgment of the infbrmation problem solver, his or her need
and his or her interaction with infbrmation documents. I use the term relevance
interchangeably."
'pertinence"
by
This exchange of
"relevance" (and, in my opinion, the con{usion which results f rom that) can well be
looked upon as typical ofthe direction of'
research in the more recent past. Hence,
my statement that "relevance" is more and
more being used in the senseof classical
pertinencJ is per{'ectly correct. By no
means is literature full of contradictions to
this statement. The meanins in which I
use relevance and pertinenie has been
defined in the glossaryofthe book. It is
congrr-rent with the delinitions that have
beei in use be{bre the confusion of the
traditional meaning of relevance (in the
topical sense)with relevance (in the pertinence sense)had spread.
Second case:The review saysthat I am
guilty of provoking miscommunication
through my use o{'words in idiosyncratic
meanings. The reviewer delines "query"
a^sa user'.sinfbrmation need as expressed
in natural language, and is distinguished
{rom formal search statements, and contradicts my definition (as speci{ied in the
glossary of' the book) which states fbr
"query" the entirety of the searchparameters e{Iective in retrieval.
In,|ASIS 1994,no.3, p. 150, Carol L.
Barry says: "The system matches subject
terms that comprise document representations and queries " and "that relevance is the result of a match between the
subject terms ofthe query and the subject
terms assignedto the documents."
Here, "r1uery"is used precisely in the
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sense to which I gave preference.
Ingwersen (I994), too, uses"query" in the
same sense. My definition o{'"query" is
also in confbrmity with that of Woodruff
and Plaunt (1994). I also quote liom
American National Standard Institute
(1980),ANSI 239.19-1980,figure 1, step
5: "Matching index terms with query
terms," which yields "response to que1y."
In the indexes oltheJoum,al of the American Societyfor Informntion Science olthe
recent years under "Queries" and "Query
Ibrmulation" there are listed, {br example,
"an expert system {br query formulation,"

in this language.What the reviewer entertains and insiits on is only one o['at least
two possible meaning-s of the term
"query."
Furthermore, by no meansdoesit lead
to miscommunication if only an author
clearly sayswhat helshe means by a term,
in particular, iIthis is done in accordance
wifh one of the oerf'ectlv common word
usaqes.
The review says: CatalogThird
"ase,the work of Dykstra (1988)
ers who know
will recognize the incorrectness of Fugmann's statement, "The Library of Congress subiect heading list is a typical thesaurus."
There are several definitions of the
thesaurus in use. At least the thesaurus
criteria of the American National Standards Institute (1980) are satis{ied by the
Library of Congress Subiect Heading List
(cf. p.9 ofthe standard:". . . athesaurus is
defined as a compilation o{' words and
Dhrasesshowing synonymous,hierarchiial, and other r"elitionshipsand dependencies, the {unction of which is to provide
a standardized vocabulary fbr infbrmation
storageand retrieval"). Cbnsidered essential here lbr a thesaurus is the feature of
an alphabetical list of index terms with
ref'erences to related terms. But I agree,
LCSH is not a model example of a
thes aurus.
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It is pointless to contradict a definition
with the argument that there is a different
definition elsewhere. fbr which absolute
preference is claimed.
Fourth case: The index and the structure of its hierarchies: Prol'essor Weinberg criticizes that the arrangement ofthe
systematic index in the book "replicates"
the logical arrangement of the text. But
the author of a systematic index should
strive for a structure ofhierarchy which is
helpf'ul in the view of a searcher. By no
means must this arrangement always be
difTerent liom that of the table of contents, as the reviewer seems to claim.
For example, why should the various
syntactical devices, such asrole indicators,
deep case grammar, segmentation, adjacency operators, etc., not be brought together under the general subject heading
of "S1'ntax," a type of arrangement which
recurs in the table ofcontents?
In my book, the vast majority of the
Iocators under a subject heading point to
relevant paragraphs which are l'ar distant
fiom each other in the text. Thus, the
index is by no means redundant to the
table of contents and perfectly serves its
purPose.
The review also criticizes the systematic index fbr its requiring "triple lookup."
The truth, however, is that one additional
step is required here, as compared to
lookup in the conventional alphabetical
index: In the alphabetical ba-sicindex of
the book the nosition number of the subject heading in question is {bund. This
number points to the position of the subject heading in its systematicenvironment
in the systematic index, where the locators
fcrr the subiect under consideration are
Iisted.
It is lbr good reasonsthat the complete
alphabetical index is omitted {iom the
book (but available on request fiom the
publisher) becausethe experimentalbasic
index of the book servesthe samepurpose
(at the cost of one additional lookup), and
becausethe important additional capabilities o{ the systematic index were primarily
to be demonstrated in the limited space
available.
The alphabetically arranged basic index provides some uncommon, though

useful, information on each subject heading, such as all the appertaining hierarchically super- and subordinate subject headings. This is in addition to what the
conventional alphabetical index provides.
This positive {'eature would certainly have
deserved mentioning when the addltional
lookup step which itlequires is criticized.
The pulpose and merits of the systematic index, where each subject heading
appears embedded in its hierarchical environment together with all its locators,
would certainly have desewed mentioninq in the review, too, because indexes like
these are only very rarely encountered.
The gain in index perspicuity is considerable.
The sentence in the review "This dual
system of locators is unexplained in the
headnote" conceals that the system is, fbr
its experimental character, exhaustively
explained in a special chapter. Merely a
head note would have been quite inappropriate lbr this purpose. The reader is
saf'elyreferred to this explanatory chapter
throush the head notes ofthe indexes. For
example,the top oI p. 222 reads:
ACCESSTO THE EXPERIMENTAL
INDEXES
Shortintroduction
Seechapter5 7 2. for complete
introduction
The indexes are expressively called
"experimental" ones in the book and are
intended to stimulate deliberations on the
part ofthe reader.
There are still more essentialand useful {'eaturesof the systematic index in the
book, some of which are only rarely encountered in practice. Examples are:
o the consistent use of subheadings;
o the general avoidance of long strings
of undi{I'erentiated locators ;
. logrcal (not merely alphabetical) arrangement of the subheadings;
. access to paragraphs (not merely to
pages/;
r exrrressive indication of the hierachicai level ofeach descriptor in the svstematic index;
. repetition of the hierarchical structure at the top ofeach individual page,
etc.
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At least some of these positive features
would have deserved mentioning in the
review, in addition to the criticism ol"'triple" lookup.
4. Contradicting the book author in
questions oftaste
Here, the book's "unappetizing" examples, originating lrom agriculture, plant
protection, and pest control, seemto have
violated the reviewer's taste and released
an attitude ofantipathy towards the entire
book. But can a book author be exDected
to choose examples liom areaswith-which
he/she is not {'amiliar, and therefore treat
them in a dilettantic manner, in order to
pleasethe taste ofall readers?
5. Criticizing
the book author for
dealing with a topic which the reviewer is not interested in aIthough the topic is precisely pertinent to the theme of the book
The reviewer criticizes the book'.s
chapter "Cooperative Infbrmation Processing in an Organization" for its comprising microfilming as a f'actor which is "extraneous to subject analysis." But why
should tht chapter have a gap through the
omission of micro{ilming documents for
archival purposes? It certainly deserves at
least mentioning in the description of an
in-house inlbrmation system.
That "the essential concepts do not
come through" in this chapter {br the reviewer is due to her neglecting them and
her concentrating on immaterialities. Essential here is the practice-proven subdivision ofthe work between the expert on
the one hand (Ibr the general concepts
according to my de{initi6n) and the clerical assistant on the other ({br the individual concepts according to my definition).
Hence, this chapter constitutes a model
example ol both iubject analysisand practical advice.
6. Criticizing
the book author for
him not having dealt with a topic,
which, however, is not the subject
of his book
It is not the goal of the book to deal
with abstracting and indexing in full detail, including book indexing. This would
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require several volumes of books. This
was neither the intention o{'the pubLsher
nor the scope of the lectures which the
book wa^sintended to reflect. The book'.s
emphasis is on theoretical lbundations
ur,d on practical advice originating fiom
them. On page 220 there are ample ref'erences to appropriate, specialized textbooks.
7. Criticizing lack of citations
The reproach of lack of citations can
alway.sbe riised against an author, and thi.s
has always been a rewarding field {br raising criticism.
The review criticizes that fbr "Cutter'.s
r-ule"no lbrmal credit is given to its author,
Cutter. Does it really require any reference to Cutter here? In the book, "Cutter'.s rule" (in paragraph 663) and other
quite common concepts such as "search
thesaurus" and "citation indexing" are explained. Does it, in addition, ieally require the citation of sources fbr them?
One could eouallv criticize the absence
of citations for "ciassi{ication" and "thesaurus."
On the other hand, the reviewer criticizes my repeatedly citing Ranganathan.
Why should I not do so when I interpret,
recommend, and apply Ranganathan's
analytico-synthetic appro ach?
The reviewer also discoversone unintentional duplication of a citation, and includlng this discovery into the review is
given pref'erence to the di.scu.s.sion
of the
essentialsunder number l.
8. Uncritically
and
distortingly
copying criticism of another reviewer
The reviewer says:"Lancaster (1991,
28) has already shown that the axioms,
which Fugmann previously published in
journal adicles, do not constitute a theory
of indexing."
Lancaster's statement wa-s: "Fugmann
(1975, 1985)haspresented severalaxioms
of indexing and in{brmation supply' but
not all ofthese are directly related to indexing per se . . ." Thls is correct, though
trivial, becauseFugmann's theory (1985)
expressly includes infbrmation supply (in
addition to indexing) to which some of the
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axioms logically additionally pertain. Lancaster had only stated that Fugmann's axioms did not exclusively relate to indexing.
Here, Lancaster's statement was resumed by the reviewer and presented in a
manner which wrongly implies Lancaster
to have denied any theoretical value of
Fugmann's approach.
9. Hostility
Several sentences in the review, too,
reveal the mood of hostility in which Prof'essor Weinberg has written her review
Another example is "Questions seem to
have been appended to the chapters to
justi{y calling this a textbook. Most of the
questions are interrogative forms of declarative sentences."
Is it not gpical of a question that it
originates fiom and can be responded to
by a declarative sentence?When I formed
the questions I had no justification in
mind but merely to deepen what the
reader and student had learned.What objections can be raised against a question
(criticized by the reviewer) such as "What
is the typical f'eature of polyhierarchies"?
How does the reviewer conclude that
I "aspire" to the status of Ranganathan?
Does the reviewer (wrongly) assume me
to have applied for the Ranganathan
Award of FID/Classification Research be{bre I was awarded same in Tokyo in October 1994?

longer served the purpose {br which they
had been designed, in particular because
of their steadily increasing in{brmation
loss and information noise.
It is true that those public information
systems, for which there is absolutely no
altemative, continue to be used, as the
reviewer emphasizes, in spite of all their
obvious deficiencies and although they
are most often used increasingly reluctantly. But in the course of time, their use
is more and more restricted to their most
recent parts because it becomes increasingly laborious and time-consuming to
search their entire files. Under these circumstances it is true that they do not literally die in their entirety, but only an
increasing part of them. Only the rest o{'
the most ieZent parts is kept alive, in spite
of its ineffectiveness. But what is kept
alive is a continually decreasing part of
those systems which lack survival power.
In this respect, the term "survival power"
in {'act would have needed some more

prints are to a large extent due to the
extremely high time pressure under which
the book had to be put to print. But none
of the other reviewers have, so {'ar,laid so

on this question a^sthis
ill:"|:lnn*is

JUSTIFIED CRITICISM
a. Surairsalpouer: As I'ar as the concept of
survival power is concerned, the criticism
of the reviewer stimulated some reconsideration on my part. This term (found in an
article by Gl;'nn Harmon [1970]) implies
that an inlbrmation system'.sdeath is quite
a common phenomenon. The "futility
point" of Blair (1991) beyond which the
use. becomes intolerably overtaxed
through the weeding out ofirrelevant responses says the same thing. I have
watched many infbrmation syitems die
during my{brtyyears of inlbrmation practice in industrv. These systems had to be
taken out of service because they no

SuuuenY
Instead of infbrming the reader,this review concealsthe essentialsofthe book.
Thus, the reviewconstitutesmisinfbrmation in Dienert sense.
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From Bella Hass Weinberg, Prof'essor, DiScivision of Library and Information
ence, St. John's University, Jamaica, New

York:
From several in{brmal communications, I
am aware that Robert Fugmanns diatribes on my review ofhis book have been
widely circulated to colleagues and editors. Some journals have a policy of not
publishing authors' complaints about
critical reviews of their books. Given that
you have decided to publish Fugmann's
letter, I am pleased to be given the opportunity to write a reioinder.
Rather than rebut Fugmann'.slengthy
letter point by point, I have chosen to

focus on the rights and responsibilities of
reviewers in qeneral. First, I must note
that I wrote th-ereview of Fugmannk book
tor LRTS by invitation; I am not a regular
reviewer for this iournal. LRTS'Book Review Editor, Lawrence Auld, sought an
authority on indexing to write the review
and selectedme.
Having accepted the assignment, I I'elt
that my first responsibility was to follow
the .iournali reviewing guidelines-most
importantly, to adhere to the limit on
length. I generallywrite in-depth reviews,
ranging in length from five- to tenthousand words, {br the Joumal of the
American Societyfor Informati.on Science
(/ASfS). Had I done the review {br/ASIS,
I would have discussed in detail all of the
substantive ideas in the book as well as its
editorial aspects,with special attention to
the index.
I shall let LRTS readers draw their own
conclusions about an authorwho enumerates all of the significant ideas in his own
book, but even if I agreed with the list, I
simply did not have the space to discuss
all of these points in LRTS.
The second responsibility of reviewers
is to their audience. In writing fbr a given
journal, I try to envision the prior knowledse ol'its readers,and I think about what
thJywould like to know about the work in
hand. In evaluating a book on indexing fbr
LRTS, I assume that the readers of the
review will be catalogers and cataloging
educators, and that the key question in
their mind will be: Is this book recommended {br catalogerswho are seeking an
introduction to indexing? My considered
opinion is that Fugmann'.sbook is not suitable for this audience, only {br advanced
students ofindexinq
Although ln his letter Fugmann argues
that my review concentrates on "immaterialities," the bulk ofhis epistle constitutes
an attempt to rebut my substantive criticisms of his work. which are mild-{br
example, I called his major thesis appealing but debatable. Other reviewers-in
addition to notinp some of the same editorial flaws I did"-have stronger objections: Anderson (1994) comments on
Fugmann'.slack of regard for the end-user
anJLanca^ster(lgg4lcriticizes his lack of
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concern for cost-effectiveness in indexing
systems. Let me take this opportunity to
quote the sentence lrom Lancaster'.sbook
that Fugmann avoided in section eight of
his letter: "Most of Fugmannt axiomsare
reallyfactors afl'ecting the perfbrmance of
information retrieval systems rather than
elernents of indexing ih"ory.. . ." I did
not state in my review that Lancaster said
Fugmann'.s approach had no theoretical
value.
I found it amusing that Fugmann
closed his letter by citing Richard Dieneq
who preceded me as a professor of in{brmation science at St. Tohn's University.
Fugmann alludes
to Dieneis
"rypiically which the
definition of misinformation,
original article states Ls "the innocent
trans{'er of {'alsein{brmation" (pp. 36, 23).
I do not believe that this definition applies
to my review; I don't think there are many
people in the fteld who consider me ignorant on the subject ofindexing.
One more inappropriate citation in
Fugrnann'.s letter is to H. D. Daniel'.s
Guardians of Science. That book deals
exclusively with peer review of manuscripts submitted to joumals, which is very
difl'erent from book reviewing.
I maintain that many o{'t-he edltorial
and structural aspects of his book discussed in my review which Fugmann considers "immaterial" are in fact of maior
concern to librarians, and to LRTS readbrs
in particular: Accuracy of orthography is
important in cataloging and essential in
re{'erence sewice. If Fugmann could not
afl'ord to hire a proofreader, at least he
could have used spell-check!
Readability is also o{'interest to librarians who, {bllowing Ranganathan's law,
"Every book his reader," must match the
level of a book to a patron's background.
Fugmann'.s list of his book's substantive
points illustrates the complexity of the
work. In my experience as a prol'essor of
indexing, it is necessary to illustrate such
concepts through clear, concrete examples. Very {'ewstudents of library-in{brmation science have a chemistry background,
and there{bre Fugmann'.sliequent examples from that discipline fail to bring
acrosshis points.
I critici.zed the quastions appended to

Fugmann'.s "textbook" {br a similar reason: indexing students must be given concrete, practical exercises,not merely asked
to repeat the theoretical points in a book.
Typography is ofinterest to librarians,
who often study the history o{ books and
printing and have an appreciation {br
good design. Good typography enhances
legibility. Physical aspects of a book are
relevant aswell to librarians, who are concerned with durability, binding, and preservation of library materials. As a voting
representative to the National Information Standards Organization, I am aware
of numerous standards in this area.
Among the many information standards
that are violated by Fugmann'.s book,
there is one that I did not have space to
mention in the review: the text on the
spine is printed in the wrong direction

(Nrso 1990)!

Reference apparatus-Librarians are
most definitely interested in the rel'erence
apparatus of a book. Lists of {igures are
expected to {bllow tables of contents; indexes are expected to be arranged alphabetically; and any unusual notations in
glossaries or indexes should be explained
in a headnote. The importance of a consistent interf'ace to electronic infbrmation
systems is increasingly being recognized,
and such consistency is desirable in
printed books as well. There is recent research demonstrating that even graduate
students in librarv-information science
olten do not understand the standard
structural features of indexes, nor do thev
expect to find more than one index sequence in a book (Liddy and jorgensen

r993).
Quality of indexes is a maior concern
o{ librarians. and reviewers ofbooks in our
field should devote more attention to this.
One authority (Wellisch 1994) notes that
he always begins a review of a book on
indexing with an examination of its index.
adequacy of referCitations-The
ences is also germane to librarians, who
often use citation indexes to trace the impact of ideas. No, it is not necessaryto cite
a source fbr the well-established term
"classification," but it is necessary to provide a reference to the paper in which the
term [search] "hedges- was first pro-

LRTS

posed. I doubt that Fugmann would like
it if other writers on indexing were to use
his term "representational predictability'
without providing a {brmal reference to
one of his publications.
One of the reasons that Fugmann'.s
book is poorly documented is that he does
not seem to have accessto a comorehensive library. The lirst communi6ation I
received from him was a reouest for a
reprint of an article of mine that was published in The Indexer. Since the request
came shortly after the LRTS revied was
published, I wrote Fugmann that I expected the review to come to his attention,
and that it was largely a criticism of his
publisher. He then requested a reprint
since he does not have access to LRTS.
Anyone who does not read the major journals on indexing and cataloging cannot
oroduce awell-documented book on subject analysis.
As fbr what Fugmann calls "hostility,"
I can state that I have never been introduced to him, am not the author of a
competing text, and did not approach the
book with a negative attitude. (It would
clearly be unethical {br anyone to review
a book by someone toward whom he or
she f'elt animosity.) Perhaps my frequent
wincing at the numerous errors, incomprehensible sentences,and barely legible
{igures in Fugmann'.s book resulted in a
review with a sardonic tone. As an editor,
I am intolerant of poor writing and sloppily produced books. Even in reviewing
books written bv {riends. I do not hesitate
to point out what I consider to be substantive errors and editorial flaws. Usually I
am thanked fbr these criticisms, and the
author relers to the review in preparing a
revised edition
To answer Fugmann'.squestion in section 2(c)-yes, I have published several
papers in lbreign languages and spent
many hours with native speakers of those
languages to ensure that the writing was
idiomatic and the technical terms correct.
I do not understand why Fugmann had to
rush to publish his unedited translation.
The world could have waited lbr a careIully prepared edition.
In the journal Knouledge Orgunization I read recently that Fugmann won the
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Ranganathan Award, but I certainly did
not accuse him of applying for it. The fact
that he has won it constitutes the ultimate
challenge to his theory that only infbrmation systems with quality control survive.
Librarians and editors are aware that a
paper rejected byone journalwill likelybe
accepted by another; publishers have long
known that negative reviews do not materially aff'ect sales; and now we have
learned that a poorly edited, badly designed, incompletely documented, and
partially indexed book can win an award
in the {ield of librarianship.
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From T. M. Perreault, Prof'essorEmeritus
of Bibiiography, University of Alabama in
Huntsville:
Your article "End-User Understanding of
SubdMded Subject Headings" by Lori
Franz et al. (38, no. 33, July 1994, pp
213-26) concerns (without using the established terminolory) citation order. The
general theoretical background that can
make the whole question intelligible is
category-analysis a^smanifested in Ran-
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ganathan's work, and sloganized in the
fbrmula PMEST. This last, thouqh was
seen even by him and his adherenls to be
over-rigid in it's original fbrmation (analogous to the "proposed" order of subdivisions discussedin your article), and was
accordingly made more {lexible by the
introduction of the technique ol rounds
and levels. My own papers-"Citation OrStructure, and
der-Presuppositions,
Function" and'A New Thesaural Search
Strategization based on Rounds and Levels" demonstrate: a) that there can be a
predictable order among the elements of
the categorial analysis; b) that such predictability can be achieved without the
rigidity that your article shows leads to
misunderstanding; and, c) that techniques
more typically associated with classi{ica-

INpBx

tory subject-cataloging can also be profitably applied to verbal subject-cataloging
("subject headings").
It should be noted (though the revealing dif{'erencesbetween {igures 1 and 2 in
your article are hardly mentioned in the
.subsequentdiscussion)that the main result of the "proposed" (=over-rigid) citation order is that the number of user-in-

catalog.
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